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Abstract
ECOLOGICAL NICHES, SPECIES DISTRIBUTIONS, AND BIOGEOGRAPHIC
PROCESSES IN RODENTS ON NEOTROPICAL SKY ISLANDS
By
Mariano Soley
Advisor: Dr. Robert P. Anderson

This dissertation focused on the methodological and theoretical improvement of
correlative ecological niche models (ENMs) to better understand the processes governing species
distributions and associated evolutionary divergence in rodents inhabiting mesic conditions in
the Neotropics. Focusing on a widespread rodent from northern South America (Heteromys
anomalus), in the first chapter I proposed and tested a methodological approach to surmount the
challenge of incorporating environmental information from the margins of species geographic
ranges into ENMs. In so doing, I argue how populations that exist on the borders of species’
local ranges (spatial margins) can lead to exaggerated estimates of their niches and potential
geographic distributions due to issues of variable choice and resolution. In the second chapter, I
demonstrated how the approach developed in Chapter 1 improved the ability of ENMs to detect
an obvious environmental barrier fostering isolation and potential divergence between
continental and peninsular populations in three rodent lineages in northern South America:
Proechimys guairae, Rhipidomys venezuelae, and the Heteromys anomalus/H. oasicus species
pair. In the third chapter, I integrated ENMs with molecular data to test the effect of the climatic
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oscillations of the late Quaternary Period in two species of rodents restricted to the sky islands of
Costa Rica and western Panama: Reithrodontomys creper and Nephelomys devius. Overall,
results revealed how, despite sharing similar distribution patterns, niche differences in these
species resulted in idiosyncratic responses to past climate change that match currently observed
patterns of genetic diversity. Finally, in the fourth chapter, I developed a perspective of the
ecological niche concept that takes into account the responsiveness of phenotypes and the
variability of ecological strategies that a species can perform. Integrating these aspects into niche
theory leads to a more holistic perspective that reduces conflict between niche definitions,
dissolves existing paradoxes, and has multiple implications for the study of niches, their
evolution, and their effect on lineage divergence. Overall, this dissertation contributes to the
conceptual and methodological development of correlative approaches for modeling species
Grinnellian niches and their associated potential geographic distributions; the understanding of
how these relate to the evolutionary history of Neotropical montane taxa with regards to past
climate change; and finally, to a more holistic perspective of the niche concept that has multiple
implications for the study of niches in general, as well as our understanding of how they evolve
and affect lineage divergence.
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PREFACE
In my dissertation, I explored the effect of the environment in determining species
distributions, population connectivity, and lineage divergence. Under the advice of Dr. Robert P.
Anderson, I was able to obtain an in-depth understanding of ecological niche models, and how
these can be integrated with molecular analyses to answer evolutionary questions. In particular, I
learned how these are techniques that hold great promise for the study of biogeography, yet rely
on carefully meeting a multitude of assumptions. Working on the interesting system of mesic
rodents distributed across northern South America in the first two chapters, I was able to learn
the extensive methodological details involved in inferring niche-based species geographic
distributions, and how to detect and approach situations in which certain assumptions might be
violated. In particular, I proposed a theoretical framework and methodological approach to
address issues stemming from the use of records at the margins of species distributions. In the
third chapter, I applied the knowledge obtained in this South American system to address a
biogeographical question of special interest to me: the effect of past climate change in the
evolutionary divergence of rodents from the sky islands of Costa Rica and western Panama. For
this chapter, I carried out extensive field work in Costa Rica, visited museum collections, and
learned the techniques and details associated with the generation of molecular data to answer
phylogeographic questions. Finally, in my last chapter, I brought together several ideas that
matured and developed during the course of my dissertation, regarding what exactly are species
niches, how realistic are the inferences obtained from current approaches, and how niches
determine species distributions and affect the evolutionary diversification of lineages.
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CHAPTER 1

The effect of spatially marginal localities in modeling species niches and
distributions

2
INTRODUCTION
Understanding species niches and their associated geographic distributions has long been a major
interest in biology (e.g. Grinnell 1917; Hutchinson 1957; Brown 1984), providing insights into
the natural history of taxa and, more importantly, underpinning ecological, biogeographical and
evolutionary studies (Sagarin et al. 2006). Accordingly, researchers have recently developed
methods that associate species occurrence records with digital environmental data to obtain
inferences about their Grinellian niches and associated geographic distributions (reviewed in
Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Peterson et al. 2011). Several names have been given to these
methods (e.g. species distribution models, bioclimatic envelope models), but I refer to them as
ecological niche models (ENMs), emphasizing their underlying niche assumption (Peterson et al.
2011; Anderson 2012; Warren 2012).
Most correlative ENMs [e.g. Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Prediction (GARP),
generalized linear models (GLMs), Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS),
maximum entropy (MAXENT)], are generated by contrasting the environmental conditions where
a species occurs with either (1) the conditions where it is absent or undocumented
(presence/absence or presence/pseudo-absence), or (2) the conditions corresponding to a random
sample of the study region (presence/background); Peterson et al. 2011 p. 102). According to
how closely they match the modeled relationships (i.e. the niche), cells within a gridded output
surface are then assigned a relative value of suitability for the species (Peterson et al. 2011, pp.
51, 97). However, the quality of resulting ENMs depends on that of the input data (Lozier et al.
2009; Warren 2012), as well as adherence to general and species-specific assumptions (Elith et
al. 2010; Anderson 2012, 2013; Araújo & Peterson 2012).
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One of the most important assumptions when building ENMs is that occurrence records
represent source rather than sink habitat (Phillips et al. 2006; Warren 2012). Sink habitats harbor
environmental conditions that do not correspond to the species’ fundamental niche (Pulliam
1988, 2000); hence their incorporation exaggerates niche breadth and potential geographic
distributions. Inclusion of records representing sink habitat can be avoided by excluding obvious
outliers from model calibration (e.g. Mateo et al. 2013). However, inclusion of sink habitat in the
model might also occur inadvertently owing to issues regarding variable choice and resolution,
particularly along the margins of species distributions. This can occur even when records
represent true sources, meaning that simply removing outliers may be insufficient. I first outline
the nature of this issue and then introduce a novel approach to address it. In so doing, I call
attention to a more cautious and realistic use of ENMs and propose a way to improve these
valuable tools.

Environmentally versus spatially marginal localities
Virtually all species experience a variety of environments across their range, causing unequal
abundances throughout, as some of the conditions more closely approach the optimum for the
species than others (Whittaker 1956; Brown 1984; Brown et al. 1995; Guo et al. 2005). In the
absence of highly negative biotic interactors (and lacking strong dispersal constraints), species
should usually be most abundant in areas that exhibit optimal environmental conditions (i.e. most
suitable habitat). Concomitantly, the species should decline in number the further conditions
depart from this optimum, until it cannot persist (references above). Extirpation occurs due to
limits in the physiological tolerances of the focal species (regarding survival and/or
reproduction), in those of its positive biotic interactors (e.g. resources, facilitators), or both
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(Gaston 2003). I refer to localities (or habitat) harboring conditions along the margins of the
species’ niche (i.e. barely satisfying abiotic and/or general biotic requirements) as
environmentally marginal (Fig. 1a).
In these instances, environmentally marginal conditions are thought to cause the limits to
species distributions (but see Wisz et al. 2013). As such, these conditions are bound to be found
along (i.e. create) the spatial margins of species ranges (Gaston 2003). For this reason, I refer to
environmentally marginal localities also as spatially marginal. However, while I expect
environmentally marginal localities to always be spatially marginal, the converse will not
necessarily be true. Instead, this will depend on how gradual or sharp the decline in habitat
suitability is (e.g. Lomolino et al. 2006, p. 77). Moreover, spatially (and potentially
environmentally) marginal localities should not be considered to occur only on the margins of the
species’ overall range as is generally implied (especially by the ‘abundant center’ or ‘central–
marginal’ hypothesis; e.g. Hengeveld & Haeck 1982; Sagarin & Gaines 2002). Instead, these
localities should occur along every margin of each area occupied by a deme or population,
including internal margins surrounding unsuitable conditions within the local range (Fig. 1b; see
also Brown et al. 1996; Guo et al. 2005).

The problem of spatially marginal localities in practice
Inclusion of sink habitat in the model becomes more likely at spatial margins for two main
reasons. First, these margins represent contact zones between source and sink habitat, making
discrimination conceptually and empirically challenging (Kawecki 2008). Second, even if spatial
margins represent source habitat, at coarse resolutions (or when lacking information on proximal
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variables; Austin 2002) they might provide an environmental signal characterizing the
surrounding sink habitat instead. It is this latter issue that I explore in the present study.
Environmental variables used in ENM have a resolution corresponding to summaries of
values across space and time (e.g. 1 km2 cells representing mean annual precipitation). This
results in a diversity of local conditions represented by a single value (e.g. mean or median). For
this reason, local environments allowing persistence at a given site might not be accurately
represented by the variables examined (Fig. 1c). This is likely to be exacerbated when values are
obtained by interpolation over large distances (e.g. Hijmans et al. 2005). Such data reality may
not pose a serious problem near the core of a deme’s distribution, because even though local
environments might be omitted, the predominant environmental conditions still characterize
source habitat. However, it can become a serious issue at spatial margins, where suitable habitat
transitions to unsuitable. In this way, records from such margins might result in incorporation of
environmental values characterizing the surrounding sink habitat, hence overestimating the
species’ niche and the corresponding geographic areas suitable for it (Fig. 1c). This possibility
becomes more likely when suitable habitat protrudes extensively into unsuitable areas (either as
contiguous strips or disjunct patches), increasing contact between sources and sinks. I refer to
localities representing such conditions as protruding spatially marginal (PSM).

Objectives
I explore the effects that a particular case of spatially marginal localities might have in correlative
ENMs: that in which suitable habitat protrudes into sink habitat (PSM localities). I focus on a
forest-dwelling rodent that can inhabit small areas of gallery forest in otherwise unsuitable
matrices of savannas or xerophytic thorn scrub: the Caribbean spiny pocket mouse, Heteromys
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anomalus (Rodentia: Heteromyidae). As an example, I use MAXENT, a presence-background
modeling method (Phillips et al. 2006) commonly applied to infer species niches and geographic
distributions, and limit my analyses to abiotic predictor variables. However, the approach I use
can be applied to any other modeling method, including presence–absence ones (Guisan &
Zimmermann 2000), models of species occupied distributional areas (species distribution models
sensu stricto; Peterson et al. 2011, p. 41; Anderson 2012), and models that explicitly incorporate
biotic factors (e.g. Lira-Noriega et al. 2013).
Specifically, I used the following approach. I first built an ENM using an extensive
dataset of occurrence records, which I then ranked according to the suitability value they received
(ranks are consistent among different outputs of suitability in MAXENT ; Phillips & Dudík 2008;
Merow & Silander 2014). I identified the set of records with lowest values (environmentally
marginal according to the model) and retrieved descriptive habitat information from field notes
and relevant literature to determine whether they corresponded to PSM localities. Finally, I built
a second model excluding from the calibration process records representing PSM localities, and
compared its prediction with that of the original model. I predict that: (1) records receiving a low
suitability value will correspond to PSM localities, consisting of natural mosaics where the
species’ typical mesic habitat intermixes with those characterizing hot and dry regions; (2) at
PSM localities, the species was captured within local patches of mesic habitat; and (3) if PSM
localities actually provide the model with a misleading environmental signal (one typically
characterizing sinks), a model made with such localities will overestimate the environmental
conditions typically inhabited by the species (compared with a model made without them) – i.e.
in this case, the former will consider as suitable extensive hot and dry regions typically
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characterized by non-mesic vegetation where the species has not been captured despite extensive
sampling in the region (Handley 1976; Anderson et al. 2012).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Occurrence records, environmental variables and study region
The Caribbean spiny pocket mouse, Heteromys anomalus, is found in north-western South
America, where it is typically associated with tropical evergreen and deciduous forests existing at
ca. 0–1600 m. However, it is also known to range into drier regions (e.g. characterized by
savannas and thorn scrub) through gallery forests (Handley 1976; Anderson 2003a; Anderson &
Gutiérrez 2009), making it an appropriate candidate for this study. Occurrence records were
obtained from the literature (previously verified by taxonomic experts and georeferenced with a
precision similar to the resolution of the environmental data). To reduce the potential for
spurious environmental correlations due to sampling bias (Hortal et al. 2008; Veloz 2009), the
215 unique occurrence records were spatially filtered, yielding a final total of 126 records (details
in Appendix 1).
For environmental data, I used the bioclimatic variables available from the WorldClim
project at a 30 arc-second resolution (ca. 1 km2 at the equator; Hijmans et al. 2005). These
variables provide climatic information that is likely to be relevant for this species at the scale
employed (Luoto et al. 2007; Peterson et al. 2011, p. 89), and have proven successful in
modeling the distribution of other Neotropical rodents (e.g. Anderson & Raza 2010). However,
their relatively coarse resolution makes them vulnerable to the potential issues associated with
PSM localities. As I was interested in building a predictive rather than an explanatory model
(Araújo & Guisan 2006), I used the complete set of 19 bioclimatic variables to maximize
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predictive accuracy under a machine learning approach (Breiman 2001). Even though these
variables can be correlated, I took advantage of MAXENT’s regularization to reduce unnecessary
dimensionality (actual variables incorporated into the model) and complexity (parameters
modeling the response to each variable; see Elith et al. 2011; Merow et al. 2013). Specifically, I
carried out spatially independent evaluations for preliminary models varying in the complexity
allowed, reducing the likelihood of overfitting to noise or bias (see ‘Model calibration’ below
and Appendix 1).
I constrained the models to a study region that encompassed the occurrence records but
avoided inclusion of large areas where the species might not be present as a result of unsuitable
biotic contexts or dispersal limitations. Specifically, I defined it as a rectangle encompassing the
126 filtered records, delimited by the nearest even 0.5° that was at least 20 km away from the
most peripheral record in each cardinal direction (Appendix 1). This is more likely to yield
response curves unbiased by factors not explicitly incorporated into the model, producing a more
realistic approximation of the species’ existing fundamental niche, and corresponding abiotically
suitable area within the study region (Anderson & Raza 2010; Barve et al. 2011; Anderson
2013).

Model calibration
I generated models using MAXENT 3.3.1 (Phillips et al. 2006). This program implements a
machine-learning algorithm suited for incomplete information, and has performed well in
comparisons of multiple modeling techniques across a wide variety of taxa and regions (Elith et
al. 2006; Wisz et al. 2008; Merow & Silander 2014). To approximate optimal model complexity
under a predictive framework, I evaluated the performance of preliminary models differing in the
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feature classes that MAXENT was allowed to explore, as well as on their level of regularization
(Appendix 1). I evaluated these preliminary models using spatially independent subsets of the
data (Wenger & Olden 2012; Radosavljevic & Anderson 2014), and applying a sequential
approach to gauge performance (Shcheglovitova & Anderson 2013). This approach consisted of
first selecting the combinations of settings yielding lowest omission rates (lesser overfitting), and
then choosing among those the particular combination that produced highest values for the area
under the curve of the ROC plot (better discriminatory ability; Appendix 1). After determining
settings resulting in best predictive performance, I built a model using all 126 filtered records.
All other MAXENT settings were kept as suggested by default, with model outputs obtained in the
logistic format. Since I interpret models as estimates of habitat suitability (i.e. relative occurrence
rates), my conclusions should not be affected by issues of prevalence associated with this output
(Renner & Warton 2013; Merow & Silander 2014).

Identification of protruding spatially marginal localities
To identify records corresponding to PSM localities, I used a two-step process. The first
consisted of identifying records considered environmentally marginal by the original MAXENT
model. I ranked the 126 occurrence records according to the logistic prediction value they each
received (Phillips & Dudík 2008; Elith et al. 2011). I then plotted logistic prediction value versus
rank, investigating changes in slope or presence of gaps potentially denoting major changes in
environmental quality.
For the second step, I gathered descriptive habitat information for a subset of records
spanning the lower-suitability end of the plot, using collectors’ field notes and published
literature (Appendix 1). I also used vegetation maps (PdVSA 1992; IGAC 2003) to clarify
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insufficient or ambiguous descriptions (e.g. if the information pertained only to the specific
trapping site but did not describe the surrounding habitat). I then classified each examined record
into two broad categories: (1) extensive tropical forests (prior to human intervention) that should
not suffer from issues of spatial marginality with the variables employed; or (2) natural mosaics
of mesic and xeric habitat denoting PSM localities (where strips or patches of tropical forests
exist within savannas or thorn scrub). Whenever possible, I also secured habitat information
specific to the trapline (transect) where the species was captured within the mosaic.

Testing predictions
I tested prediction 1 – records receiving low suitability values correspond to PSM localities – in
several ways. First, I visually assessed whether records corresponding to localities characterized
by natural mosaics (i.e. PSM localities) did indeed receive low suitability values. Then, I tested
whether the suitability values assigned to these mosaics were overall lower than those assigned to
extensive forests by performing a Mann–Whitney U-test (one-tailed hypothesis). Test statistics
were calculated using a spreadsheet, and critical values were obtained from Zar (1999; pp.
App89–App100). Additionally, to gain more insight into the environmental characteristics shared
by PSM localities, I plotted all 126 occurrence records in the environmental space defined by the
two variables most important to the model (i.e. resulting in highest gain during internal iterations
of model calibration). Because this represents an ad hoc analysis (the modeling framework was
not aimed at understanding variable contribution), I also plotted records in the environmental
space defined by the first two principal components of a principal components analysis (PCA) of
climatic variability within the study region (Appendix 1).
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Regarding prediction 2 – at PSM localities, the species was captured within local patches
of mesic habitat – the number of records for which I was able to find trapline habitat information
was very small, precluding the application of statistical analyses. For this reason, I limit the test
of this prediction to inspection of the observed findings.
To test prediction 3 – PSM localities provide the model with a misleading environmental
signal, resulting in a model that overestimates the environmental conditions typically inhabited
by the species, compared with a model built without them – I calibrated an additional model
excluding a subset of PSM localities. As a conservative approach, I only excluded those PSM
localities receiving suitability values lower than that assigned to the least-suitable record
representing an extensive forest. For standardization purposes and ease of comparison, this
model was built using the same settings as the original model (see Appendix 1 for a model built
with optimal settings for this reduced dataset and resulting in qualitatively equivalent
conclusions). I then compared the predictions of the two models with each other and with
vegetation maps of the region (PdVSA 1992; IGAC 2003). To facilitate interpretation, I
converted the continuous suitability surfaces of both models into binary predictions of suitable
versus unsuitable areas. To do so, I used the lowest presence thresholding rule (= minimum
training presence of MAXENT), where the lowest suitability score assigned to an occurrence
record is considered as the minimum value denoting sufficiently suitable conditions for the
species. However, to avoid oversimplification, I also applied the 10th percentile thresholding rule
(= 10 percentile training omission of MAXENT), which uses the lowest value assigned to any of
the 90% of the records with highest scores, to denote sufficient suitability (Pearson et al. 2007).
Differences in continuous outputs are shown in Appendix 1. To assess the potential effect of
differing sample sizes when comparing both models, I also compared their predictions with those
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of 100 models built by randomly withholding the same number of records excluded in the second
model (Appendix 1). Finally, I compared the environmental space considered as suitable by the
models built with and without the subset of PSM localities. To do this, I plotted the
corresponding estimated abiotically suitable areas on the first two principal components of the
PCA (Appendix 1).

RESULTS
Identification of protruding spatially marginal localities and their natural history
By plotting occurrence records according to their suitability and obtaining habitat descriptions for
the lowest-ranking ones, I detected that several of them represented PSM localities. I was able to
obtain general habitat information for 42 of the 54 records analyzed. Of these, 28 correspond to
originally extensive evergreen or deciduous forests, and 14 correspond to natural mosaics (PSM
localities) characterized by patches of forests intermixed with savannas and/or xerophytic thorn
scrub (Appendix 2).

Testing predictions
In agreement with the first prediction, most of the lowest-ranking records corresponded to PSM
localities (Fig. 2). Specifically, the least-suitable extensive forest corresponded to rank 16, below
which all records corresponded to either natural mosaics (10), or localities for which I could not
retrieve descriptive habitat information (5) but located within the same vegetational zone where
most of the mosaics were found (savannas of the llanos; PdVSA 1992). Records with ranks 17–
21 corresponded to either mosaics or extensive forests, whereas higher ranks corresponded
almost entirely to extensive forests (including those spanning the major gap in suitability;
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Appendices S1 & S2). Overall, suitability values assigned to natural mosaics were significantly
lower than those assigned to extensive forests (U = 359, n1 = 14, n2 = 28, P < 0.0005). When
visualized in environmental space, most records considered to represent PSM localities clearly
differed from the rest (Fig. 3; see also Appendix 1).
Confirming the second prediction, seven of the eight records representing PSM localities
for which I secured trapline information corresponded to captures within the local patches of
mesic forest (Appendix 2). At least in two instances, collectors also sampled the habitats
surrounding the mesic forests. August (1984) sampled dry ‘médano’ habitat (characterized by
xerophytic trees and shrubs), as well as seasonally flooded savannas, but only captured
Heteromys anomalus within deciduous gallery forests, where flooding during the wet season is
not extensive. Soriano & Clulow (1988) sampled seasonally flooded and non-flooded savannas,
but only captured H. anomalus within gallery forests. The only instance where the species was
not captured in a forest patch corresponded to a record along hedge-like borders of ‘mayas’
(terrestrial bromeliads) and thorny scrub along trails (Osgood 1912). While I was not able to
statistically evaluate these results, they suggest that within such mosaics, H. anomalus utilizes
the portion that most closely resembles its typical mesic habitat.
In accordance with the third prediction, the model built with all records was
unrealistically overpredictive when compared with that built excluding the 15 lowest-ranking
records considered to represent PSM localities (Fig. 4, see also Appendix 1). Overall, the model
built with all records was much more permissive in its estimate of suitability, considering 91% of
the study region as suitable at the lowest threshold (in contrast to 71% by the model built
excluding PSM localities; Appendix 1). These differences stem from the fact that whereas both
models considered regions characterized by mesic habitat as suitable, the one made with all
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records also considered as suitable hot and dry regions typically exhibiting non-mesic habitat.
These regions include much of the coastal lowlands of north-western Colombia and Venezuela,
as well as the extensive ‘llanos’ of central Venezuela (Fig. 4a). They are characterized either by
xerophytic thorn scrub and littoral vegetation (coastal lowlands), or by extensive savannas
(llanos; PdVSA 1992; IGAC 2003). While several of these areas were still considered as suitable
even at the stricter threshold, the model built without the subset of PSM localities considered
most such areas unsuitable under the lenient threshold (Fig. 4b). The overpredictive nature of the
original model remained even when applying a thresholding rule corresponding to the number of
PSM localities excluded from the second model (ca. 12%, not shown). This result stems from the
fact that even if PSM localities are considered as unsuitable to the species under a particular
threshold, their environmental characterization was nevertheless used to build the underlying
model itself. Similarly, models built by randomly removing the same number of records excluded
in the second model were as overpredictive as the model built with all records (Fig. 4c, see also
Appendix 1). When comparing the estimated abiotically suitable areas in environmental space, it
is clear that the model built with all records considers a broader range of environmental
conditions as suitable for the species (i.e. a broader niche), specifically those characterizing drier
areas (Appendix 1). The possibility that such an environmental signal is the result of
georeferencing errors seems unlikely, as these were small for almost all excluded PSM localities,
and the relevant bioclimatic layers showed little variability in the geographic areas directly
around them (Appendix 1).
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DISCUSSION
Protruding spatially marginal localities and their effects on ecological niche models
As expected, Heteromys anomalus has been collected at localities consisting of vast expanses of
its typical mesic habitat (Handley 1976; Anderson & Gutiérrez 2009) as well as at localities
where such habitat protrudes into drier regions (PSM localities), especially through riparian strips
of gallery forest (Appendix 2). Localities characterized by the typical habitat of the species were
given a strong suitability value by the model, whereas PSM localities generally received a much
lower value. Although striking and statistically significant, this pattern was not perfect. This
could simply reflect the challenging task of obtaining a model that perfectly discriminates among
records of differing environmental quality. At least two other alternatives exist. First, the
environmental transition might be gradual along the region where higher-ranking PSM localities
were found. Second, extensive forests with lower suitability might markedly differ from the rest
of forested localities in important environmental aspects.
Detailed ecological studies would be necessary to determine unequivocally whether this
species only utilizes the mesic portion of the mosaic of habitats characterizing PSM localities.
However, to my knowledge the species has never been captured in homogeneous expanses of
savannas or thorn scrub despite extensive sampling of small non-volant mammals in the region,
likely to detect its presence in such habitat (Handley 1976; Rossi et al. 2010; Anderson et al.
2012; but see Utrera et al. 2000 for captures in savannas associated with agriculture). For these
reasons, I consider that these mosaics are mostly (or only) suitable for the species because of the
patches of mesic habitat they harbor.
In the same manner, high resolution climatic data or proximal variables (e.g. wetness
rather than precipitation; Austin 2002) would be necessary to determine whether the patches of
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forest in PSM localities are truly environmentally marginal (as suggested by the original model).
When visualized in the environmental space defined by the coarse climatic information included
in the model, most PSM localities appear as unusually hot and seasonally dry (Fig. 3). However,
it is possible that local environmental conditions within mesic patches at such localities
approximate those of extensive forests. If so, in reality, these localities would be spatially but not
environmentally marginal. In any case, with the coarse climatic variables used, the model made
including PSM localities (but not that excluding them) considered extensive regions
characterized by hot and dry conditions as suitable, regardless of whether they include patches of
mesic habitat. For this reason, I consider that environmentally marginal or not, with the currently
employed variables, these small patches of forest within a drier matrix provide the model with
environmental values that correspond instead to the predominant surrounding sink habitat –
where the species is not known to persist.
The strong collective signal provided by PSM localities is clear when comparing the
prediction of the model built excluding a subset of these localities with that of models built
excluding the same number of records but in a random manner. The overpredictive nature of the
latter models indicate that rather than a mere sample size effect, the narrower prediction of the
model built excluding PSM localities results from a reduction in the range of environmental
values considered part of the niche (Fig. 3, Appendix 1). Simply applying a thresholding rule that
accounts for the amount of records in the dataset representing PSM localities does not lead to the
same result, as such records were still used to model the niche. Thus, without a finer resolution or
inclusion of proximal variables, PSM localities will most likely lead to a substantial exaggeration
of the species’ existing fundamental niche and the areas abiotically suitable for it within the study
region (Fig. 4, Appendix 1).
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I acknowledge that with current information it is not possible to ascertain whether hot
xeric regions are unsuitable for Heteromys anomalus strictly because of their abiotic conditions
(i.e. warmer and drier, as assumed in the present study), the lack of appropriate biotic contexts
(e.g. constant seed productivity), or both. If hot xeric regions were unsuitable strictly because of
inappropriate biotic contexts, this would imply that the abiotic tolerances estimated when
including all records are not unrealistically broad, but rather are biotically distorted (Anderson
2013). Indeed, physiological experiments often reveal tolerances to temperatures higher than
those present in the habitats that species occupy in nature (and thus higher than those inferred via
ENMs; Araújo et al. 2013). However, I find this possibility unlikely in the present study, as
tolerance towards higher temperatures strongly depends upon water availability, and living
within hot and xeric conditions requires complex behavioral and physiological adaptations
typically not present in species found in mesic areas (Bartholomew 1963). Therefore, I consider
that inclusion of PSM localities in ENMs can overestimate tolerances for at least certain axes of
the species’ niche. Moreover, the abiotic conditions characterized by PSM localities consistently
correlate with vast expanses of unsuitable habitat throughout the study region (i.e. extensive
thorn scrub and savannas). I consider that a model deeming such extensive areas of unsuitable
habitat as suitable definitely represents an overestimation of the areas the species could
potentially inhabit.

Implications and proposed approach
While the scope of this study was limited to a single species and specific type of spatial
marginality (mesic habitat protruding into hot and dry regions), given the wealth of species
dependent upon patches of locally suitable habitat at spatial margins in general (Gaston 2003),
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this issue is likely to be of broad relevance to the field of correlative ENMs. However, its
pervasiveness and intensity will depend upon the idiosyncrasies of the study system and
modeling approach. For example, rare (or hard to survey) species are difficult to encounter even
in optimal habitat, making detection in PSM localities still more unlikely and thus less of a
concern. Detection probabilities can also be lower at PSM localities for abundant species if local
conditions cause highly dynamic population patterns (e.g. Yackulic et al. 2013). Finally, the
specific effect of PSM localities will probably depend upon the environmental dimensionality of
the study and modeling algorithm used. As the issue pertains to data documenting species
presences, it should be of concern to other modeling techniques, including those relying on
pseudo-absences or real absence data. However, the magnitude of the effect will differ according
to the particularities of the technique; for instance, algorithms vary in their sensitivity towards
environmental ‘outliers’ (Olden et al. 2008).
Overall, I predict that the issue presented in this study will be of relevance in systems
where: (1) the species depends upon patches of particular habitat in parts of its range; (2) these
patches are not detected by the environmental variables used; and (3) such patches are scarce at
least in certain parts of the range. Considering together models made including and excluding
PSM localities would represent a fruitful approach in such instances. For example,
superimposition of the prediction from the model made excluding PSM localities on top of that
of the model calibrated with all records provides a better understanding of what modeled
suitability implies in different areas (Fig. 4d). Areas predicted as suitable by the model made
excluding PSM localities represent those likely to harbor the typical habitat of the species.
Complementarily, areas predicted as suitable only by the model made with all records indicate
regions characterized generally by unsuitable habitat but where the species might exist within
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suitable patches if the appropriate local environmental conditions are present. Such a joint
interpretation provides a more realistic depiction of the abiotically suitable area and potential
patterns of population connectivity.
The approach of jointly interpreting ENMs made with and without PSM localities likely
holds relevance in several areas of ecology and evolutionary biology. For example, ENMs are
commonly used to infer past refugia and potential patterns of population connectivity tested with
genetic data (e.g. Galbreath et al. 2011; Lorenzen et al. 2011). Jointly considering models
depicting the effect of PSM localities, researchers could obtain more realistic inferences of past
demographic scenarios, discriminating between areas that most likely held the typical habitat of
the species (i.e. refugia), and areas typically characterized by unsuitable habitat, but where
particular factors could have granted local suitability (i.e. acting as microrefugia and/or corridors
for dispersal). ENMs are also used to study niche evolution and speciation (e.g. Kozak & Wiens
2006; McCormack et al. 2010). However, overestimating species niches and distributions when
unwittingly including PSM localities might result in biased conclusions regarding niche
similarity and geographic connectivity.
This approach can also aid researchers using ENMs to address more practical
applications. For example, joint predictions can help conservation biologists pinpoint areas
harboring a species’ typical habitat, avoiding investment in regions where suitable conditions
will rarely be met. Similarly, accurately discriminating these two sorts of areas can be crucial
when assessing risks associated with invasive species or spreading zoonotic diseases (higher in
the species’ typical habitat; Sax & Brown 2000; Peterson 2006).
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Future directions: sources, sinks and spatial margins
The approach implemented in this study demonstrates how by inspecting the modeling output,
researchers can uncover the presence of PSM localities and identify those most problematic in a
system. However, multiple alternative approaches can be employed for this goal. For instance,
PSM localities might be uncovered by applying techniques used to identify outliers (e.g.
Mahalanobis distances with respect to the centroid of the data; Mateo et al. 2013), as well as by
comparison of records in multidimensional space (PCA; e.g. Petitpierre et al. 2012).
Additionally, this study focused specifically on the effect of PSM localities in ENMs.
However, the role of spatially marginal localities in general remains to be tested, not only within
this sub-discipline, but within broader biological fields. Much empirical research is still needed
to elucidate the ecological and evolutionary roles of populations existing at such localities
(Kawecki 2008). For instance, certain localities can function either as sources or sinks (e.g.
‘leaky sinks’ of Holt & Gaines 1992), contingent upon stochastic factors (Jansen & Yoshimura
1998; Gonzalez & Holt 2002; Guo et al. 2005). Such factors might be especially important at
spatially marginal localities, where potentially lower-quality environmental conditions or smaller
areal extents can result in lower carrying capacities (Holt et al. 2005). However, even localities
acting as sinks can have important demographic consequences, including inflationary effects on
abundance of adjacent sources, buffering of perturbations within sources, and even constituting
metapopulations on their own (Roy et al. 2005; Matthews & Gonzalez 2007, and references
above).
Finally, spatially marginal localities probably allow species to extract novel resources
from unsuitable habitats. Such resources will usually be unavailable to a species except where
unsuitable habitats intermix with those that the species is adapted to, bolstering its persistence in
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a given area. More broadly, the ability of a species to make partial use of sink habitat could be
considered an additional aspect of its niche (a property termed ‘sink fishing’ by Soley-Guardia et
al. 2014). This capacity will influence for how long (and consequently over what distances) the
species can endure unfavorable conditions. Such issues also hold relevance for movement across
sink habitats and colonization of suitable patches. Overall, I hope that this contribution not only
highlights the relevance of spatially marginal localities for many practical applications, but also
fosters theoretical and empirical advances regarding the study of geographic distributions.
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Figure 1. Hypothetical fundamental niche of a species and its projection in geography, showing
differences between environmental and spatial marginality, as well as the potential effect of the
latter in correlative ecological niche models. (a) Two-dimensional fundamental niche, with
suitability declining from the dark center to the pale environmentally marginal conditions. (b)
Projection of ‘a’ onto geographic space, with progressively darker areas denoting increasingly
higher-quality source habitat and sinks shown in white. The outline roughly indicates the
geographic range of the species. Even though the fundamental niche has a defined shape, its
representation in geography is subject to the configuration of the landscape. In this way, highly
suitable conditions may exist along spatial margins of the species’ distribution and even protrude
into the surrounding sink habitat. (c) Close up of the local range of the deme enclosed by the
dashed rectangle in panel (b). Grids indicate two different resolutions at which environmental
values are summarized to model the species’ niche. Symbols represent hypothetical occurrences
for the species. Circles indicate records that provide accurate information regarding the species’
niche at both resolutions. Stars indicate records that result in exaggeration of the niche at one or
both resolutions (due to summarizing of environmental values). This issue may arise in any
heterogeneous area. However, note that records in heterogeneous areas near the core of the local
range (certain circles) will still provide values that correctly reflect the species’ overall niche
breadth (albeit potentially affecting modeled response curves). In contrast, records found at
heterogeneous spatial margins can result in incorporation of environmental values characterizing
sink habitat. All spatially marginal localities can suffer from this issue; however, those
protruding into sink habitat are much more likely to do so because of their smaller extent and
higher contact with sinks.
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Figure 2. Occurrence records of Heteromys anomalus in north-western South America, ranked
according to the logistic prediction values given by the original MAXENT model. Higher ranks
denote more-suitable environments. Inset shows ranking of all 126 records, with arrow pointing
to the strongest gap in suitability at the lower end of the graph (used to choose the set of records
analyzed; Appendix 1). The dashed rectangle encompasses the 54 lowest-ranking records for
which I aimed to gather descriptive habitat information (detailed in main figure). Notice
predominance of natural mosaics (i.e. protruding spatially marginal localities; triangles) at the
lower end of the plot and prevalence of extensive forests (squares) at higher suitability values.
Records below the lowest-ranking extensive forest (dashed line) correspond to those excluded
from the calibration of the second model.
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional environmental characterization of occurrence records of Heteromys
anomalus in north-western South America. The environmental variables correspond to those
contributing the most to model gain during internal iterations of the original MAXENT model.
Note how records excluded from the calibration of the second MAXENT model (hollow symbols)
differ from those that were included in the calibration of both models (solid symbols). Excluded
records denote a similarly dry environmental space, characterized by the highest temperatures
and lowest precipitation during the most extreme months.
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Figure 4. Abiotically suitable area for Heteromys anomalus in north-western South America
modeled with MAXENT using different subsets of occurrence records. (a) Results of the original
model, calibrated with all records; (b) results of the model calibrated without the 15 records that
ranked the lowest in panel (a), considered to represent protruding spatially marginal (PSM)
localities. (c) One of 100 control models built by randomly excluding the same number of
records as in panel (b) to control for sample size effects (Appendix 1). In panels (a)–(c), lime
green indicates suitable areas at the 10th percentile threshold, whereas yellow denotes additional
areas suitable only under the lowest presence threshold. (d) Superimposition of models shown in
panels (a) and (b). Greens indicate areas considered as suitable by the model made excluding
PSM localities (dark green specifies suitability at the 10th percentile threshold; light green at
the lowest presence threshold). Orange portrays additional areas considered as suitable only by
the model made using all records (under the lowest presence threshold). Symbols indicate records
used to build the models, specifying the habitat present at those analyzed in the present study.
Hollow symbols correspond to the PSM localities excluded in panel (b). Arrows indicate several
noteworthy regions whose suitability depends upon the occurrence dataset used in calibration
(left to right: coastal lowlands of north-western Colombia; Venezuelan ‘llanos’; and Depresión
de Unare). These regions are characterized either by xerophytic thorn scrub or extensive
savannas, and they are considered unsuitable (or suitable only at the lowest threshold) by the
model built excluding PSM localities.
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CHAPTER 2

Overestimating the niche: spatially marginal localities hinder the ability of
ecological niche models to detect a xeric environmental barrier for mesic lineages
of South American rodents
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INTRODUCTION
Estimating geographic connectivity among populations has long been of major interest to
biogeographers, as ultimately it is the spatial context (and associated ecological factors) that
determine the amount of gene flow among potentially diversifying lineages (Barraclough &
Vogler 2000; Turelli et al. 2001; Mallet et al. 2009; Sobel et al. 2009). In this sense, isolating
barriers have since long been considered to have a major role in the evolution of lineages
(Wallace 1876; Mayr 1963). Such barriers have been classically considered to arise as macrogeographic events that physically restrict species movement and dispersal (e.g. continental drift,
orogenesis, changes in ocean levels and major river courses) (Coyne & Orr 2004; Lomolino et al.
2006). More recently, attention has shifted to barriers of an environmental/ecological nature that
can inhibit long-term movement without the need of a physical barrier (Wiens 2004; McCormack
et al. 2010; Glor & Warren 2011). Environmental barriers had certainly been considered in the
past (e.g. microgeographic isolation of Mayr 1947; refuge areas of Haffer 1969; mountaintops of
Brown 1971), and also seem an implicit or associated factor operating in certain “physical”
barriers (e.g. mountains are barriers to lowland taxa because of their unsuitable habitat).
However, renewed interest in environmental barriers stems from the explicit incorporation of the
concept of niche conservatism into biogeography, where persistent populations segregated by
unsuitable habitat are posited to remain isolated and potentially diverge due to the tendency of
taxa to conserve their niches (Wiens 2004; Hua & Wiens 2013).
Testing for niche conservatism and its effects on lineage divergence at broad geographic
scales is now possible thanks to the incorporation of GIS and associated tools into biology
(Kozak et al. 2008). Particularly, correlative ecological niche models (ENMs; reviewed in
Peterson et al. 2011) have become a promising and popular approach towards this goal, with
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estimates of Grinellian niches being used to detect potential environmental barriers between
populations sharing a similar niche (Wiens & Graham 2005; Kozak & Wiens 2006; Glor &
Warren 2011).
However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, violations of modeling assumptions can lead to
erroneous estimates of niches and geographic distributions, obscuring inferences of broad-scale
environmental effects on lineage divergence (e.g. Lozier et al. 2009; Anderson 2012; Araújo &
Peterson 2012). In particular, in the previous chapter, I demonstrated how due to issues regarding
variable choice and resolution, occurrence records from protruding spatially marginal (PSM)
localities can result in incorporation of environmental values that do not typically characterize
suitable habitat for the species (Soley-Guardia et al. 2014). In this study, I explicitly test whether
PSM localities lead to ENMs that provide unrealistic estimates of potential connectivity in a
system where substantial natural history information already supports the presence of an
important environmental barrier.
This system consists of three rodent lineages that inhabit mesic forests in northern South
America, including the isolated Península de Paraguaná in northern Venezuela: Proechimys
guairae, Rhipidomys venezuelae, and the species pair Heteromys anomalus/H. oasicus. Mesic
habitats on the peninsula are relatively scarce, and starkly separated from those on the adjacent
mainland by what seems to be an obvious environmental barrier of hot arid lowlands (Fig. 5).
Indeed, most of these lowlands are characterized by xerophytic habitat that is not known to be
occupied by any of the focal species (Handley 1976; Markezich et al. 1997; Anderson 2003a;
Gutiérrez & Molinari 2008; Anderson et al. 2012). In light of this knowledge, I test whether PSM
localities confound detection of this barrier by ENMs. I do so using MAXENT (Phillips et al.
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2006), an ENM algorithm that has been widely used to infer environmental effects on lineage
divergence (Kozak & Wiens 2006; Warren et al. 2010; Glor & Warren 2011).
Specifically, I built ENMs for each lineage using mainland occurrence records only, and
projected these models onto the peninsula and intervening lowlands to assess suitability and
potential for connectivity. I then followed the approach proposed in Chapter 1 to determine
whether mainland records assigned the lowest suitability scores by the model represented PSM
localities. If so, I built and projected a second model without using these records. I then overlaid
estimates of suitability from the second model on top of those of the original one, producing a
composite prediction that discriminates between areas typically holding mesic conditions
(suitable under both models), vs. hotter drier areas where patches of mesic habitat may
occasionally exist due to local factors unaccounted for by the variables used (suitable only under
the first model; see Chapter 1). I contrast the original and composite prediction to assess whether
accounting for PSM localities leads to more realistic inferences of suitability within the projected
region, and hence, of potential connectivity between mainland and peninsular populations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Species and study system
I focus on three distantly related rodent lineages inhabiting mesic forests in northern South
America: the Guaira Spiny Rat (Echimyidae: Proechimys guairae); the Venezuelan Climbing
Mouse (Cricetidae: Rhipidomys venezuelae); and a lineage consisting of two closely related
species, the Caribbean Spiny Pocket Mouse studied in Chapter 1(Heteromyidae: Heteromys
anomalus), and its likely sister species, the Paraguaná Spiny Pocket Mouse (H. oasicus).
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Proechimys guairae and R. venezuelae occur both on the mainland and on the isolated Península
de Paraguaná (Aguilera et al. 1995; Tribe 1996). However, H. anomalus is present on the
mainland and adjacent Caribbean islands, but on Paraguaná it is replaced by H. oasicus, which is
endemic to the peninsula’s mesic habitats (Anderson 2003a; Anderson et al. 2012; details in
Appendix 1).
Mesic habitat on the peninsula is relatively scarce, being mostly restricted to the summit
and upper slopes of Cerro Santa Ana, the highest local mountain (approximately 850 m in
elevation). However, patches of mesic habitat also exist at a few other localities with lower
elevations due to local topographic and meteorological factors, most notably along the Fila de
Monte Cano (ca. 220 m; Fig. 5; Anderson 2003a; Anderson et al. 2012). The rest of the
peninsula is characterized by high temperatures and arid conditions, resulting in xerophytic thorn
forests and desert scrub that also extend throughout the narrow isthmus (Istmo de los Médanos;
partly exhibiting sand dunes) and adjacent lowlands on the mainland (Markezich et al. 1997;
Anderson 2003a; IGVSB 2004; Gutiérrez & Molinari 2008).
Small non-volant mammals inhabiting mesic conditions within the peninsula comprise a
small subset of those inhabiting mesic conditions within the mainland (Anderson et al. 2012).
This consists of the three rodent lineages included in this study, and one species of mouse
opossum (see Gutiérrez et al. 2014 for the latter). Such reduced diversity in the peninsula
suggests that the intervening lowlands have had an important biogeographic role in this system,
acting as a barrier for dispersal and/or fostering past local extinction (Anderson et al. 2012). This
notion is supported by the peninsular endemicity of several animal and plant taxa, including
Heteromys oasicus (Anderson 2003a; Gutiérrez & Molinari 2008). The nature of such a barrier
could have been mostly physical during past time periods (e.g. marine introgressions; Lara &
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González 2007). However, I consider that the hot and xeric conditions currently prevailing within
the lowlands represent a clear environmental barrier to mesic-adapted species in this system,
promoting isolation between mainland and peninsular populations through niche conservatism.
For the three focal species, the notion of an environmental barrier is supported by the fact
that none of them is known to occur in vast expanses of xerophytic habitat despite intensive
sampling for small mammals in northern South America (see Handley 1976 for details on the
Smithsonian Venezuelan Project; also Anderson et al. 2012). Similarly, existing sampling within
xerophytic habitat in the peninsula has also failed to detect the focal species there (e.g. Handley
1976; Thielen et al. 2009; Anderson et al. 2012). These surveys use standardized methods for
sampling small non-volant mammals (Wilson et al. 1996), and the fact that they successfully
detected other species in xerophytic habitats—e.g. Calomys hummelincki and Marmosa
xerophila (Handley 1976; Rossi et al. 2010; Anderson et al. 2012), deems unlikely the possibility
of artifactual absences due to detection biases (Anderson 2003b; Phillips et al. 2009; Yackulic et
al. 2013). Therefore, rather than testing the hypothesis that the hot and xeric lowlands act as an
environmental barrier, I consider this a reasonable assumption in this system. Instead, I ask
whether the ability of ENMs to detect this barrier is affected by the presence of PSM localities in
the occurrence datasets.

Experimental design and predictions
Several approaches using ENMs have been proposed to test for niche conservatism and its
importance in fostering isolation between populations (e.g. Kozak & Wiens 2006; Warren et al.
2008, 2010; Broennimann et al. 2012). These rely on building models for each set of focal
populations, which in this study was not possible, given that peninsular populations are restricted
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to very few sites on Paraguaná (1–3), most records being tightly clustered on Cerro Santa Ana
(Fig. 5). This biological reality, together with the small extent and geographic isolation of the
peninsula (yielding a very small accessible area), precludes the building of appropriate ENMs for
peninsular populations (Peterson et al. 2011, p. 29, 40; Saupe et al. 2013). Instead, I rely on a
simple yet intuitive approach. For each lineage, I built models using mainland records only, and
projected them onto the peninsula and intervening lowlands that connect it to the mainland. In
this way, I assess suitability within the projection region according to the conditions inhabited on
the mainland. Then, I explored mainland datasets for the presence of records at PSM localities. If
records representing PSM localities were found, I built and projected a second model that
excluded them from the calibration process. Similarly, since PSM localities occurring in areas
where the models are projected can also lead to erroneous inferences (e.g. naively interpreting
them as cases of niche evolution), I also explored whether peninsular records corresponded to
captures at such localities.
This design leads to specific predictions. First, I predict that for lineages in which records
representing PSM localities are not detected in the mainland, the model will realistically consider
mainland and peninsular populations as isolated from one another, while still deeming as suitable
the peninsular mesic sites that do not represent PSM localities. In contrast, for lineages in which
records at PSM localities are detected on the mainland, I predict that only by excluding such
records, will models indicate mainland and peninsular populations as isolated from one another
while still considering as suitable the peninsular mesic sites that do not represent PSM localities.
Finally, I predict that peninsular PSM localities will only be considered as suitable by models
built including records from such localities on the mainland.
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Ecological niche models: data and calibration
Occurrence records were obtained from published literature and fieldwork by collaborators,
representing specimens that have been verified by taxonomic experts and georeferenced in detail
(Appendix 1). To reduce the potential for biasing niche inferences according to sampling bias
(Hortal et al. 2008; Merow et al. 2013), mainland records were spatially filtered as done for
Heteromys anomalus in Chapter 1 (Kramer-Schadt et al. 2013; Syfert et al. 2013; Boria et al.
2014). This yielded a total of 56 records for Proechimys guairae, and 22 for Rhipidomys
venezuelae (Appendix 1). Peninsular records were not used during calibration and hence were
not filtered. Calibration regions were demarcated following Anderson and Raza (2010) to reduce
the likelihood of violating dispersal-related and biotic assumptions (see also Barve et al. 2011;
Anderson 2013; Saupe et al. 2013). For each species, this region consisted of a rectangle
encompassing all records after filtering, delimited by the nearest 0.5° that was at least 20 km
away from the most peripheral record in each cardinal direction (Appendix 1).
I built models for each species and used the logistic output of MAXENT 3.3.1 (Phillips et
al. 2006; Phillips & Dudík 2008), using as potential predictors the 19 bioclimatic variables from
WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005). To approximate optimal model dimensionality and
complexity, I evaluated the predictive performance of preliminary models using spatially
independent splits of the data as in Chapter 1 (Appendix 1; Wenger & Olden 2012;
Radosavljevic & Anderson 2014). For each species, after determining settings yielding the
highest predictive performance, I built a final model using those settings and all mainland records
(this model was later projected onto the peninsula).
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Detection and exclusion of protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities
To identify PSM localities for Proechimys guairae and Rhipidomys venezuelae, I used the
method developed in Chapter 1 for Heteromys anomalus (see also Soley-Guardia et al. 2014).
After inspecting the plot of suitability scores vs. rank, I decided to retrieve descriptive habitat
information for the five lowest-ranking records in each species, which spanned major gaps in
suitability (Fig. 6). I also gathered descriptive habitat information for all peninsular records to
determine whether these represented PSM localities there.
When records representing PSM localities were found on the mainland, I built a second
model excluding a subset of these. As in Chapter 1, I applied a conservative approach, excluding
only those records receiving a lower suitability value than records representing non-PSM
localities (i.e. extensive forests). Since for both species several of the five lowest-ranking records
represented non-PSM localities, I did not assess whether additional records from PSM localities
existed in the dataset. For consistency, the second model was built using the same settings as the
model built with all records. Finally, I constructed the composite prediction suggested in Chapter
1, overlaying estimates of suitability from the model that excluded PSM localities on top of
estimates from the model built with all records (details below).

Assessing peninsular suitability and potential for connectivity
All models were projected onto a larger region that included the peninsula and intervening
lowlands. This was defined by the same coordinates as the calibration region, except for the
northern limit, which was extended to include the peninsula (Appendix 1). For Heteromys
anomalus, I projected the models that I built in Chapter 1 (including and excluding PSM
localities). Whenever a model is applied to data other than the one in which it is calibrated, it
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may encounter novel values, resulting in the need for extrapolation. In the case of ENMs, the
extent to which extrapolation onto novel (non-analogue) environmental conditions can hamper
interpretations of suitability depends on the modeled species’ responses (an area of active
research; Williams & Jackson 2007; Anderson 2013; Owens et al. 2013). To assess whether
estimates of suitability within the peninsula were affected by this aspect of modeling, I inspected
results of the MESS and MoD analyses, and contrasted them with modeled response curves
(Elith et al. 2010). This procedure revealed that peninsular environments are very similar to those
used during calibration, and that modeled suitability there is not affected by how MAXENT
handles extrapolation (Appendix 1). For this reason, I do not consider this aspect further in the
present study.
To compare relative estimates of suitability across the projection region, I applied a
threshold to the continuous prediction of each MAXENT model. Specifically, I used the lowest
presence threshold (minimum training presence of MAXENT), which deems as suitable any pixel
that received a value at least as high as that of the least-suitable record used to calibrate the
model (Pearson et al. 2007). However, to emphasize areas of higher suitability, I also applied a
stricter threshold, deeming as suitable only those areas receiving a value as high as that defined
by a specific percentile of the calibration records. Whereas multiple values can suit this purpose
(e.g. 95th or 75th percentile), I chose one that could also allow me to assess whether detection of
the environmental barrier simply depends on the use of a stricter threshold rather than exclusion
of PSM localities (despite the fact that these localities are being used to build the niche model;
see Chapter 1). Specifically, when I found records representing PSM localities, I applied a
percentile threshold that resulted in unsuitability of such localities in the original model (i.e.
setting the threshold by the score assigned to the lowest-ranking extensive forest). This same
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percentile threshold was applied to the second model to denote areas of higher suitability. For
lineages in which PSM localities were not found, I arbitrarily set the stricter threshold using the
90th percentile of calibrating records (10 percentile training omission of MAXENT; Pearson et al.
2007), which closely approximates the percentiles used for the instances in which PSM localities
were found.
I then constructed a composite prediction of suitability as done in Chapter 1. Specifically,
I overlaid the discrete representation of suitability obtained from the second model (using both
the lowest presence and percentile thresholds) on top of the binary representation of suitability
obtained from the first model (using only the lowest presence threshold). This composite
prediction distinguishes between areas most likely to harbor the mesic habitat of the species
(considered suitable by both models), vs. hotter drier areas where the species might occur within
locally mesic patches if the necessary factors that create such patches are actually present
(considered suitable only by the model built with all records). Areas not considered as suitable by
any of the models at the lowest threshold are considered as unsuitable for the species.

RESULTS
Detection and exclusion of protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities
Analyzing habitat descriptions for the five lowest-ranking records revealed no PSM localities for
Proechimys guairae and two for Rhipidomys venezuelae (Fig. 6; Appendix 2). In the case of P.
guairae, the five records corresponded to localities originally characterized by extensive semideciduous or deciduous forests. For this reason, I did not exclude any records in this species (and
used the 90th percentile to denote areas with higher suitability). For R. venezuelae, the two
lowest-ranking records corresponded to locally mesic conditions existing within extensive thorn
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forests (i.e. PSM localities), whereas the other three records corresponded to extensive evergreen
forests. Therefore, I excluded the two lowest-ranking records from the calibration of the second
model. Since these corresponded to 9% of the calibration records, I used the 91th percentile to set
the stricter threshold, denoting areas of higher suitability for this lineage. For Heteromys
anomalus, I used the 88th percentile to set the stricter threshold, as this accounts for the 15 PSM
localities excluded in Chapter 1. Habitat descriptions for peninsular records led me to consider
all but those from Cerro Santa Ana as representing PSM localities. For mainland and peninsular
PSM localities, whenever sufficiently detailed information was available, it revealed that
specimens were collected within the mesic patches (or close by in one instance), rather than in
the abundant xerophytic habitat (Appendix 2).

Peninsular suitability and potential for connectivity
Overall, results for the three lineages match the experimental predictions, although to varying
degrees. For Proechimys guairae, the sole species where none of the examined records
represented PSM localities, the model built with all records realistically indicated mainland and
peninsular populations as allopatric, deeming most of the isthmus and adjacent lowlands as
unsuitable (Fig. 7a). Additionally, this model assigned a high suitability to the mesic Cerro Santa
Ana (the only place where this species has been found in Paraguaná; Fig. 8a). However, it also
indicated as suitable (to a lesser degree) the Fila de Monte Cano, which I considered a PSM
locality, and where the species has not been detected (Anderson 2003a). For Rhipidomys
venezuelae, mainland and peninsular populations were indicated as allopatric only by the model
built excluding PSM localities (Fig. 7b). Moreover, whereas the mesic Cerro Santa Ana was
assigned a high suitability by both models (Fig. 8b), the peninsular PSM localities of Fila de
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Monte Cano and Yabuquiva were only suggested as suitable by the model calibrated with all
records. For the Heteromys lineage, most of the peninsula and lowlands that connect it to the
mainland were deemed suitable by both models, granting the potential for connectivity between
the two species. However, at the thresholds employed, the model built without PSM localities
better discerned relative degree of suitability, assigning high values to the mesic CSA, and low
ones to most of the intervening lowlands. Whereas the latter model also gave a low suitability to
the peninsular PSM locality of Moruy (at the base of Cerro Santa Ana), it considered the PSM
locality of Fila de Monte Cano as highly suitable (Figs. 7c, 8c).
In general, PSM localities had a similar effect in the lineages holding them, although the
magnitude of this effect varied. For instance, simply applying a stricter threshold to exclude from
the prediction records representing PSM localities had a similar effect to their removal during
model calibration for Rhipidomys venezuelae, but not so for Heteromys anomalus (Figs. 7, 8).
For R. venezuelae, when interpreting the model built with all records at the stricter threshold,
mainland and peninsular populations were deemed as allopatric. However, the PSM locality of
Fila de Monte Cano was still regarded as highly suitable. For the Heteromys lineage, the effect of
PSM localities was higher, as realistic inferences relied upon their exclusion from the model, as
well as the use of a stricter threshold.

DISCUSSION
As demonstrated, records from PSM localities can result in ENMs that obfuscate existing
environmental barriers, jeopardizing accurate inferences about the processes promoting
divergence within a given system. In this case, two of the three lineages displayed records at
PSM localities, and only when discovering and acknowledging them, was I able to obtain
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realistic inferences according to what is known of their natural history. Moreover, as was
evidenced for Rhipidomys venezuelae, this issue can be triggered by only a few such records.
The precise effect of PSM localities will depend upon the idiosyncrasies of each dataset,
as well as on the ENM algorithm used. First, different PSM localities likely vary in their
environmental characterization. For example, in all models, the peninsular PSM locality of
Yabuquiva was deemed less suitable than the PSM locality of Fila de Monte Cano. The latter was
even considered suitable for Proechimys guairae, even though none of the calibration records
explored for this species corresponded to PSM localities. Additionally, the effect of PSM
localities will also depend upon the environmental characterization of the rest of the occurrence
records used during model calibration. For instance, the same PSM locality can have a dissimilar
effect in models built with different sets of occurrences, as the particular datasets will alter the
constraints that the MAXENT model aims to satisfy (e.g. average environmental values or
deviations from them; Merow et al. 2013). Furthermore, the effect of PSM localities will also
depend upon the environmental characterization of the sample against which occupied
environments are contrasted (i.e. absences, pseudoabsences, or background; Peterson et al. 2011,
p. 101). In the case of MAXENT, models are built by contrasting the density distributions of the
environmental values obtained from occurrence and background records (Merow et al. 2013).
Hence, the effect of a fixed set of PSM localities will likely be stronger when the environment
they characterize is seldom present in the background sample.
These idiosyncrasies probably led to the differential effect of PSM localities in the ENMs
of Rhipidomys venezuelae and Heteromys anomalus. Even though the ratio of excluded records
was similar for both species (9% for R. venezuelae; 12%, for H. anomalus), the composite
prediction for H. anomalus was still unrealistic at the lowest threshold. Such a difference could
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have resulted also from the presence of additional PSM localities in the H. anomalus dataset,
which I did not exclude from the calibration of the second model due to the conservative
approach I implemented here. Exclusion of these records would likely decrease the suitability
assigned to the xerophytic lowlands and PSM peninsular localities, which are already considered
unsuitable at the stricter threshold (Fig. 7c).

Composite predictions improve inferences
Calibrating ENMs with records found at PSM localities results in inflated estimates of suitability;
however, eliminating them altogether (as done by studies that remove ‘outliers’) will inherently
underestimate the regions potentially suitable to the species. The alternative of applying a stricter
threshold that considers PSM localities as unsuitable does not guarantee accurate inferences
either, as evidenced for the Heteromys lineage in the present study (Figs. 7, 8). Additionally,
choosing a biologically meaningful threshold already requires knowledge of the amount of PSM
localities present in the dataset. Instead, jointly interpreting models built including vs. excluding
records from PSM localities better deals with the issue presented by these records, providing
more straightforward interpretations (Soley-Guardia et al. 2014).
For instance, in the present study the composite prediction for Rhipidomys venezuelae
appropriately considered mainland and peninsular populations as allopatric, revealing the
environmental barrier most likely operating in this system. Such a barrier was detected by the
model built excluding PSM localities, but not by the original model. However, contrary to the
model built excluding PSM localities, the composite prediction also indicated that local
suitability might arise within the region comprising this barrier, given that it is characterized by
the same environments characterizing PSM localities, where patches of mesic habitat arise due to
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local topographic or meteorological effects. Indeed, this is the case for the peninsular PSM
localities of Fila de Monte Cano and Yabuquiva, where the species has been collected at mesic
sites existing within the otherwise hot and xeric environments predominating at such elevations
in the peninsula (Figs. 7, 8; Appendix 2). In this way, the composite prediction accurately
suggests that the environmental barrier might occasionally be breached through PSM localities
serving as stepping stones between mainland and peninsular populations (i.e. a barrier promoting
‘soft’ but not ‘hard’ allopatry; Fransen 2002; Pyron & Burbrink 2010). Identifying such porous
barriers might be of high interest to phylogeographic studies aiming to reconstruct the conditions
under which particular lineages diverged (e.g. as independent evidence when genetic data better
fit an isolation with migration model; Hey 2010).
Composite predictions also provided additional insights into potential evolutionary
processes acting within the region that were not evident when simply applying a stricter threshold
to the models built with all records. In this system, mesic habitat present at PSM localities can
potentially be as suitable as that of extensive mesic forests. However, the small extent and
proximity to unsuitable environments probably result in PSM localities harboring different
environmental or ecological conditions. For instance, the vegetational composition of mesic
patches at such localities typically includes xeric vegetational elements (Fig. 5; Appendix 2).
These conditions might make PSM localities less suitable or even environmentally marginal to
the species (Soley-Guardia et al. 2014). In this way, populations at PSM localities might
experience different selective pressures, potentially promoting niche evolution along behavioral
or physiological axes. However, fixation of heritable traits that might circumvent such selective
pressures requires isolation from adjacent populations that inhabit optimally mesic conditions,
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avoiding ‘genetic swamping’ by migrants from such habitats (Bridle & Vines 2007; Kawecki
2008). Such an isolation of PSM localities was only evident in the composite prediction.
Along these lines, of the lineages included in the present study, Proechimys guairae
seems to have the most restrictive mesic niche, as none of the analyzed records corresponded to
PSM localities either on the mainland or peninsula. In contrast, Rhipidomys venezuelae and the
Heteromys lineage might have a less restrictive mesic niche that allows them to inhabit both
extensive forests, as well as heterogeneous vegetational mosaics that include xeric elements.
Although both lineages occur in such mosaics in the mainland and the peninsula, the potential for
local adaptation in the latter seems more likely given the spatial isolation there.

Conclusions and future directions
The results of this study demonstrate the pernicious effects of PSM localities when using ENMs
to make inferences regarding the role of the environment in lineage divergence. Here, PSM
localities hindered the detection of the environmental barrier most likely separating mainland and
peninsular populations of mesic-adapted rodent lineages. Hence, the effect of niche conservatism
as a potential agent driving allopatry and divergence in a given system (Wiens 2004; Hua &
Wiens 2013) could erroneously be ruled out, enticing researchers to propose alternative
hypotheses. For instance, in the case of Heteromys anomalus, trusting the model built with all
records would entail the need to invoke additional explanations as to why the range of this
species does not overlap or abut with that of H. oasicus. Alternatively, if PSM localities had been
represented in only one of the datasets for a given lineage (mainland vs. peninsula), naive
conclusions about niche evolution (e.g. contraction or expansion) could have been reached. This
latter possibility represents a potential caveat to tools commonly applied to compare niches either
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in geographic or environmental space (e.g. McCormack et al. 2010; Warren et al. 2010;
Broennimann et al. 2012); regardless of whether they use outputs from niche models, or are
based on direct comparisons of environmental data.
The adverse effect of PSM localities is caused by the (occasionally) inconsistent
correlation of environmental variables with suitable and unsuitable habitat. In this sense, there is
great potential for remotely sensed variables to ameliorate this issue by providing variables with
fine resolution that are more tightly correlated with proximal factors relevant to the species (e.g.
vegetation indices). However, there is still much development needed in this area regarding data
availability, transformation, and interpretation (Shirley et al. 2013). Moreover, such data will
typically be unavailable for past or future time periods.
In the meantime, procedures similar to the one implemented in this study can be useful
when researchers suspect the existence of problematic records in their datasets. In this case, a
simple inspection of suitability plots and careful gathering of habitat descriptions for a small
proportion of the occurrence datasets led to the discovery of such problematic records. Once
discovered, jointly interpreting models built including vs. excluding these records led to realistic
inferences according to what is known of this system. Following this, researchers should leverage
available natural history information, rather than uncritically accept statistical outputs from
ENMs and associated tools, assessing whether such results are biologically realistic.
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Figure 5. Study system. a) Digital elevation map showing the Península de Paraguaná in
northern South America. Light grey indicates elevations 200–500 m; dark grey 500–1,000 m; and
black > 1,000 m. Peninsular sites known to harbor populations of at least one of the study species
are shown in bold; CSA: Cerro Santa Ana; FMC: Fila de Monte Cano; YQ: Yabuquiva. b)
Habitat present at, or surrounding, the peninsular sites shown in (a). Top pictures: abrupt
transition from mesic forests at middle-to-high elevations in Cerro Santa Ana, to the xerophytic
vegetation predominating in the lowlands (e.g. thorn scrub). Bottom pictures: patches of mesic
habitat occurring within xerophytic peninsular lowlands (i.e. PSM localities). Photographs by
Mariano Soley-Guardia and José Ochoa-G.
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Figure 6. Plot used to identify the least-suitable records on the mainland, potentially representing
those occurring at protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities. For each species, records were
ranked according to the logistic prediction values obtained in the MAXENT model. Small black
circles represent records of Heteromys anomalus, medium grey circles those of Proechimys
guairae, and large grey circles those of Rhipidomys venezuelae. Note that lowest suitability
values were associated with occurrence at PSM localities for both R. venezuelae and H.
anomalus, but not for Proechimys guairae (see also Fig. 2, Chapter 1).
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Figure 7. Three-dimensional projections of the MAXENT models onto the Península de
Paraguaná in northern South America, with suitability at two thresholds draped over an
altitudinal surface (note that shadows included for definition can produce darker tones). a)
Projections of the models made with all records. Colors indicate degree of suitability; grey:
unsuitable areas under the lowest presence threshold; pale colors: areas of low suitability
(suitable only at the lowest presence threshold); dark colors: areas of higher suitability (suitable
at both the lowest presence and the higher percentile threshold; details in text). b) Composite
predictions obtained by overlaying models built without including records from protruding
spatially marginal (PSM) localities on top of those shown in panel (a). Colors indicate degree of
suitability (as above) according to the model built excluding PSM localities; orange corresponds
to areas suitable only in the models shown in panel (a) at the lowest presence threshold (denoting
areas where the species might occur if locally mesic conditions exist). Note differences in
potential for geographic connectivity among mainland and peninsular populations according to
the different models. Projections were made in ArcScene® 9.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA).
Elevation surfaces were obtained through WeoGeo (http://www.weogeo.com), and correspond to
data obtained by the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).
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Figure 8. Close-up within the peninsula of the projections shown in figure 3; each pixel
measures ~1 km2. Symbols indicate known peninsular records of the studied species, with
triangles marking those occurring within localities deemed as PSM in the present study. Dashed
lines indicate approximate contours of areas with higher elevation within the peninsula. CSA:
Cerro Santa Ana; FMC: Fila de Monte Cano; YQ: Yabuquiva. Note qualitative differences in
suitability assigned to PSM localities by the different models.
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CHAPTER 3

Biogeographic implications of the ice ages for small rodents inhabiting the sky
islands of Costa Rica and western Panama: an exemplar for mesic tropical
montane systems
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INTRODUCTION
The climatic fluctuations of the Quaternary have been implicated in the determination of current
patterns of species distributions and lineage divergence across the world (Hewitt 2000; Lomolino
et al. 2006; Stewart et al. 2010; Colwell & Rangel 2010). This period was mostly characterized
by cycles of long-lasting glacials, when environmental conditions were colder and drier
(~100,000 years), alternating with much shorter, warmer and wetter interglacials (~ 10–15,000
years), such as the one experienced today (Webb & Bartlein 1992; Rutherford & D’Hondt 2000;
Liu et al. 2008). The effects of these climatic changes have been mostly studied in temperate
regions (especially within the northern hemisphere), where they were associated with the
expansion and contraction of extensive ice sheets (Stewart et al. 2010). In these regions, there are
strong latitudinal and altitudinal gradients in temperature, and the glaciations are associated with
major shifts in species distributions along both these axes (Davis & Shaw 2001; Colwell &
Rangel 2010). The way in which temperate species responded to these climatic oscillations
varied, but overall they followed one of two extreme patterns that have been widely documented
in Europe and North America. Mainly, species that require warmer conditions (as well as those
restricted to deserts) contracted towards the southern latitudes during the coldest periods (i.e.
temperate refugia), from which they later expanded to the north. Conversely, species adapted to
cold habitats experienced extensive ranges during the glacials, retracting to polar and/or highland
refugia during the warm interglacials (Stewart et al 2010; Wilson & Pitts 2012).
Quaternary climatic oscillations are also known to have affected tropical latitudes,
although biogeographic effects there are less understood (Carnaval & Bates 2007). Despite their
distance from the Earth’s poles, several regions in these latitudes are known to have experienced
decreases of 4–10 °C in temperature during glacial phases, as well as substantial decreases in
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precipitation (Bush et al. 1992; Colinvaux et al. 1996; Wille et al. 2001; Hooghiemstra & Van
der Hammen 2004; Lomolino et al. 2006; Marchant et al. 2009). Several phylogeographic studies
in the tropics document similar patterns of contraction and expansion during the Quaternary as
those observed in temperate regions (Hugall et al. 2002; Byrne 2008; Carnaval et al. 2009);
however, others suggest that such climatic fluctuations had little effect on diversification (Rull
2011; Poelchau & Hamrick 2013). Most of these studies have focused on wet lowland (e.g.
Amazon basin) or mid-elevation habitats (e.g. the wet forests of eastern Brazil and Australia;
references above), and even less is known about the effects of past climate change in tropical
high-altitude biotas (notable exceptions in Robin et al. 2010; and Demos et al. 2014).
In particular, the montane systems of the Neotropics hold great promise to elucidate the
effect of past climate change in biodiversity. In this region, strong temperature gradients exist
across elevation, with some mountains being sufficiently high as to foster the formation of
glaciers during past and present time periods (Hooghiemstra & Van der Hammen 2004; Lachniet
2004). The altitudinal zonation of habitats, coupled with dynamic patterns of connectivity caused
by past climate changes, has commonly been hypothesized as the cause for the high levels of
biodiversity observed today in this region (Janzen 1967; Weir 2009; Colwell & Rangel 2010;
Cadena et al. 2012; Fjeldså et al. 2012; García-R. et al. 2012).
In this study, I test this hypothesis in a topographically diverse region: the mountains of
Costa Rica and western Panama. Collectively referred to as the ‘Talamancan Province’ or region,
these mountains are embedded within the biodiversity hotspot of Mesoamerican highlands that
extend from Mexico to Central America (Myers et al. 2000; Savage 2002; Weir 2006; Gardner &
Carleton 2009). Important phylogenetic breaks (i.e. among species) have been documented for a
wide variety of taxa across these series of “sky islands”, with multiple species being endemic to
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the Talamanca region (Hernández-Baños et al. 1995; Solórzano et al. 2004; García-Moreno et al.
2006; Cadena et al. 2007; Navarro-Sigüenza et al. 2008; Weir et al. 2008; Bonaccorso 2009;
Gutiérrez-Pinto et al. 2012). Invariably, it has been speculated that these patterns were created
due to cycles of connectivity and subsequent isolation experienced by these populations in
response to the Quaternary oscillations, although this has rarely been tested. Additionally, very
few phylogeographic studies exist in this system, and consequently it is unclear how past climate
changes resulted in intraspecific divergence (Navarro-Sigüenza et al. 2008; Streicher et al. 2009;
see also Gutiérrez-Pinto et al. 2012 for a notable study in the Andes).
Here, I integrate ecological niche models (ENMs) with population-genetic analyses to
explicitly test the effects of past climate change on the phylogeography of montane taxa within
the Talamancan province. Ecological niche models allow inferences of abiotic requirements of
species at coarse resolutions (reflecting physiological and/or ecological constraints), that can be
used to estimate their geographic distributions (Kearney 2006; Godsoe 2010; Peterson et al.
2011). By projecting these models into climatic extremes of the Quaternary, I obtain specific
demographic predictions that I then proceed to test with genetic data (e.g. Carnaval et al. 2009;
Galbreath et al. 2011). I do so employing a comparative approach, focusing on two endemic
species of distantly related cricetid rodents that differ in altitudinal zonation: Reithrodontomys
creper and Nephelomys devius. This approach can allow detection of patterns that might be
common across multiple taxa, as well as discovery of species-specific (“individualistic”)
responses (Hugall et al. 2002; Stewart et al. 2010).
Specifically, I built ENMs for these species and projected them to past time periods to
generate the following hypotheses:
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1) Patterns of genetic variation across space reflect potential connectivity among
populations through time. Specifically, I predict that populations in areas that have
remained most isolated will have higher genetic structure (i.e. endemic genetic variants).
Similarly, divergence among populations should be highest between populations that
have experienced the least potential for connectivity through time.
2) Genetic diversity within populations has been determined by both
environmental suitability and stability through time. Specifically, I predict that genetic
diversity will be highest in areas where conditions have remained optimally suitable
despite climatic fluctuations (i.e. ‘optimal refugia’). Similarly, I predict that changes in
population sizes occurred only in areas where the degree of suitability has varied
considerably through time.
Whereas I expect that both highland species were similarly affected by climate change, I
predict that effects were stronger for the one currently restricted to higher habitats (R. creper), for
which the passes among peaks were more likely to act as physiological/ecological barriers
(Colwell & Rangel 2010). Overall, I hope that this study sheds light onto the effects of past
climate change in the diversification of tropical mesic montane species in general, as well as
providing a baseline for similar studies that explicitly test the effects of past climate change in
this biodiverse yet under-studied region.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study system
The highlands of Costa Rica and western Panama are characterized by four main cordilleras that
run with a northwest-southeast orientation following the Mesoamerican fault (Fig. 9). This
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relatively young mountainous system owes its formation to the subduction of the Cocos Plate
under the Caribbean Plate to the east, a process that started during the Miocene (~22 million
years ago; mya), but that has been most active during the past 5 million years. The oldest of these
cordilleras is the Talamancan, which together with that of Tilarán, is thought to have achieved
near present heights ca. 1 mya. In contrast, the Central and Guanacaste cordilleras are much
younger, having started to rise during the Quaternary period (~1.8 mya), and achieving their final
height as recently as 60,000 years ago (Denyer & Kussmaul 2003; Driese et al. 2007; Vargas
Ulate 2009).
Currently, mountains along these cordilleras are characterized by humid evergreen cloud
forests, which typically exist at 2,000–3,000 m elevation, but sometimes range lower depending
on local factors. Above this elevation, the vegetation is characterized by elfin forest and
‘páramo’; below 2,000 m, cloud forest grades into premontane rainforest vegetation, which
eventually is replaced by evergreen and deciduous tropical rainforests in the lowlands (Nadkarni
& Wheelwrigth 2000; McCain 2004; Kapelle & Horn 2005; Vargas Ulate 2009; Fjeldså et al.
2012). However, the altitudinal zonation of these vegetation types appears to have varied
drastically during the glacial phases of the Quaternary (Driese et al. 2007). Cooling during these
phases was sufficient to allow formation of glaciers in mountains above 3,000–3,200 m. These
high elevations are only found within the Talamanca and Central Cordilleras, which are currently
devoid of glaciers. Past formation of glaciers has been documented only within Talamanca, but
recent volcanic activity in the Central Cordillera might have obliterated evidence there.
Throughout the glacial phases, the average position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITZ;
which determines convergence of air currents and associated precipitation patterns) shifted 6 ° in
latitude towards the south, causing drier conditions than those experienced today (Islebe &
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Hooghiemstra 1997; Lachniet & Seltzer 2002; Lachniet 2004; Vargas Ulate 2009). Pollen
deposits in this region are scarce, but the few studies existing in Talamanca suggest that the tree
line was depressed as much as 1400 m down the mountain slopes (Hooghiemstra et al. 1992;
Driese et al. 2007).
The mammalian fauna of this montane region is mainly characterized by a typically cooccurring assembly of rodents and shrews (McCain 2004, 2006; Reid 2009). Among these, the
rodents Reithrodontomys creper and Nephelomys devius represent a particularly interesting pair,
since both are common species with similar ranges, yet slightly different in environmental
preferences, leading to differences in altitudinal zonation. Both species are restricted to the
highlands of the Tilarán, Central, and Talamanca cordilleras, but are seemingly absent from that
of Guanacaste (Percequillo 2003; Carleton & Musser 2005; Reid 2009). In these cordilleras, R.
creper typically inhabits cloud forests (and occasionally páramo), occurring between 2,000–
3,400 m, but ranging lower where local wetter conditions and exposed ridges foster the presence
of cloud forests at lower elevations. Despite commonly co-occurring with R. creper in cloud
forests, N. devius also inhabits premontane wet forests but not páramo, usually occurring at lower
elevations (1400–2800 m; McCain 2004, 2006; Reid 2009). Moreover, these species belong to
different subfamilies of the Cricetidae that diverged 15–19 mya, and which are predominantly
distributed in North or South America, respectively (Steppan et al. 2004; Carleton & Musser
2005). As such, they provide independent evidence about common processes occurring in the
region.
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Ecological niche models: species data, climatic variables and model calibration
In this study, I used MAXENT (Phillips et al. 2006) to estimate each species’ potential geographic
distribution (i.e. areas that are abiotically suitable and where the species might exist pending
suitability of biotic contexts and ability to disperse; Peterson et al. 2011). I gathered occurrence
data from multiple sources, exhaustively verifying every record for potential taxonomic
misidentifications, and assigning accurate georeferences to them (Appendix 3). Whereas in the
previous two chapters the effects of sampling bias were
assumed rather than tested (Boria et al. 2014; Beck et al. 2014), in this study I explicitly tested
for the effect of potential biases in sampling (Appendix 3). These analyses determined that the
complete set of ‘unique records’ (i.e. total data spatially filtered by 1 km) retained the strongest
niche signal for both species (Reithrodontomys creper, n = 48; Nephelomys devius, n = 57), when
models were calibrated and tested using spatially independent evaluations under diverse
combinations of MAXENT settings (Appendix 3).
For the climatic data, I used the WorldClim bioclimatic variables (Hijmans et al. 2005),
which have been successful in predicting past and present distributions of small mammals (e.g.
Waltari et al. 2007; Galbreath et al. 2009, 2011). I obtained simulations of these variables for the
last glacial maximum (LGM; ~21 kya) and mid-Holocene (~6 kya) from the Community Climate
System Model (CCSM; Collins et al. 2004). These periods correspond, respectively, to the times
when global climate was coldest and warmest during the last glacial-interglacial cycle. However,
the exact timing of such extremes might have varied locally. For each species, I limited the
modeling extent to geographic areas to which the species has likely been constrained in the
recent past, as well as sampled by researchers (reducing artifactual correlations between the
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environment and the species’ presence; Appendix 3; Anderson & Raza 2010; Barve et al. 2011;
Peterson et al. 2011).
To estimate optimal parameterization of the models, I performed an extensive ‘tuning’ of
MAXENT settings using the same k-fold cross-validation approach used in the previous two
chapters (Radosavljevic & Anderson 2014; Soley-Guardia et al. 2014). However, for this study,
once I determined settings resulting in optimal model complexity, I generated ensemble MAXENT
models by combining the predictions resulting from each partition of the dataset under optimal
settings. This approach avoids re-calibration of MAXENT models when the full dataset is used,
which likely yields models different from those evaluated with each k dataset. Additionally, it
allows quantification of uncertainty in the predictions due to variability in the datasets (Appendix
3). The ensemble models were projected to the whole study region under present and past time
periods. To ensure that models did not suffer from extrapolation issues when projected to the
past, I visually inspected the ‘clamping’ and ‘multivariate environmental similarity surface’
(MESS) outputs of MAXENT (Appendix 3; Elith et al. 2010; Anderson 2013). The logistic output
was used for all model projections, since units are comparable across species, subject to clear
assumptions (Appendix 3; Royle et al. 2012; Phillips & Elith 2013; Merow & Silander 2014).

Yielding testable predictions from ENMs
To assess the influence of climate in the distribution and demography of each species across
time, I transformed the ensemble MAXENT models in several ways. First, to obtain relative
estimates of the cost of connectivity among populations through time, I followed a discrete and
then a continuous approach. For the discrete one, I considered potential for connectivity during
each of the three time periods, according to environmental suitability as defined by two different
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thresholds: one denoting areas holding minimum suitability (above the lowest presence
threshold), and another denoting areas holding ‘optimal’ conditions (above the median suitability
value; Appendix 3). Complementarily, for the continuous approach, I converted the suitability
values of the ensemble models from the two past climate extremes into ‘environmental friction’
layers. These denote the cost of connectivity between populations, and hence provide testable
predictions of which population-pairs were most likely to exhibit gene flow during past time
periods (Chan et al. 2011). Using SDMTOOLS (Brown 2014), I then calculated a least-cost path
for each pairwise comparison between populations (defined here as mountains for which I
obtained genetic data). This path represents the corridor exhibiting overall the least
environmental resistance between populations, although actual corridors followed by dispersing
individuals and intervening populations might have differed from this. To estimate the cost of
connectivity between populations, I summed the friction values of the cells needed to be
traversed across the least-cost path (further details in Appendix 3).
Second, to infer the effects of environmental suitability and stability for local
populations, I overlapped the discrete interpretations of the ensemble models for the two past
climatic extremes (see above). These two time periods are thought to reflect opposite
environmental extremes during the last climatic cycle, and I assume that intermediate
environmental regimes created patterns of suitability that lie between those represented by these
extremes. I then categorized the study region into four types of areas according to their
environmental suitability across time (as defined by the thresholds mentioned above): areas
where conditions remained suitable yet were never optimal (i.e. ‘below-optimal refugia’), those
where conditions remained optimal (i.e. ‘optimal refugia’), those where suitability increased
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during the mid-Holocene relative to the LGM (‘unstable expansion’), and those where suitability
decreased during the mid-Holocene relative to the LGM (‘unstable contraction’).

Molecular data
Through field work and loans from existing museum collections, I was able to obtain tissue
samples from localities in six mountains that span the known range of both species, and in
particular, each of the three cordilleras they inhabit (Fig. 9). These samples are distributed as
follows: one from the Tilarán Cordillera (Monteverde), three from the Central Cordillera (Poás,
Barva, and Irazú volcanoes), and two from Talamanca (representing its western and eastern
ends). It is worth noting that all of these sites are similarly protected from human disturbance,
and hence reduction of their populations because of recent anthropogenic causes is unlikely.
Collection of specimens in this study followed protocols approved by the City College of New
York Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), as well as discipline-specific
guidelines from the American Society of Mammalogists (Gannon et al. 2007; Sikes et al. 2011),
under permit numbers 119-2010 and 109-2011-SINAC of the Ministerio de Ambiente y Energía
de Costa Rica (MINAE).
I extracted DNA from liver, heart, or muscle tissue using a salt precipitation protocol and
subsequently sequenced two molecular markers (details in Appendix 3). Aiming to infer
processes occurring at different time periods, I amplified and sequenced one mitochondrial and
one nuclear marker. Specifically, I obtained sequences for a fragment of the cytochrome b gene
(cyt b), consisting of 840-bp for R. creper and 1140-bp for N. devius. Additionally, I obtained
sequences for the ACOX2 intron 3 (ACOX2-3), consisting of 420-bp, and flanking a single-copy
gene in mammals (the Acyl-coenzyme A oxidase 2, peroxisomal; Igea et al. 2010). The latter
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was the easiest to amplify and sequence for these species, out of several candidate introns
developed by those researchers that I explored. Additionally, this intron provided sufficient
variation to elucidate evolutionary relationships within a species complex of bats (Salicini et al.
2011). I used PHASE 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001) to obtain the most probable haplotypes exhibited
by each diploid individual (all haplotypes were inferred with probabilities > 0.93).

Testing predictions
To test hypothesis 1—patterns of genetic variation across space reflect potential connectivity
among populations through time—I performed several analyses to detect genetic structure and
differentiation. These were then used to test predictions from ensemble models under the discrete
and continuous approaches. First, I built haplotype networks for each marker using maximum
parsimony (http://jimmyodonnell.wordpress.com/2013/05/20/haplotype–networks–in–r/). Under
the discrete ENM approach, I expected that if haplotypes are shared, it would be between
mountains showing potential for connectivity throughout the three time periods analyzed,
especially if intervening areas were highly suitable (i.e. optimal). Second, I calculated two
population-genetic statistics for each pairwise comparison between populations. The first
corresponds to FST values (calculated in DNASP V.5.10; Librado & Rozas 2009), which can be
used as a relative index of genetic structure in populations (i.e. larger intra vs. inter-population
divergence; Nielsen & Slatkin 2013). The second metric corresponds to one of genetic
divergence between populations, namely the uncorrected pairwise genetic distance that was
observed on average between individuals of two different populations (i.e. uncorrected pdistances), which I calculated in MEGA v. 5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011). Under the discrete
approach, I expect that values of both these metrics will be higher for comparisons involving
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populations that have exhibited less potential for connectivity (gauged by degree of suitability in
intervening areas through time).
To test the effect of climate on population structure under the continuous approach, I
performed Mantel tests (Sokal & Rohlf 1995) for correlation between matrices of FST values and
environmental friction during past climatic extremes. These matrices were obtained from all
pairwise comparisons among populations. To rule out the alternative hypothesis that structure
simply follows a pattern of isolation by distance (Slatkin 1993), I also tested for covariance
between matrices of FST values and geographic (Euclidean) distances separating current
populations. Given that multiple tests can compromise significance levels of obtained statistics
(Zar 1999), I also performed partial Mantel tests by simultaneously incorporating matrices of
environmental friction and Euclidean distances as potential covariates of FST values. All Mantel
tests were done using the VEGAN package in R, assessing levels of significance with 10,000
random permutations (Oksanen et al. unpublished manuscript; R Development Core Team
2014).
To test hypothesis 2—genetic diversity within populations has been determined by both
environmental suitability and stability through time—I used the following approach. Given that
low genetic structure indicates current or recent panmixia (Nielsen & Slatkin 2013), for these
analyses I considered as populations the geographically defined units where genetic structure of
the mitochondrial marker was low (i.e. pooling individuals from mountains exhibiting little
structure). However, results for the un-pooled data were qualitatively almost identical (Appendix
3). For each defined population, I calculated genetic diversity at the haplotype and nucleotide
level using DNASP. These metrics can be interpreted jointly to infer underlying demographic
processes (Nielsen & Slatkin 2013). Specifically, I expect that ‘below-optimal refugia’ and areas
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of ‘unstable contraction’ will show lower genetic diversity in both metrics. Conversely,
haplotype diversity should be higher in ‘optimal refugia’ and areas of ‘unstable expansion’.
However, nucleotide diversity should be highest in ‘optimal refugia’, reflecting survival of a
more diverse array of haplotypes across time (rather than mutations arising in the few haplotypes
‘sorted’ during the contractions that typically precede expansions).
In addition to descriptive comparisons of these diversity metrics, I also calculated three
statistics that differ in their power to detect changes in population size: Tajima’s D (Tajima
1989), Fu’s F (Fu 1997), and the raggedness index of mismatch distributions of pairwise genetic
distances (Rogers & Harpending 1992). Note however that none of these metrics can distinguish
between changes in population size and natural selection, given that genetic signatures of these
processes are virtually the same for a given marker (Nielsen & Slatkin 2013). These statistics
were calculated for the mitochondrial marker only, using DNASP and the total number of
mutations. Negative values of Tajima’s D and Fu’s F are associated with expansion (Tajima
1989; Fu 1997). For the mismatch distributions, raggedness indices <0.2 have been interpreted as
indicative of expansion (Rogers & Harpending 1992). I assessed significance of all statistics in
DNASP by performing 10,000 coalescent simulations (given theta values). Simulations for the
raggedness index were carried under an expansion model.

RESULTS
Overall, according to the ensemble MAXENT models, patterns of potential connectivity under
past and present conditions were different between the studied species (Figs. 10, 11). Of the two
taxa, the one typically inhabiting higher elevations (Reithrodontomys creper), showed lesser
potential for connectivity across mountains in all time periods analyzed. Moreover, this potential
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for connectivity varied considerably through time. Conversely, for the somewhat lower-elevation
inhabitant Nephelomys devius, potential for connectivity was higher in all periods analyzed, and
surprisingly, this potential varied little through time.
In general, the specific predictions derived from ENMs were strongly supported by the
genetic analyses in both species. I detail these results for each species below. The mitochondrial
marker showed substantially more variation than the nuclear one. For this reason, I focus
discussion on this marker, but also mention interesting patterns obtained for the nuclear one.
Descriptive statistics for each marker (e.g. number of samples, segregating sites) are presented in
Appendix 3.

Reithrodontomys creper
According to ENMs, optimal environmental conditions for this species are currently restricted to
the highest mountaintops, while less suitable conditions also occur along slopes (Fig. 10).
Regardless of its quality, the overall extent of suitable environments has varied substantially
through time, with the potential distribution of the species being most extensive during the cold
and dry LGM, but substantially contracting during the present interglacial (especially during the
mid-Holocene; ~6 kya). However, it appears that the highest areas within eastern Talamanca
became less suitable during the glacial phase of the cycle. Most notably, suitable areas in the
Tilarán Cordillera appear to have been isolated from those existing in the Central and Talamanca
Cordilleras during all time periods analyzed. Instead, connectivity between the Central and
Talamanca Cordilleras has apparently been possible since at least the LGM, albeit only by means
of areas holding below-optimal environmental conditions (the extent of which contracted during
the present interglacial). Similarly, potential for connectivity within cordilleras has been almost
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constantly present, but again only by means of areas harboring below-optimal environmental
conditions. In the Cordillera Central, the Irazú volcano to the east was the only one that
apparently became fully isolated from the rest of the Cordillera during the mid-Holocene,
although it maintained connectivity with Talamanca. Within Talamanca, ENMs implied that
suitable areas in the western and eastern ends of this mountain range have remained isolated
since the LGM. This isolation is suggested by a narrow gap in suitability (approximately in the
middle of the cordillera), that partially disappeared during the mid-Holocene by means of a
slender bridge of below-optimal environmental conditions (Fig. 10).
Overall, for Reithrodontomys creper, data from the mitochondrial marker strongly
support predictions of past potential for connectivity arising from interpretations of ensemble
ENMs under the stricter threshold (i.e. connectivity only possible through optimal
environments). This marker showed substantial structure not only across the three cordilleras, but
also across the sampled peaks within these cordilleras (Fig. 10). In particular, there was only one
haplotype shared between mountains, occurring in both Poás and Irazú volcanoes within the
Central Cordillera (but not in intervening Barva). Levels of structure inferred from FST values
were high for comparisons involving mountains from different cordilleras, yet substantially lower
for comparisons between mountains within each cordillera (Table 1). In particular, FST values
were highest for every comparison involving the population from the Tilarán Cordillera.
Similarly, genetic divergence (i.e. uncorrected p-distance) was also highest between pairs
of mountains in different cordilleras, and in particular in comparisons involving the Tilarán
population (1.2–1.4%; Table 1). The lowest divergence was found between the western and
eastern ends of Talamanca (0.41%). Interestingly, these Talamanca populations also showed the
least divergence from the neighboring Irazú in the Cordillera Central (0.81%), which according
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to ENMs, is the sole volcano with which Talamanca has constantly had potential for
connectivity. Most importantly, populations from mountains that lie very close in geography yet
show little potential for connectivity had similar levels of genetic divergence as populations
separated by twice the geographic distance (e.g. divergence between Monteverde and Poás
compared to that between Monteverde and western Talamanca; Fig. 12a). These patterns suggest
population connectivity cannot be explained by geographic distance alone (except perhaps for
comparisons involving eastern Talamanca), a conclusion supported by the non-significant Mantel
tests regarding FST values and Euclidean distances (r = 0.41, p= 0.172). Instead, divergence
patterns appear better explained by potential for connectivity during the mid-Holocene, as Mantel
tests showed a significant and strong correlation with environmental friction during that time
period (r= 0.71, p= 0.015), but not during the LGM (r= 0.5, p= 0.171). Similarly, partial Mantel
tests explicitly accounting for geographic distances between populations were highly significant
for a correlation with environmental friction during the mid-Holocene (r= 0.9, p= 0.002), but not
during the LGM (r= 0.7, p= 0.071).
Overall, the nuclear marker showed less divergence (average uncorrected p-distance =
0.24%, vs. 1% for cyt b) and barely any structure. Most of the few haplotypes present were
shared across cordilleras (Fig. 10), and even maximum FST values were moderately low (0.39;
Appendix 3). Additionally, metrics of structure and divergence between different populations did
not follow any clear pattern. For instance, FST and p-distance values were commonly higher in
comparisons involving populations located within the same cordillera (neighboring mountains)
than in those involving populations from different cordilleras. However, one notable result for
these metrics was consistent with that obtained for the mitochondrial marker: the highest FST
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vales (0.24–0.29) and p-distances (0.29–0.35%) were again present in all comparisons that
involved the population of the Tilarán Cordillera (Appendix 3).
Regarding stability, predictions from ENMs were also strongly supported (yet not
entirely) by the mitochondrial marker of Reithrodontomys creper. Given that FST values were
overall low for comparisons between mountains within a single cordillera (suggesting recent
population connectivity), I pooled the genetic data within cordilleras for analyses of diversity and
expansion. ‘Optimal refugia’ for this species were present in the Irazú-Turrialba massif of the
Central Cordillera, as well as on the western end of Talamanca. Populations from both these
cordilleras had the highest haplotype diversity (Fig 13a; also Appendix 3). However, populations
in Talamanca showed much lower levels of nucleotide diversity, suggesting recent population
expansion. Interestingly, eastern Talamanca corresponds to the only ‘unstable expansion’ area
(suitability higher during the mid-Holocene), and all three statistics used to detect changes in
population size were significant for population expansion in this area (Fig. 13a; also Appendix
3). Complementarily, the Tilarán Cordillera was characterized by ‘below-optimal refugia’, and
areas of ‘unstable contraction’. The population from this cordillera showed strikingly low levels
of haplotype and nucleotide diversity, as well as values suggestive of population contraction,
although these were far from significant for all three metrics.

Nephelomys devius
Similar to Reithrodontomys creper, according to ENMs optimal environmental conditions for
Nephelomys devius appear to currently occur in the very tops of mountains; however, for N.
devius suitable areas in general extend lower down the mountain slopes, providing a more
extensive potential range for this species (Fig. 11). Contrary to R. creper, the models suggest that
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the extent and configuration of suitable areas has varied little through time for N. devius,
especially between the mid-Holocene and present. The only place where the potential range for
this species was more extensive during the LGM was the Guanacaste Cordillera, where this
species is not known to occur. In this way, all three inhabited cordilleras have been potentially
connected through areas exhibiting suitable, yet below-optimal environmental conditions since at
least the LGM. The only exception to this might be the Tilarán Cordillera, which appears as
slightly disjunct today. According to ENMs, potential for connectivity within cordilleras has also
been constantly present, although also only by means of below-optimal conditions.
The overall pattern of higher potential for connectivity predicted for Nephelomys devius
by ENMs was also supported by the mitochondrial marker (Fig. 11). In particular, the most
frequent haplotype was shared between four mountains, spanning the three cordilleras, as well as
the extreme ends of the known range of these species. Additionally, two other frequent
haplotypes were shared between the Tilarán and Central Cordilleras. Oddly, however, the only
sampled population that did not share any haplotypes with others was that of western Talamanca.
Additionally, haplotypes were not shared between western and eastern ends of Talamanca.
Following a similar pattern, FST values were overall much lower for this species (Table 2).
However, these were moderate to high in all comparisons where the populations of either eastern
or western Talamanca were involved (0.23–0.58). FST values for the rest of the comparisons were
always much lower (0–0.19), with the exception of the comparison between Poás and Irazú
(0.38).
Mirroring these patterns, measures of divergence were highest between pairwise
comparisons involving any of the Talamanca populations (0.18–0.56%), but especially so
regarding populations on the western end (Table 2). In this species, divergence seems to follow a
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geographic pattern in some instances, although certainly not in others (e.g. between western
Talamanca and the rest of samples; Fig. 12b). Supporting a geographic-distance effect for
connectivity among populations, FST values show a correlation with Euclidean distances
according to the Mantel test (r= 0.7, p= 0.042). Mantel tests assessing correlations of FST values
with environmental friction were significant only for the LGM (r= 0.7, p= 0.049), although not so
according to the partial mantel test that explicitly accounted for geographic distance (r= –0.4, p=
0.800). Results for a correlation between FST values and environmental friction during the midHolocene were non-significant, regardless of whether geography was taken into account (r= 0.6,
p= 0.071 for the single Mantel test; r= –0.4, p= 0.855 for the partial Mantel test).
The nuclear marker showed still less divergence in Nephelomys devius (average
uncorrected p-distance = 0.18% vs. 0.33% for cyt b), as well as less structure (FST maximum
value of 0.27; Appendix 3). Almost all haplotypes were shared among cordilleras, although three
occurring at very low frequencies were endemic to either western Talamanca or Tilarán (Fig. 11).
As in R. creper, FST and uncorrected p-distance values were occasionally higher between
mountains of the same cordillera, than between those of different cordilleras. However, in this
species there was also one result obtained for the mitochondrial marker that was also present for
the nuclear one: the highest divergence values were always present in comparisons that involved
the western Talamanca population (0.20–0.22%, vs. 0.14–0.19% in the rest; Appendix 3).
For Nephelomys devius, predictions of stability from ENMs were also generally supported
by data from the mitochondrial marker. Given that for this species samples from the Tilarán and
Central cordilleras showed very little structure according to FST values, I considered them to
represent a single population. I analyzed samples from western and eastern Talamanca as
separate populations given their high genetic structure and divergence from the rest of samples
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peaks. According to ENMs, optimal refugia for this species have been present in all three
cordilleras, although they have been most extensive in the long and wide Talamanca (Fig. 13b).
Supporting the existence of ‘optimal refugia’ across the range of this species, haplotype diversity
of the mitochondrial marker was similarly high in the three “populations” (the two from
Talamanca, and the third made up by individuals from the Tilarán and Central Cordilleras).
Nevertheless, nucleotide diversity was more than twice as high in western Talamanca, supporting
the highest stability there. The statistics employed to detect changes in population size were nonsignificant for all these populations, with the sole exception of Fu’s F for expansion in eastern
Talamanca, where nucleotide diversity was also the lowest (Fig. 13b). These results were still
maintained when analyzing each sampled peak individually, indicating negligible effects of
structure within the Tilarán and Central cordilleras (Appendix 3).

DISCUSSION
Population connectivity across the sky islands of Costa Rica and western Panama during
the Quaternary
Overall, according to ENMs the two study species differed in their environmental requirements,
and consequently, on the effects that climatic changes during the Quaternary could have had on
their demography. In general, it seems that Reithrodontomys creper is more restricted to higher
montane habitats; as such, it has been confined to the highest mountain peaks in the present
interglacial, but especially so during the mid-Holocene. Genetic diversity in this species was
strongly structured by cordillera, and also by peaks sampled within the same cordillera. In
particular, the high structure observed in the different volcanoes of the Central Cordillera is
striking, given that the lower passes separating these are as narrow as 4–8 km.
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In contrast, the affinity of Nephelomys devius towards montane habitats of lower
elevation apparently caused this species to be substantially less affected by the last glacialinterglacial cycle. Overall, ENMs for this species considered the potential for connectivity
between populations to be broader and more stable through time. This was supported by the
lower levels of genetic structure and divergence observed in both molecular markers, in
particular when involving populations from the Tilarán and Central Cordillera. Structure in this
species was better explained by a simple pattern of isolation by distance, pointing to the lesser
effect of environmental friction between populations (see also Fig. 12b).
The differences in environmental requirements observed between the focal species could
have led to the patterns of genetic variation in several non-exclusive ways. First, connectivity
between populations could have ceased completely due to the inability of populations to persist
or disperse through unsuitable habitat. Gauging by the discrete ENM predictions, this appears to
have been the case for Reithrodontomys creper, but not for Nephelomys devius. Second, patterns
of genetic fixation could have resulted from the effect of relative environmental suitability on
carrying capacities, without precluding population connectivity and gene flow altogether. In
particular, the contrast in suitability between mountains and passes for R. creper could have
affected both dispersal and fixation rates. Smaller population sizes lead to fewer dispersing
individuals, whose genetic variation would stand a slim chance of fixation within the bulk of the
population existing in optimal habitat (Holt 1996; Kawecki 1995). Additionally, the much
smaller extent of areas holding optimal environments in R. creper (coupled with their contraction
during climatic extremes) could have yielded smaller populations for this species relative to N.
devius, facilitating the fixation of genetic variants.
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Whether ENMs can be used as relative estimates of abundance has not been substantially
addressed in the literature. However, this is an implicit assumption in algorithms that estimate
continuous suitability surfaces based on presence-only data, pending lack of sampling biases
(Yakulic et al. 2013; Soley-Guardia et al. 2014). This assumption has been supported in the few
studies addressing this question (e.g. VanDerWal et al. 2009), and this appears to have been the
case in this system as well. For Reithrodontomys creper, genetic diversity was strikingly different
for populations from areas holding optimal versus below-optimal environmental conditions,
although this pattern could have been exacerbated by differences in areal extent, and historical
isolation (Fig 13a). Additionally, higher levels of structure and divergence also seem more
related to optimal rather than below-optimal environmental conditions in both species. For
instance, several mountains appear constantly connected by means of areas with below-optimal
environments since at least the LGM, yet populations there show high genetic structure (e.g.
Irazú and western Talamanca).
It is worth noting that the different divergence rates observed between the focal taxa
could also be due to their specific metabolism and life history. Very little is known about any of
these aspects for most tropical species, although several hypotheses can be formulated for the
present study system. For instance, smaller body sizes in R. creper might imply faster
reproductive rates (Bielby et al. 2007), leading to faster generation turnover (and higher fixation
rates). Similarly, its smaller body size, coupled with more thermally demanding habitats, could
result in a higher metabolism to sustain activity (Porter & Kearney 2009). Higher metabolisms
are known to result in higher levels of free radicals that enhance mutation (Ballard & Rand 2005;
Angilletta et al. 2006), yielding more genetic variation to be shaped by demographic processes.
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Finally, the genetic signature present in these markers could also be linked to selective processes
in other loci across their genome (Nielsen & Slatkin 2013).

Common patterns across montane species of the Talamancan province
Besides supporting species-specific responses to climate change (Stewart et al. 2010; Demos et
al. 2014), the comparative approach employed in the present study also allowed detection of
patterns that might be common across montane taxa within this region. For instance, there seems
to be an important genetic break for both species between the Central and Talamanca cordilleras,
despite constant presence of below-optimal environments between them across climatic
extremes. If this genetic break is not associated with the lower suitability of intervening areas, it
might also be related to intense volcanic activity occurring during the same time period (Vargas
Ulate 2009).
Another important phylogeographic break observed in both species was that between the
western and eastern ends of Talamanca. This break could simply be related to the considerable
geographic distance separating these populations. Nevertheless, ENMs for both species (but
especially for Reithrodontomys creper) suggest that roughly in the middle of this cordillera, areas
holding suitable environmental conditions funnel into a very narrow ridge, a pattern that was
consistent across time. This stark decline in suitability is likely due to the steep decline in
elevation towards the Caribbean, and especially, the Pacific slopes (Fig. 9). To my knowledge,
this putative break within the otherwise seemingly continuous Talamanca has not been noted
before. Interestingly, strong divergence between populations on either side of this break was also
found in two species of montane rodents of the genus Scotinomys (Campbell et al. 2010), as well
as in a species complex of a highland anuran (Craugastor podiciferus; Streicher et al. 2009).
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Only further sampling along this cordillera will reveal whether such a break is mainly caused by
environmental friction or represents an artifact of geographic distance (unsampled populations).
Additionally, this environmental break within Talamanca in reality might have been
starker than suggested by ENMs. Overall, suitability within the highest parts of Talamanca seems
to be overestimated for both species during the LGM (Figs 10, 11). For instance, Nephelomys
devius is not known to currently inhabit elevations above 3400 m (McCain 2006; this study), and
trapping of Reithrodontomys creper was more successful below páramo in the present study.
Rather than being an artifact of the ENMs themselves (calibrated under present conditions), this
might result from the paleoclimatic reconstruction used. Multiple glaciers formed in the highest
peaks of this cordillera during local glacial maxima, some of considerable extent (2–35 km2;
Islebe & Hooghiemstra1997; Lachniet & Seltzer 2002). These maxima resulted in decreases of
temperature between 8–10 °C in montane habitats, yet CCSM reconstructions suggest a more
moderate scenario (2.5–5 °C). Such a discrepancy could arise because of the approximate nature
of global circulation models, or simply because of the time lag between the global and the local
LGMs (~12 vs. 21 kya; Islebe & Hooghiemstra 1997).
Finally, an interesting aspect to mention is that for both studied species, several peaks in
the young Guanacaste cordillera to the north show high suitability and potential for colonization
at least during particular time periods (Figs. 10, 11). Indeed, most of these mountains currently
exhibit the typical cloud forest habitat in which both species are commonly encountered,
although this is usually restricted to narrow altitudinal bands there (Nadkarni & Wheelwright
2000; Vargas Ulate 2009). Neither of the focal species has been collected in the sampling carried
in these mountains, including Volcán Tenorio (the peak of the Guanacaste Cordillera closest to
Monteverde), which I sampled in the present study (see also Klaus et al. in lit; Anderson &
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Timm 2006). If the absence of Reithrodontomys creper and Nephelomys devius from this
cordillera is not an artifact of sampling, it is possible that these mountains have never been
colonized due to a combination of geographic isolation and below-optimal environmental
conditions predominating in the lower passes. Alternatively, these mountains might have been
colonized during glacials, but local populations went extinct during warmest periods (Colwell &
Rangel 2010), as suggested by ENMs of R. creper.

Potential biogeographic histories of focal species
Contrasting the molecular signatures of the markers used in this study, an inference of previous
panmixia followed by more recent isolation and divergence is obtained in the focal taxa. Given
that these are montane species, divergence in the mitochondrial marker might be associated with
climatic changes during the Quaternary, rather than other factors operating throughout the
Neogene (23–26 mya; Rull 2011). During the Quaternary, most of the highlands in this system
had not been formed or had yet to achieve their current elevation. Hence, if ancestral populations
of the focal species were found in the lowlands, these likely evolved a highland niche only once.
This would mean that subsequent colonization of montane habitats was only possible when
isolating barriers disappeared (such as during the climatic oscillations of the Quaternary). Such
ancestral population could have been present in Talamanca, the oldest cordillera in the system,
and also harboring the highest genetic diversity of the nuclear marker in both species (Appendix
3). The possibility of an ancestral Talamancan population seems especially likely for Nephelomys
devius, given that this species belongs to a radiation of South American montane rodents, and the
geographically closest congener occurs in the mountains of eastern Panama (Percequillo 2003;
Weksler et al. 2006). Evolutionary relationships within the clade to which Reithrodontomys
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creper belongs remain obscure, and its members inhabit a wide variety of habitats (Arellano et
al. 2005)
Another interesting aspect to consider is whether cordilleras were colonized during
similar time periods in each species. In the case of Reithrodontomys creper, ENMs suggest that
the westernmost extreme of its range (the Tilarán Cordillera) was isolated during the LGM (~21
kya). Hence, colonization of suitable habitats there might have occurred only earlier during the
same glacial period (e.g. when conditions were less dry or locally cooler), or even during a
previous glacial-interglacial cycle, which might explain the higher divergence observed in this
population. In contrast, ENMs suggest that colonization of the same cordillera by N. devius could
have occurred at any time after the LGM (and hence, by proxy, likely also at any point during
previous glaciations). Timing of colonization ultimately depended on the particular ages of these
lineages as montane taxa, which could also explain the different levels of genetic divergence
observed. Overall, molecular dating of the different splits between populations of these species
will be crucial to reconstruct their biogeographic history.

Divergence in tropical sky islands and future directions
Overall, patterns of divergence within tropical montane taxa restricted to mesic habitats are
somewhat paradoxical. On the one hand, it is known that in a multitude of organisms specieslevel divergence of tropical montane taxa is associated with “sky islands” of currently isolated
habitat. It has reasonably been argued that these montane habitats were previously connected
during more favorable conditions that allowed their colonization, such as during the colder
glacial phases of the Quaternary (e.g. Cadena et al. 2007; Weir et al. 2008). This is also
supported by observed shifts in montane vegetation during glacial cycles (Hooghiemstra & Van
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der Hammen 2004; Driese et al. 2007). However, if this was the case, connectivity rather than
isolation would have prevailed during most of the Quaternary, given the much longer duration of
glacial phases (Colwell & Rangel 2010; Stewart et al. 2010). In this way, it has been argued that
Quaternary climatic fluctuations might not have been important in determining current
diversification patterns in highland tropical biota (Rull 2011; but see Weir 2009). For instance, it
has been suggested that in the absence of strong selection, isolation for more than several
100,000 years is required for speciation to occur in vertebrates (Lister 2004), an outcome clearly
not achievable by interglacial isolation alone.
However, it is also known that the strength and duration of the particular glacial and
interglacial phases were different across the various cycles of the Quaternary (Webb & Bartlein
1992; Petit et al. 1999; Jouzel et al. 2007). Additionally, these broad temporal patterns were also
characterized by finer temporal variations in temperature within phases, and at least in some
areas, by marked changes in precipitation associated with solar radiation (Auler et al. 2004;
Lomolino et al. 2006; Stewart et al. 2010). This dissimilarity could have allowed for colonization
of distant mountains only during most extreme conditions, potentially explaining patterns of
divergence currently observed within the Mesoamerican highlands.
Overall, more phylogeographic studies that explicitly incorporate the potential effect of
past climate change in the Mesoamerican highlands are needed to deepen our understanding of
how past climate change affected lineage divergence. Along these lines, this study stands as a
baseline from which others can build to better understand the biogeographic processes that have
shaped evolution not only within Neotropical highlands, but also in similar systems globally. In
particular, it reiterates how carefully calibrated ENMs can be powerful tools for integration with
molecular data to obtain robust biogeographic inferences, even in topographically complex
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systems. Additionally, the comparative approach revealed two extremes by which past climate
changes might have affected diversification of tropical montane taxa according to their specific
environmental requirements. Given the stark zonation of endemic taxa across elevation in the
Talamancan Province, this region represents a very promising system for inferring both common
and idiosyncratic responses of species to climate change (Janzen 1967; Savage 2002; McCain
2004; Colwell & Rangel 2010).
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Figure 9. Elevation map of the study system denoting the four main cordilleras that run across
Costa Rica and into western Panama. Colored circles correspond to mountains for which I
obtained tissue samples for molecular analyses (color scheme maintained across figures, ranging
from paler to darker hues in a west-to-east direction). Color gradient in background denotes
elevation. (Note: 3D angle of view makes northern mountains appear shorter).
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10. Summary figure for Reithrodontomys creper. Ecological niche models denote
potential for connectivity across time: blue: unsuitable areas at the lowest presence threshold (<
0.053); red: suitable areas with optimal environmental conditions (> 0.628); yellow: suitable
areas with below-optimal environmental conditions (see text and Appendix 3). Haplotype
networks are given for the cytochrome b and nuclear intron ACOX2-3. Their color scheme
follows that of the sampling sites. Each circle represents a unique haplotype, with size being
proportionate to its frequency; gaps in connecting lines indicate inferred number of mutation
steps between haplotypes. (Note: Circle sizes only proportional within markers).
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Figure 10.
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Figure 11. Summary figure for Nephelomys devius. Ecological niche models denote potential for
connectivity across time: blue: unsuitable areas at the lowest presence threshold (< 0.053); red:
suitable areas with optimal environmental conditions (> 0.628); yellow: suitable areas with
below-optimal environmental conditions (see text and Appendix 3). Haplotype networks are
given for the cytochrome b and nuclear intron ACOX2-3. Their color scheme follows that of the
sampling sites. Each circle represents a unique haplotype, with size being proportionate to its
frequency; gaps in connecting lines indicate inferred number of mutation steps between
haplotypes. (Note: Circle sizes only proportional within markers).
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12. Uncorrected pairwise genetic distances of cytochrome b between populations as a
function of Euclidean distance (km) between them. (Note: different scales used for each species).
Left: Reithrodontomys creper; Right: Nephelomys devius.
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Figure 13. Environmental suitability and stability during climatic extremes of the late
Pleistocene, and genetic metrics used to assess changes in population sizes in each of the two
focal species. A) Reithrodontomys creper; B) Nephelomys devius. Red: ‘optimal refugia’,
where suitability remained above the stricter threshold (median value of suitability scores
exhibited by occurrence records) during both the last glacial maximum and the mid-Holocene;
yellow: ‘below-optimal refugia’, where suitability remained above the lowest threshold (lowest
suitability score exhibited by occurrence records) but below the stricter one for both time periods;
green: ‘unstable expansion’, denoting regions that became suitable (or increased in suitability
to above the median) at the mid-Holocene; grey: ‘unstable contraction’, denoting areas where
suitability decreased below the median or which became unsuitable during the mid-Holocene;
blue: areas where suitability values were constantly below the lowest threshold. Genetic metrics
correspond to the cytochrome b data for each species (significance emphasized in italics and
bold). Hd: haplotype diversity; ¶: nucleotide diversity. Note major stability overall for
Nephelomys devius (more extensive refugia, and little change in suitability between time
periods).
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Table 1. FST values (top) and uncorrected pairwise genetic distances (p-distances; bottom)
observed between populations of Reithrodontomys creper for the cytochrome b marker . Colors
match those of figure 1. For uncorrected p-distances, the average divergence between individuals
of different populations is given in the top row; divergence within each sampled population is
shown in italics and bold (across the matrix’s diagonal).
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Table 1.
FST
Monteverde
Monteverde
0
Poás
0.533
Barva
0.528
Irazú
0.608
Talamanca (W)
0.787
Talamanca (E)
0.787
P-DISTANCES (%)
AVERAGE = 0.182
Monteverde
0.188
Poás
1.333
Barva
1.24
Irazú
1.182
Talamanca (W)
1.392
Talamanca (E)
1.397

Poás
0.533
0
0.064
-0.038
0.233
0.239

Barva
0.528
0.064
0
0.192
0.402
0.414

Irazú
0.608
-0.038
0.192
0
0.295
0.296

Talamanca (W)
0.787
0.233
0.402
0.295
0
-0.001

Talamanca (E)
0.787
0.239
0.414
0.296
-0.001
0

1.333
1.058
1.091
0.865
0.953
0.961

1.24
1.091
0.984
1.066
1.16
1.186

1.182
0.865
1.066
0.738
0.81
0.813

1.392
0.953
1.16
0.81
0.404
0.405

1.397
0.961
1.186
0.813
0.405
0.406
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Table 2. FST values (top) and uncorrected pairwise genetic distances (p-distances; bottom)
observed between populations of Nephelomys devius for the cytochrome b marker . Colors match
those of figure 1. For uncorrected p-distances, the average divergence across all sampled
individuals is given in the top row; divergence within each sampled population are shown in
italics and bold.
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Table 2.

FST
Monteverde
Monteverde
0
Poás
0.128
Barva
-0.011
Irazú
0.193
Talamanca (W)
0.259
Talamanca (E)
0.527
P-DISTANCES (%)
AVERAGE = 0.182
Monteverde
0.173
Poás
0.152
Barva
0.233
Irazú
0.237
Talamanca (W)
0.472
Talamanca (E)
0.289

Poás
0.128
0
-0.026
0.381
0.350
0.462

Barva
-0.011
-0.026
0
0.121
0.229
0.326

Irazú
0.193
0.381
0.121
0
0.306
0.577

Talamanca (W)
0.259
0.350
0.229
0.306
0
0.441

Talamanca (E)
0.527
0.462
0.326
0.577
0.441
0

0.152
0.093
0.191
0.244
0.476
0.18

0.233
0.191
0.299
0.289
0.535
0.296

0.237
0.244
0.289
0.209
0.53
0.366

0.472
0.476
0.535
0.53
0.527
0.561

0.289
0.18
0.296
0.366
0.561
0.101
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CHAPTER 4

Realizing the niche: the effect of responsive phenotypes and variable ecological
strategies
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INTRODUCTION
The ecological niche is one of the oldest concepts in biology, and like that of species, an intuition
of its meaning predates a formal definition (Hurlbert 1981; Patten & Auble 1981). This concept
was explicitly coined during the early twentieth century (Grinnell 1917; Elton 1927), after which
it became poised at the core of multiple biological disciplines. However, not long after, the utility
of the niche started to be questioned, a debate that continues to the present (Leibold 1995;
Colwell & Rangel 2009; Godsoe 2010; Peterson et al. 2011). In particular, given its vast
encompassing nature, some regard the niche concept as vague, pointing to the existence of
multiple more explicit terms to address the interaction of species and environments (e.g. Alley
1985; McInerny & Etienne, 2012a). Additionally, for some, the concept has been tainted by its
association with the principle of competitive exclusion; especially in face of the recently
developed neutral theory of biodiversity (Hubbell 2001; Chase & Leibold 2003; Araújo & Guisan
2006; Colwell & Rangel 2009). On the other hand, the use of this concept has been revived
through the young field of ecological niche modeling niche and associated estimates of species
distributions, techniques that have been applied to address a wide array of ecological and
evolutionary questions (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Kearney & Porter 2004; Soberón &
Nakamura 2009; Holt 2009; Warren 2012).
The resurgence of the niche concept, coupled with the need to formalize it operationally
under new methodological frameworks, has lead to several recent contributions towards a more
unified theory (Leibold 1995; Kearney 2006; Soberón & Nakamura 2009; Godsoe 2010; Peterson
et al., 2011; Sillero 2011; McInerny & Etienne 2012a, b). This body of research has substantially
contributed to a better understanding of the niche concept and how it should be applied to
developing fields. However, there are still outstanding issues remaining to be addressed (e.g.
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Araújo & Guisan 2006), which together with differences in opinion might lead to the perception
that disagreement rather than agreement prevails among researchers in these fields. Nevertheless,
in my opinion such discrepancies arise due to the particular ways in which biologists delimit
niches, not because the niche concept itself is flawed, a pattern shared by multiple other useful
biological terms (e.g. species concept, De Queiroz, 1999; phenotypic plasticity, Piersma & Drent,
2003; “Lamarckian” evolution, Gissis & Jablonka 2011).
In particular, in my opinion, there are two main (and intricately related) components of
the niche that have been somewhat overlooked, and which can lead to a more holistic perspective
and application of the concept across biological disciplines. These are the environmental
responsiveness of phenotypes (i.e. plasticity or flexibility; Piersma & Drent 2003; West-Eberhard
2003), and the variability of ecological strategies (roles) that such phenotypes can afford (i.e.
ecological specialization; Bolnick et al. 2003; Devictor et al. 2010). Together, these two aspects
determine the general conditions within which populations can persist. Acknowledging these two
components brings together different niche perspectives, notably those associated with Elton and
students of community ecology, and those associated with Grinnell and Hutchinson, commonly
applied at larger scales in macroecology and biogeography. Doing so also resolves previously
recognized paradoxes, such as that of realized niches potentially being bigger than fundamental
ones (Araújo & Guisan 2006). It is with these goals that I write the present perspective.
As I will argue, variability of these two aspects entails that niches can be highly “plastic”
or flexible, with individuals (and likely populations and species) usually experiencing only a
subset of actual niches out of multiple potential ones they could perform (i.e. realized niches out
of fundamental ones). In particular, this view emphasizes the effects of the abiotic and biotic
environment that organisms actually experience, rather than just the ones from which they are
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excluded. In this way, it differs from most current perspectives in that realized niches can occur
not only due to negative biotic interactors, but also to positive ones, conspecifics, and even
abiotic factors (see also Jackson & Overpeck 2000; Bruno et al. 2003; Shipley et al. 2009; and
Devictor et al. 2010 for similar considerations). Most importantly, explicit integration of these
aspects into niche theory implies that abiotic and biotic requirements of species might be less
fixed than suggested by their current geographic distributions, laboratory experiments of
physiological performance, or detailed observations from community and behavioral ecology.
Acknowledging this variability of niches has consequences in multiple biological fields,
including the estimation of potential species distributions under current and future time periods,
how niches evolve, and how they can be associated with the diversification of lineages, creating
well-known evolutionary patterns like that of punctuated equilibrium.
Whereas the ultimate challenge for an holistic perspective is its empirical utility, in this
study I focus on delineating the conceptual implications of these ideas, with the goal of
encouraging future researchers in developing ways to incorporate them into their own fields of
expertise. In the first section, I outline where niche theory currently stands, making brief mention
of the most relevant ideas that have been addressed during the past, and how they relate to the
perspective advocated here. Later, I detail each of the two main components that constitute this
perspective, mentioning several examples that support and demonstrate how intricately related
they are. To avoid an unnecessary growth of biological jargon, I aim to stitch together existing
concepts and definitions from the great body of work that has amassed within various biological
fields. Finally, I briefly discuss the conceptual relevancy of integrating these ideas to study how
niches influence species distributions and lineage divergence across time, delineating some
methodological implications for the field of correlative ecological niche modeling.
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Brief history of the niche concept, where we stand
Rather than giving a detailed account of the convoluted history of the niche, in this section I give
key points of where theory currently lies in order to set up the framework under which I develop
the present perspective. Those interested in a more detailed account can refer to previous
extensive treatises on the matter (Vandermeer 1972; Hurlbert 1981; James et al. 1984; Colwell
1992; Leibold 1995; Chase & Leibold 2003; Holt 2009; Colwell & Rangel 2009; Peterson et al.
2011; McInerny & Etienne 2012b). However, before doing so, I briefly clarify some general
niche properties and terminology on which different researchers might not necessarily agree, but
need to be explicitly stated to avoid confusion.
The first is that whereas niches have been traditionally defined for species, they can also
be defined for smaller levels of biological organization, such as populations, ontogenetic stages,
sexes, and particular individuals (e.g. Maguire 1973; Bernstein 1979; West-Eberhard 1986;
Bolnick et al. 2003; Takimoto 2003; Ricklefs 2010; Violle et al. 2012). It is worth noting that
whereas many niche aspects are shared across these levels, there might also be emergent
properties that arise between them. For instance, conspecific competition is only directly
detrimental for individual niches, and certain ontogenetic stages might only deal with the
survival aspect of persistence. Given the focus on variable phenotypes and ecological strategies
in this particular contribution, I will typically refer to individual niches. However, these
considerations certainly apply to populations and species as well, where variability might be
masked due to the sharing of environmental conditions that conspecifics experience.
Nevertheless, a great part of the theory outlined below was devised perceiving niches at the
population level.
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Second, several researchers have considered it useful to distinguish between concepts
such as tolerances, requirements, conditions, and resources when defining niches (Hutchinson
1978; Hulbert 1981; Kearney et al. 2010; Peterson et al. 2011). However, these aspects are not
consistently employed to address niches, and they might not even be mutually exclusive (e.g.
temperature applies to all of these aspects; a resource can be required, or its lack tolerated). Most
importantly, these definition can be context dependent. For instance, some resources might be
required only to tolerate certain other conditions, and some conditions might be permissive only
under particular resource contexts. For this reason, in the present perspective, I usually restrict
discussion to the use of requirements, whether abiotic or biotic, permissive or strictly necessary,
except in cases in which the other terms are more intuitive (see Leibold 1995; Chase & Leibold
2003; Shipley et al. 2009 for a similar view). Finally, here I use environment to denote both
abiotic and biotic factors, although this use has been far from consistent across biological fields
(Alley 1985).

Niche origins: Grinnell and Elton
The concept of the niche was simultaneously developed by Grinnell and Elton, who focused on
two different, yet complementary views (Vandermeer 1972; Patten & Auble 1980, 1981; Leibold
1995). On the one hand, Grinnell was mostly interested about the factors governing species
distributions, including behavioral responses to biotic aspects (i.e. the effect of the environment
on delimiting species ranges; Grinnell 1917). However, given that coarse-scale abiotic variables
have a marked effect in determining species distributions, biotic ones became less relevant to the
subsequent development of this view of the niche (Soberón 2007; Soberón & Nakamura 2009;
but see James et al. 1984; Lira-Noriega et al. 2013). On the other hand, Elton was mainly
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interested in the impacts of species on their communities, the “role” that they play in their
environments (Elton 1927). Although Elton was originally interested in abiotic factors too, most
impacts of species are clearly visible on other members of their communities, and in this way
biotic variables became the focus of this view (Colwell & Rangel 2009; Soberón & Nakamura
2009).
In general, the differential focus on environmental versus species effects led to the
predominance of one view or the other in developing biological disciplines. Elton’s view became
influential for the field of community ecology, interested in determining the effects of biotic
interactions and the way species assemble. Conversely, Grinnell’s view became the basis for
disciplines that consider broader scales, such as macroecology and biogeography. One important
aspect to mention is that whereas ‘empty niches’ can easily be envisioned under either of these
perspectives (e.g. an un-colonized habitat holding suitable conditions and allowing particular
roles), niches cannot really be defined without reference to an organism (whether as an
individual, population, or species; see Colwell & Fuentes 1975; James et al. 1984; Alley 1985;
Kearney 2006; Peterson et al. 2011).

Fundamental and realized niches
Mainly following Grinnell’s view of the niche, Hutchinson made a major contribution to the field
by shifting from a spatial and descriptive perspective of niches, to an environmental and
quantitative one (Colwell & Rangel 2009; Soberón and Nakamura 2009). In so doing, he defined
the ‘fundamental niche’ of a species as an ‘n-dimensional hypervolume’ denoting the conditions
where populations of a species can indefinitely persist within an environment composed of n
variables (Hutchinson 1957). Additionally, Hutchinson proposed that species can be excluded
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from portions of this fundamental niche by negative biotic interactors that negate persistence by
reducing population growth. He termed this smaller set of occupied niche space as the ‘realized
niche’. Since then, the smaller nature of realized niches has typically been viewed as caused by
exclusion via negative interactors from resource space (Vandermeer 1972; Colwell & Fuentes
1975; Chase & Leibold 2003; Colwell & Rangel 2009), or from suitable environmental
conditions through geographic exclusion (e.g. realized ranges of Lomolino et al. 2006).
Recognizing that species might only experience a subset of their “true” niche was a major
contribution to the field by Hutchinson; however, his particular distinction between fundamental
and realized niches (i.e. the latter only reduced by negative biotic interactors) seems to have been
an arbitrary one, influenced by the dogma of competitive exclusion prevailing at that time (see
also Brown 1981; Lewin 1983; Bruno et al. 2003; Araújo & Guisan 2006; Kearney et al. 2013).
The arbitrariness of this distinction becomes clear when considering the two extreme
perspectives that can be taken to accommodate species’ requirements into the niche
hypervolume. On the one hand, one can consider the n-dimensional hypervolume as an entity
composed by a fixed set of n variables that are exclusively required by the species (e.g.
precipitation and nitrogen for a plant). Any change in the suitable portion of this hypervolume
due to variables not part of n will constitute a realized niche (e.g. high concentrations of heavy
metals). Alternatively, one can simply accommodate this new factor by adding it as an extra n
variable, which will cause a change in the shape and dimensionality of the hypervolume, but will
have the effect that the suitable portion of this hypervolume cannot be further reduced by
responses to this variable. Following this logic, variables can be added indefinitely (including
negative biotic interactors), resulting only in fundamental niches (see also Maguire 1973 p. 243;
Araújo & Guisan 2006, p. 1678). Indeed, Hutchinson himself suggested this latter approach:
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(Hutchinson 1957, p. 416; emphasis mine).
More recently, it has been noted that species might not occupy their entire fundamental
niche, simply because certain portions of it might not exist under the realized environmental
space that exists at any given time on Earth (Jackson & Overpeck 2000). The subset of the
fundamental niche currently existing for a given species was defined as the ‘potential niche’ by
these authors, whereas it was termed the ‘existing fundamental niche’ in the recent contribution
by Peterson et al. (2011). Importantly, Jackson and Overpeck also recognized that portions of
fundamental niches might remain unoccupied due to dispersal constrains or biotic processes
other than competition and predation (e.g. mutualism; see also Bruno et al. 2003). Those authors
considered the resulting environmental subsets as realized niches, although Peterson and
collaborators referred to them, respectively, as ‘occupied’ and ‘biotically reduced’ niche spaces.

Scenopoetic and bionomic variables
Another important, later contribution by Hutchinson was the distinction between what he termed
‘scenopoetic’ and ‘bionomic’ variables (Hutchinson 1978; the latter referred as ‘nonscenopoetic’ by Peterson et al. 2011; see Austin 2002 for a similar classification). Hutchinson
considered scenopoetic variables to represent ‘permissive’ abiotic conditions that ‘set the scene’
but are not impacted by the species (and hence are not competed for). Conversely, he considered
bionomic variables to represent ‘required’ resources that are impacted by the species, and hence
can be subject to competition (Soberón 2007; Colwell & Rangel 2009). Even though scenopoetic
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and bionomic variables typically correspond to abiotic and biotic ones (respectively), this is not
necessarily the case, and will also vary depending upon the focal species (Peterson et al., 2011;
Anderson unpublished manuscript). Eventually, the distinction between these two kinds of
variables became very important for designing different approaches of modeling species niches.
In particular, modeling of ‘Grinnellian niches’ requires the use of scenopoetic variables only,
given that these models are based on static correlations, and hence cannot incorporate variables
that are dynamically linked to the growth rate of populations (Peterson et al. 2011). Alternatively,
both types of variables can be used in ‘Eltonian’ models of niches, which can incorporate (and
emphasize) the impact of species on variables (Chase & Leibold 2003; Soberón 2007).
Although to my knowledge Hutchinson never made an explicit link between this
classification scheme and that of fundamental and realized niches, according to his diagrams and
original definition (above), it appears that he considered both scenopoetic and bionomic variables
important in defining fundamental niches (Hutchinson 1978, figures 99, 101). Recently, Peterson
et al. (2011) have considered fundamental Grinnellian niches to be defined by scenopoetic
variables only. Whereas the distinction of environmental spaces defined only by scenopoetic
variables is highly useful, it can lead to the perception that fundamental (Grinnellian) niches are
solely characterized by abiotic variables (given their typical scenopoetic nature). Such a
perspective is already espoused by several biologists who define fundamental niches strictly as
abiotic requirements or physiological responses to them (e.g. Vandermeer 1972; Spotila et al.
1989; Ackerly 2003; Godsoe 2010; Kearney et al. 2010; Maiorano et al. 2013; but see Kearney et
al. 2013). Viewing niches as “sterile” leads to the paradox that realized niches can be more
extensive than fundamental ones, given that positive biotic interactors typically provide direct or
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indirect access to abiotic conditions that the species would not experience otherwise (Alley 1985;
Kearney 2006; Bruno et al. 2003; Colwell & Rangel 2009; Sillero 2011).

Modeling ecological niches
Currently, there are three main approaches to model ecological niches, consisting of:
resource/impact models, mechanistic (thermodynamic) models based on species physiologies,
and correlative ecological niche models. The first comes from a long history of community
ecology, and is based on resource-consumer and associated models that have culminated in the
isocline approach (MacArthur 1972; Tilman 1982; Leibold 1995). Here, a species’ niche is
depicted with regard to zero-net growth isoclines in response to either abiotic or biotic variables
(usually in two dimensions; Chase & Leibold 2003). Given that this approach takes into
consideration the impact of the species on its environment (i.e. can include bionomic variables)
the modeled entity has been referred to as an ‘Eltonian’ niche (Soberón 2007; Peterson et al.
2011). This approach has also been considered as a simple mechanistic model, although
responses are measured at the population rather than the individual level, erasing the
individualistic signal of multiple processes (Kearney et al. 2010). The isocline approach has been
used to understand how species can interact and assemble, but typically not to estimate their
distribution (another reason why the term Eltonian seems appropriate).
The two other approaches constitute what have been termed ecological niche models,
species distribution models, bioclimatic envelope models, resource selection functions, and other
related terms (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Elith & Leathwick 2009; Kearney & Porter 2009).
These seek to estimate species’ responses to the (mostly abiotic) environment, as well as how
those responses help determine species geographic distributions. Because of their interest in
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estimating distributions, the modeled entity of these approaches has been referred as
‘Grinnellian’ niches (Soberón 2007; Peterson et al. 2011). One of these approaches is
mechanistic (process-to-pattern), where species responses to abiotic variables are measured
directly through physiological experiments. These responses are then used to estimate potential
geographic distributions and/or aspects of species life histories by applying biophysical and
nutritional models, or dynamic energy budgets (Kearney & Porter 2009; Kearney et al. 2013).
The other approach is correlative (pattern-to-potential process), where species environmental
responses are inferred from occurrence data reflecting their geographic distributions (Peterson et
al. 2011; Anderson 2013). Due to their correlative nature and relative coarse scales, some have
considered these as ‘habitat models’, useful for inferring areas suitable to a species, but not the
underlying processes (Kearney 2006; Araújo et al. 2013).
These three approaches distinguish between fundamental and realized niches; however,
their distinctions are not identical. In resource/impact models, fundamental niches are viewed as
(Chase & Leibold 2003; p. 53). Given that
this method considers (consumed) resources as part of the conditions determining existence,
fundamental niches do include biotic components. In contrast, correlative and mechanistic niche
models typically equate fundamental niches with abiotic variables and physiological responses to
them (Elith & Leathwick 2009; Kearney et al. 2009, 2010; Godsoe 2010). These modeling
paradigms certainly recognize the importance of biotic variables and aim to account for their
effect on modeled abiotic responses (Anderson 2012, 2013). However, they do not consider them
as dimensions of the fundamental niche. For instance, Peterson et al. (2011) consider
fundamental niches (for scenopoetic spaces) as exclusively defined by abiotic variables, whereas
biotic factors have the secondary role of providing or negating access to such niches (i.e.
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‘biotically reduced niche space’; see also Sillero 2011; Anderson 2013). Similarly, in the
mechanistic approach, the fundamental niche has been equated with the ‘physiological niche’
(e.g. Kearney et al. 2009, 2010; see also Guisan et al. 2014), although recently, it has been
extended to incorporate the ‘nutritional niche’ (Kearney et al. 2013).
Regarding realized niches, the three approaches have similar interpretations. In
resource/impact models, Chase and Leibold (2003) regard realized niches as
(p. 53). However, (consumed)
resources are not included as part of these interacting species, again demonstrating a somewhat
unjustified bias towards the role of negative interactors when considering reductions of
fundamental niches. In contrast, both correlative and mechanistic ecological niche models
consider the realized niche as the subset of the fundamental niche experienced by the species,
once the effects of biotic interactions (and dispersal limitations in the correlative approach) are
acknowledged, implicitly incorporating also the effects of positive biotic interactors (Kearney et
al. 2010; Peterson et al. 2011; Anderson, 2013).
One important aspect that all of these approaches have in common is that even though
niches are typically considered in environmental rather than geographic space, interpretations of
the realized niche usually take place only within the latter (see also Bruno et al. 2003). In this
way, exclusion from environments (e.g. microhabitats, activity periods) or resources within an
occupied geographic area are typically neglected. For instance, interpretations of intersecting
isoclines are focused on determining whether species can coexist or not (i.e. local geographic
exclusion). In the same way, correlative approaches consider realized niches to be manifested
only as ‘occupied distributional areas’ in geographic space (Peterson et al. 2011). Similarly,
mechanistic niche models consider realized niches as areas where survivorship occurs (e.g.
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Kearney & Porter 2009; Kearney 2012). Some of the latter models do discuss the metabolic
consequences of negative interactors (e.g. Kearney & Porter 2004), although it is not clear
whether authors are considering exclusion in other realms besides geographic space. In my
opinion, such a focus in exclusion from (environmentally defined) geographic spaces has not
allowed a complete depiction of how interactors can affect other species’ niches.

PRESENT CONTRIBUTION: ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON NICHES
The great body of theoretical and empirical studies that have accumulated in niche theory has
made a solid contribution to a diversity of biological disciplines, and only a very small subset of
this research was outlined above. However, as mentioned in the introduction, two important
aspects of the niche have so far received little consideration: that of responsive phenotypes, and
the variability of ecological strategies that these phenotypes can afford. In some way, the fact that
these two aspects have not been explicitly included into niche theory is ironic. After all,
phenotypes are what determine relationships with the environment, and ecological strategies
(roles) were crucial during the initial development of the niche concept (e.g. Grinnell 197; Elton
1927). In this section, I introduce each of these aspects, and discuss how they are intricately
related to each other and integral to niche theory.
Before detailing these aspects, two important disclaimers should be mentioned. One,
previously noted, is that to depict the importance of responsive phenotypes, and the myriad of
ecological strategies potentially available to a species, I here focus on individual niches.
However, both of these aspects can certainly apply to higher biological levels of organization,
especially if all individuals are similarly distributed (i.e. experiencing the same abiotic and biotic
conditions). The second disclaimer is that I purposefully take advantage of the multiple meanings
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that the word realize can achieve. In classical niche jargon, realized is used as an adjective to
depict a reduced subset of the fundamental niche; in this vein, here I also use it as a verb (e.g. a
fundamental niche can be realized). However, I also use it in the sense of achieving a task,
namely that of being able to survive and reproduce, making a niche real (e.g. realizing a niche
within a biologically chaotic world). In particular, this latter meaning drives home an important
message: organisms have to persist by realizing their fundamental (potential) in whatever
possible way they can. The way in which any given individual does this will typically constitute
only a fraction of its potential (i.e. a realized niche). In this way, this perspective also aims to
shift from the negative view typically associated with realized niches—one of species affected by
negative interactors—to one that emphasizes that even in the absence of negative interactors,
organisms typically experience only a subset of their fundamental niches, simply because they do
not need to be exposed to all suitable environmental conditions or strategies to persist.
Finally, I envision that integrating these two aspects into niche theory has great potential
for helping us understand multiple related biological phenomena. However, the extent to which
these aspects will be relevant for particular taxa, approaches, and study systems remains to be
determined. For instance, because of strong selection on canalization, some organisms might
exhibit very little responsiveness to the environment (Jablonka 2007). Similarly, other
individuals might be so specialized that indeed their ecological strategies are not very likely to
vary (Shipley et al. 2009; Devictor et al. 2010. However, even in these cases, incorporating the
role of responsive phenotypes and variable ecological strategies can certainly help explain how
the evolutionary history of the group resulted in such an outcome.
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Focus on phenotypic space and its variability
Whether one considers the niche as a property of individuals, or as defined by the interaction
between individuals and environment (e.g. Patten & Auble 1980, 1981; James et al. 1984; Alley
1985; Kearney 2006; McInerny and Etienne 2012b), the phenotype is implicitly at the center of
this concept in two main important ways. First, the phenotype (morphology and physiology) is
what determines an organism’s abiotic and nutritional requirements. These requirements
determine under which set of circumstances, and for how long, the organism can operate within
any given landscape. Second, the phenotype determines how the individual can interact with the
landscape to meet these abiotic and biotic requirements (e.g. control exposure, navigate, extract
and digest resources, escape predators, and reproduce). For instance, the breadth of strategies by
which a species can obtain nutrients will be limited by its external and internal phenotype (e.g. a
mammalian meso-carnivore does not have a digestive system suited for an exclusive diet on plant
matter, nor a morphology that will allow it to gather enough insects to fuel its metabolism). In
this way, the phenotype determines the ecological strategies and other niche-constructing
capabilities that the individual can follow to maintain homeostasis in a real biological world
(Odling-Smee et al. 2003). The importance of integrating phenotypes into the niche has certainly
been acknowledged before (e.g. ‘phenepool’ of Colwell & Futuyma 1971; Colwell & Fuentes
1975; Bernstein 1979; Alley 1985), and implicitly constitutes the cornerstone of mechanistic
niche models (Kearney & Porter 2009; Porter & Kearney 2009).
In niche theory, responses to the abiotic and biotic environment have classically been
assumed fixed for a given individual or population (except in certain, detailed, mechanistic niche
models; e.g. Kearney et al. 2010, 2013). Nevertheless, it is now well known that phenotypes can
be highly responsive to both abiotic and biotic factors of the environment (reviewed in West-
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Eberhard 2003; Gilbert & Epel 2010). In this way, I argue that fundamental niches are delimited
by genetically determined phenotypic potentials, but canalization during ontogeny can reduce
them to realized niches by exclusion from particular phenotypic spaces and the associated
potential to interact with the environment. Importantly, this reduction can result from both
positive and negative interactions, as well as interaction with conspecifics and abiotic factors.
Not incorporating the responsiveness of phenotypes can lead to incomplete inferences of
species niches. For instance, individuals might only be able to survive under particular conditions
in which they developed, due to morphological and physiological plasticity, assimilation of
crucial symbionts during early ontogenetic stages, or neural maturation associated to learning of
particular strategies (Angilletta et al. 2003; West et al. 2003; Jablonka 2007; Shipley et al. 2009;
Ledón‐Rettig & Pfennig 2011). Moreover, responsiveness to the environment can result in
differences among conspecifics, as well as within a single individual across time. In particular,
individual variability can be important in determining niche breadth at the population or species
level (Bernstein 1979; Bolnick et al. 2003; Violle et al. 2012). As will be discussed, this also has
implications for how niches and associated species distributions are inferred from the
amalgamation of responses observed in a given set of individuals.
Environmental effects on the morphology of organisms are typically known as phenotypic
plasticity or flexibility that occur as continuous responses (reaction norms), or discrete ones
(polyphenisms) (West-Eberhard 2003; Piersma & Drent 2003; Pfennig et al. 2010). Plastic
changes can be restricted to particular ontogenetic stages (developmental plasticity), typically
being irreversible, or occur back and forth throughout an individual’s life time. This plasticity
can be exhibited towards purely abiotic factors, (e.g. facultative metamorphosis in certain
salamanders), positive and negative biotic interactors (e.g. defensive phenotypes, symbiont-
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housing structures), members of the same species (e.g. gregarious versus “solitary” phenotypes in
locusts), or biotic non-living products (e.g. caste determination in hymenopterans, vertebrate
dietary morphs; see Gilbert & Epel 2010 for a review). These changes can obviously affect the
ecological strategies afforded by the phenotype. However, phenotypically plastic changes can
also entail important consequences on the thermodynamic properties of organisms. For instance,
any change in body size, shape, color, or insulation, can drastically affect the individual’s
exchange of temperature with the environment, determining what are considered suitable and
unsuitable abiotic conditions (Tracy & Christian 1986, Angilletta et al. 2006; Porter & Kearney
2009; Huey et al. 2012).
Plasticity in traits more directly associated with physiology is also widely documented in
the literature, where it has been traditionally referred to as ‘acclimation’ (e.g. developmental
acclimation, seasonal acclimation; Kingsolver & Huey 1998; Angilletta et al. 2003, 2006). In
these cases, organisms exposed to particular abiotic conditions can produce long-lasting
physiological phenotypes that are better suited to such conditions (Spotila et al. 1989; Sørensen
et al. 2003). For instance, exposure to certain temperatures can change the lower and upper
bounds of what constitute lethal temperatures in fish and insects (Kingsolver & Huey 1998).
Such temporal “adaptations” can occur due to rearrangements of already-existing genetic
products (e.g. changes in membrane fluidity, protein folding and mobilization, enzyme kinetics,
oxidative capacity and volume of mitochondria; Hutchison & Maness 1979; Tracy & Christian
1986). However, they can also involve differential gene expression. For instance, the amount of
synthesized red blood cells in vertebrates (affecting aerobic scope and performance) can change
according to environmental oxygen levels (Jablonka 2007). Similarly, in ‘hardening’, expression
of heat shock proteins involved in “house-keeping” functions (e.g. protein transport, folding,
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assembly, and degradation) has been documented to increase tolerance towards a wide variety of
stressful conditions, including: extreme temperatures, radiation, heavy metals, pesticides,
hypoxia, bacterial infections, and parasitism. These changes in tolerances can occur after periods
of exposure as brief as minutes, and be manifested even within hours (reviewed in Sørensen et al.
2003).
Such physiological changes have an important impact not only on the range of abiotic
conditions tolerated, but also on how organisms interact within their communities. For instance,
body temperature has a strong effect on optimal performance of a number of biological
processes, including active metabolism, growth rate, digestion efficiency, speed, blood pressure,
learning, and immune response (Hutchison & Maness 1979; Angilletta et al. 2006; Marais &
Chown 2008). These performance levels will also influence the way the individual interacts with
the community to obtain food, escape predators, and find mates (Tracy & Christian 1986;
Angilletta et al. 2006; Huey et al. 2012).
Finally, the ontogenetic environment can have very important consequences for the
development of particular behaviors that will determine the fitness of individuals in any given
ecological context (Wcislo 1989; Odling-Smee et al. 2003). For instance, West et al. (2003)
documented how the full spectrum of variation observed in courtship behavior across the range
of North American brown-headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater) can be generated within a single
population (and strikingly within a single generation) by simply manipulating the learning
environment. Similarly, Wcislo (1989) discusses how important aspects of insects’ morphologies
will depend on the host in which they were reared, and consequently, influence host selection
(e.g. ovipositor length). Additionally, several researchers have documented the importance of
learning for novel ecological strategies that can also affect species geographic ranges (Beltman et
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al. 2004; Shipley et al. 2009; Sutter & Kawecki 2009). In particular, anthropogenic effects on
species distributions (i.e. introduction into urban environments and new continents), reveal how
species can employ novel behavioral strategies to interact with new communities (Strauss et al.
2006).

Emphasis on ecological strategies and their variability
In much the same way in which niches cannot be formally defined without organisms (Bernstein
1979; Alley 1985; Kearney 2006; Peterson et al. 2011), in most instances it seems absurd to
envision physiological responses to abiotic variables without assuming a tangible interacting life
form behind them that can somehow ensure homeostasis within those abiotic limits (i.e. without
following a particular role). After all, the set of ecological strategies by which a given species can
control exposure to the abiotic environment, secure resources, and reproduce are limited (e.g. an
anteater can only maintain homeostasis by performing strategies that the anteater phenotype
allows). This idea is tightly linked to the concept of ‘niche construction’ (reviewed in OdlingSmee et al. 2003), and it implies that fundamental niches are not solely defined by response
curves to abiotic conditions, but also by how organisms can maintain themselves within such
physiologically favorable boundaries in a heterogeneous and challenging world. For instance,
multiple organisms escape unsuitable conditions by undertaking substantial migrations (e.g.
butterflies and birds in temperate habitats), yet others simply bypass them by lowering their
metabolism (e.g. through torpor and hibernation).
In this way, I argue that there is only a defined set of biotic “space” within which an
organism can persist according to the strategies it can perform, a fundamental niche or set of
potential roles in Elton’s sense (see also Devictor et al. 2010 for ‘fundamental Eltonian
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specialization’). However, even when assuming fixed phenotypes, most organisms can ensure
persistence in a vast number of ways, with the number of roles they can fulfill being considerable
(e.g. Bolnick et al. 2003). Performing all of these potential strategies at once, or even within a
lifetime, is not necessary for a given phenotype to survive and reproduce. Instead, which
strategies are performed by a given organism will depend upon the vagaries of the abiotic and
biotic landscape, as well as its epistemic/behavioral capabilities. In this way, any particular
ecological strategy followed by an individual, population, or species to maintain homeostasis
within a given landscape is simply a subset of all possible ways in which it could do so (i.e. a
way of realizing its niche). These are actual “places” of organisms in ecosystems, realized
Eltonian niches (see also ‘realized Eltonian specialization’ of Devictor et al. 2010). For instance,
it appears that the reliance of Adélie penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) on krill is mostly a recent
phenomenon, owing to a switch from a mainly fish/squid diet after removal of whales (Emslie &
Patterson 2007). Similarly, the mainly insectivorous pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus) can
opportunistically feed on nectar and pollen from columnar cacti, being even a more efficient
pollinator than nectarivorous bats (Frick et al. 2013).
There are multiple non-exclusive reasons why conspecifics with virtually the same
phenotype might perform different ecological strategies to maintain homeostasis, survive, and
reproduce. Perhaps the most common is simply the fact that range boundaries are typically not
shared across all members of a community or biome, either because of their different
requirements, or their evolutionary history (Howe 1984; Janzen 1985; Agosta & Klemens 2008).
In this way, different biotic contexts will be encountered by different individuals throughout the
species’ range or across time when species migrate or colonize new areas (e.g. Fox & Morrow
1981; James et al. 1984). In this way, species can persist within communities entirely different
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from those in which they evolved (see ‘ecological fitting’ and ‘anachronisms’, of Janzen &
Martin 1982; Janzen 1985; also Barlow 2002). Additionally, this entails that species could
potentially survive with species that have yet to evolve. Such ideas have also clearly been noted
through the concept of ‘exaptation’ (Williams 1966; Gould & Vrba 1982; Agosta & Klemens
2008). Perhaps, the lability of ecological strategies is most obvious in invasive species,
particularly when occurring in ecologically engineered urban environments (Bruno et al. 2003;
Odling-Smee et al. 2003; Strauss et al. 2006).
Similarly, the importance of variable ecological strategies has clearly been noted
regarding generalists and specialists, both in terms of diets or symbioses (Colwell & Futuyma
1971; Janzen 1980; Howe 1984; Shipley et al. 2009; Devictor et al. 2010). For instance, koalas
(Phascolarctos cinereus) specialize on a diet of Eucalyptus leaves; however, they can consume
more than 200 species of them, and even learn to feed on plants from different families (Moore
& Foley 2000). Similarly, several mutualisms depend on the context under which species
interact, and can even switch from a beneficial to a detrimental partnership (Cushman 1991;
Bronstein 2001; Stanton 2003; Hackett et al. 2013). Even the most “tight” and specialized
symbioses portrayed as textbook examples of mutual specificity are now being shown to be more
labile than originally thought (Stanton 2003). For instance, interactions between agaonid fig
wasps and their figs, attine ants and their fungi, corals and their zooxanthellae, luminescent
bacteria and the squid they conceal from predators, have all been shown to lack strict taxonomic
specificity (Mueller 2002; Knowlton & Rohwer 2003). Most importantly, detailed studies have
revealed how some of these associations might not even be necessary under particular contexts,
leading to free existence of at least one of the partners (Fautin 1991; Molbo et al. 2003; Soto et
al. 2009).
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Moreover, most ecological strategies are determined by complex behaviors, which can
control exposure to the abiotic environment (e.g. thermoregulation, building of shelter,
knowledge of access routes to resources or dens), as well as interaction with the biotic
community (e.g. resource-extraction techniques, predator avoidance, forming of search-images).
For example, striking behavioral differences in feeding strategies have been documented in the
Darwin’s finch Pinaroloxias inornata, which cause the species as a whole to have a dietary
breadth spanning that of several families of mainland birds (including arthropods, mollusks,
nectar, fruits, and seeds; all arriving from multiple biotic sources; Werner & Sherry 1987). An
extreme case is that of the “vampire finch” from the Galápagos (Geospiza difficilis
septentrionalis) where individuals typically feed on nectar and pollen, but can switch to consume
eggs and blood from masked boobies on a particular island (Galef 1990). In this sense, the local
environment can have important effects on determining which ecological strategies can be
acquired from the environment through learning and experience (Wcislo 1989; Price et al. 2003;
Beltman et al. 2004). Nevertheless, acquired strategies are not restricted to behaviors. For
instance, many cases of facultative symbioses involve the development of particular structures to
accommodate the interaction, which only occurs in the presence of the symbiont. Similarly,
efficient digestion of particular resources might be highly dependent upon incorporation of local
microbiota into the species’ gut (Shipley et al. 2009; Jaenike 2012; Kohl & Dearing 2012).
The possibility for fundamental (potential) strategies to be realized in multiple ways has
important implications for niche theory, especially for species that are currently restricted to
small ranges. However, such effects have rarely been explicitly addressed under the framework
of fundamental and realized niches (but see Bolnick et al. 2003; Shipley et al. 2009; Devictor et
al. 2010). For instance, it is possible that certain niche aspects that are typically deemed as
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obligatory might simply be contingent upon the current spatial and temporal configuration of the
environment (e.g. symbioses, pollination syndromes, host and resource/prey “specificity”,
construction of nests and burrows). This might be especially true when incorporating the
responsiveness of phenotypes, where a species might seem “locked” into a particular phenotype
and set of strategies due to common environmental effects across the population (e.g. WestEberhard 1986; Wcislo 1989). Similarly, aspects of species life histories that are typically taken
as obligatory might be contingent upon the responsiveness of the phenotype to particular
strategies (e.g. patterns of diel activity, migration), which I discuss in the following section.

Feedback loop between phenotypes and ecological strategies
In the previous sections, it has been acknowledged that environmental conditions can have an
important influence on the development of phenotypes, which, together with the contingency of
the conformation of communities, will determine the ecological strategies through which the
individual can survive and reproduce. However, at the same time, the ecological strategies that
are followed by a given individual can continue molding its general morphology, physiology, and
behavior, further controlling relationships with the environment. This outcome ensures that there
is a constant bidirectional feedback between phenotypes and the ecological strategies they can
afford—between species’ requirements and their roles—indicating how intricately related the
original ideas of Grinnell and Elton really are. This feedback can result in short-lived, reversible
effects (e.g. switches in diel patterns of activity, building of search images, acclimation,
expression of particular digestive enzymes). However, the interaction between phenotypes and
strategies can also lead to long-lasting irreversible effects (e.g. through developmental plasticity),
confining the individual to a definitive subset of phenotypes and roles for the rest of its life.
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Additionally, this feedback can reverberate across generations through ecological, epigenetic, and
cultural inheritance (Agrawal 2001; Jablonka & Lamb 2006; Ledón-Rettig & Pfennig 2011),
which can make the expression of particular phenotypes and associated strategies stable to the
point of appearing fixed. This means that individuals (or even species) might be “born” with an
already realized phenotype, and consequently, a reduced potential for interacting with the
environment.
The feedback between aspects of Grinnellian and Eltonian niches arises because
phenotypes are

(Ricklefs & Wikelski 2002), and

particular ecological strategies differ in their costs and benefits (i.e. tradeoffs) at multiple levels
(Angilletta et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2004). Consequently, alternative strategies can affect the
phenotypic and physiological state of the organism in different ways. This is perhaps most
evident in the changes of organ and body sizes that have been documented for a wide variety of
taxa according to resource abundance (reviewed in Piersma & Drent 2003). Similarly, multiple
species can “shut down” their metabolisms during unfavorable conditions (e.g. dormancy, torpor,
hibernation, aestivation, and cryptobiosis; Levy et al. 2012; López-Alfaro et al. 2013).
In particular, Angilletta et al. (2003) discuss three main types of tradeoffs that apply to
different ecological strategies: those of ‘allocation’ and ‘acquisition’ of resources, and those
related to specialization (‘specialist-generalist’ tradeoffs). For example, despite typically being
adaptive, acclimation involves allocation of resources to multiple processes, including synthesis
of enzymes, modification of membranes, and changing the number and size of cells involved in
particular functions. On the other hand, acquisition tradeoffs arise because species can deal with
different components of their niche at different times (e.g. finding resources vs. securing mates or
avoiding predators). For instance, aquatic turtles can devote part of their day to achieve optimal
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temperatures through basking outside the water, and another part to foraging. However, in heated
ponds, they can perform both at the same time, leading to sexual maturation at younger ages, and
larger egg clutches (Gibbons et al. 1981). In turn, specialist-generalist tradeoffs occur because
traits or processes that enhance survival under certain conditions will not do so in others. For
example, co-expression of variable forms of an enzyme (isozymes) in fishes allows performance
under a wide array of temperatures but compromises optimization at any (Angilletta et al. 2003).
Such tradeoffs are also common regarding dietary specificity and behavioral strategies (e.g.
expression of detoxification enzymes, building of search images, costs of immunity; see
Lochmiller & Deerenberg 2000; Bolnick et al. 2003; Shipley et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2013).
Moreover, in several instances, the tradeoffs associated with potential strategies will also depend
upon those followed by the rest of the population (i.e. evolutionarily stable strategies; McNamara
& Houston 1996).
Most importantly, tradeoffs imply that there is no single optimal ecological scenario
common to all relevant processes of an organism, and that even if such a scenario existed, shortterm “adaptations” to it would hinder persistence under changing conditions (i.e. a generalistspecialist tradeoff). This is especially evident in species that are “pampered” in urban
environments. Despite generally being provided unlimited resources and protection from
negative interactors, individuals become tied to these environments through biochemical and
behavioral modifications that hinder survival under harsher conditions.

Escalating effects of tradeoffs: from phenotypes to species’ life histories
Life history theory seeks to understand how evolution maximizes fitness by shaping the
allocation of assimilated resources to potentially competing biological processes, including
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development, growth, maintenance, and reproduction (Stearns 1992; Kearney 2012). Given the
range of potential tradeoffs between various biological processes at different ontogenetic stages,
it has been hypothesized that selection should favor the evolution of plastic life histories that can
maximize fitness across multiple contexts; leading to ‘state-dependent life histories’ (McNamara
& Houston 1996; Takimoto 2003). Indeed, it is now known how multiple traits directly linked to
life histories are plastic, the timing and occurrence of which can be heavily influenced by the
environment (e.g. sexual maturation, migration; reviewed in Ricklefs & Wikelski 2002). One of
the most documented cases supporting adaptive life histories is the influence of the organism’s
condition on reproduction. Particularly, McNamara & Houston (1996) provide an extensive
review of how aspects such as territory quality, nutrient reserves, foraging skills, and parasite
load affect the age at which reproductive maturity is achieved. On the other hand, and reflecting
the contingency of life histories, poor growing conditions can also lead to advancement into
subsequent ontogenetic niches (i.e. ‘bet-hedging’ to bypass unsuitable conditions; Takimoto
2003; Benesh et al. 2013).
Most importantly, the flexibility of life histories implies that several aspects that are
typically taken as obligatory or diagnostic for a certain species (e.g. timing and frequency of
reproduction, migration), might simply be contingent upon the current configuration of the
landscape, and for how long it has been inhabited (see also Devictor et al. 2010 for fundamental
vs. realized ‘Grinnellian specialization’). For instance, under natural conditions, stonechats
(Saxicola torquata) re-nest until nestlings have molted; however, in captivity they re-nest while
feeding them (König & Gwinner 1995). Similarly, the manifestation of iteroparity (several
reproductive bouts) and semelparity (reproduction immediately followed by senescence and
death) in capelin fish (Mallotus villosus) appears to be contingent upon physical factors of
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spawning grounds and the presence of predators (Christiansen et al. 2008). Diel-activity patterns
in mammals, fishes, and birds have been documented to vary according to climate, resource
availability, and presence of competitors and predators, and sometimes can even be inherited
through maternal effects (Kronfeld-Schor & Dayan 2003; Gattermann et al. 2008; Formanek et
al. 2009; Levy et al. 2012; Dominoni et al. 2013; Payne et al. 2013).
Along these lines, it would be very insightful to test whether stereotypical life history
patterns observed in certain species are indeed fixed. For instance, many rodents inhabiting
desert environments are restricted to a fossorial nocturnal existence to ensure homeostasis
(Bartholomew 1963; Kotler & Brown 1988). However, it could be possible that under alternative
scenarios (e.g. constant cooler temperatures and enough shade cover), these species could afford
a more diurnal existence without the need of building burrows. Similarly, yearly migrations in
birds might not be necessary under novel environments. For instance, multiple species of birds
that migrate between temperate and tropical latitudes also have populations that are permanent
residents within the tropics. However, to my knowledge, the lability of long-distance migrations
according to ecological contexts has rarely been tested (although see Pulido & Berthold 2010 for
evolution within a very short time frame). For instance, currently observed migration patterns
might differ from past ones and might not even be needed under future warming scenarios.

IMPLICATIONS
The ideas discussed in the previous sections imply that any given interaction between a
phenotype and its environment is a subset of all potential interactions that the individual could
perform, a realized niche. Ultimately, the number of particular realized niches that an individual
could experience is determined by its hereditary material, which defines its phenotypic and
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behavioral potential (i.e. its fundamental niche). However, for every individual, this potential will
be reduced (canalized) into particular niches through phenotypically plastic responses, learning,
and the availability of potential interactors, all of these affected by contingent processes. Most
importantly, if these realizing effects are consistent across a given region, they can result in entire
populations or species exhibiting the same realized niche, due to ecological and cultural
inheritance, maintaining the same developmental environment across generations (e.g. WestEberhard 1986; Odling-Smee et al. 2003; West et al. 2003).
Acknowledging the role of responsive phenotypes and variable strategies in producing
realized niches has important implications for niche theory in general, as well as for a multitude
of ecological and evolutionary disciplines. In the following section, I emphasize those of main
relevance. However, it should be borne in mind that the extent to which fundamental niches can
be reduced by the aforementioned processes will be highly dependent upon the species in
question. Nevertheless, even in such instances, considering the roles of responsive phenotypes
and variable strategies can shed light into ancestral niches, their evolution, and the effects on
lineage divergence.

Dissolving apparent paradoxes
A perspective of the niche that integrates phenotypic space and ecological strategies eliminates
previously perceived “paradoxes” in niche theory. For instance, several researchers have posited
that due to the presence of mutualists or facilitators, realized niches can be bigger than
fundamental ones (see Bruno et al. 2003; Araújo & Guisan 2006; Colwell & Rangel 2009;
Sillero 2011). First of all, following this logic would result in the consideration that species
locked into obligatory mutualisms do not have a fundamental niche whatsoever (e.g. angiosperms
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and their mycorrhizae, agaonid wasps and their figs; see also Godsoe 2010). Moreover, this logic
is only valid if one does not incorporate the phenotypic and interacting potential of the organism
as part of the ecological niche. While it is true that many positive interactors can enhance or even
be crucial for persistence of a focal species under certain environments (James et al. 1984; Bruno
et al. 2003), the capacity to interact with such facilitators and symbionts is already a part of the
focal species’ niche, determined by its hereditary material. Whether the focal species engages
with symbionts or not simply represents different ways of realizing its niche. Conversely, in cases
where these relationships are mandatory, it can be stated that the presence of such mutualists is a
mandatory component of their fundamental niche.
A similar logic has been applied in considerations of source-sink dynamics and their
relationship to niches (e.g. McGill et al. 2006; Ricklefs 2010). In his seminal contributions,
Pulliam (1988, 2000), considered how species can persist in environmental conditions “outside”
of their fundamental niches (i.e. sinks). This occurs because even if the local environment is not
good enough to allow long-term persistence, the declining population is maintained through
immigration from nearby sources. However, such sinks do hold environmental conditions that
are adequate for sustaining these particular dynamics. If these environments were entirely
unsuitable, they would not even allow the ephemeral existence of populations there. Focusing on
phenotypic space reveals how sink habitat does allow survival and reproduction of individuals. In
this way, it can be argued that, technically, sinks are not found in environmental conditions
outside the fundamental niche, but rather on its margins, where persistence can be highly
contingent upon stochastic environmental and demographic processes (Godsoe 2010; SoleyGuardia et al. 2014). The capacity to survive in nearly unsuitable habitats is already determined
by the species’ hereditary material and interacting potential. However, it is the spatial and
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temporal configuration of the landscape that will determine whether niche properties emerging at
the population level (e.g. movement capacity) can result in persistence according to individual
niches. In this way, the rate of reproduction and dispersal that a population is able to experience
can be considered an integral part of its niche, which in turn will determine where the species can
be found (see Holt 2009 for a similar view).
In fact, persistence of sink populations in areas of barely suitable habitat is no different
than persistence of sources in habitats that are temporally unsuitable (e.g. seasonal migrations
across latitudes or daily ones across oceanic water columns). It just occurs at a different
spatial/temporal scale, and hence is governed by different demographic processes. In this way,
the manner in which niches are expressed in geography is dependent upon the local configuration
of the landscape, which can allow species to extract resources from otherwise unsuitable habitats.
For instance, sperm whales are highly dependent upon cephalopod resources that they extract
from depths where they would not be able to persist (see also ‘sink fishing’ of Soley-Guardia et
al. 2014, p. 1398).

Considerations for models of ecological niches and species susceptibility to climate change
Due to historical contingencies and dispersal constraints, most species only exist within a subset
of the world that is actually suitable for them (Jackson & Overpeck 2000; Williams & Jackson
2007; Peterson et al. 2011). For this reason, under any given approach, it is challenging to
disentangle what constitute strict requirements for a species (fundamental niches), as those
observed will typically reflect only those arising under the current conditions to which the
species is exposed (realized niches). In this way, the success of techniques used to infer species
fundamental niches and their associated potential geographic distributions depends upon data-
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related assumptions as well as procedures that are followed towards this goal (see Kearney 2006;
Peterson et al. 2011; Anderson 2012, 2013; Araújo & Peterson 2012).
Of the current techniques employed to estimate niches, mechanistic niche models have
the advantage of directly inferring relationships between species physiologies and particular
abiotic variables in controlled environments; yet, this advantage comes with several costs.
Overall, this approach benefits from directly estimating highly deterministic aspects of niches
(‘the thermodynamic niche’) that are more independent of the geographic range to which the
species has been contingently restricted (Brown et al. 2004; Kearney & Porter 2009; Kearney et
al. 2013). These physiological measures can then be coupled with dynamic energy budgets to
estimate geographic distributions and life history attributes under novel scenarios (Kearney et al.
2010). Given the logistical complexity of these experiments, physiological responses are usually
obtained under standardized environmental conditions and specific diets. Nevertheless, for
species in which physiological responses can be heavily affected by the ontogenetic environment
(e.g. developmental plasticity, acclimation, nutritional effects on body size and energy
assimilation), the variability of the phenotype should be taken into account when estimating
physiological responses, or when projecting them to different environments (e.g. Kearney &
Porter 2004). Failing to do so can lead to biased and overly restrictive measures of
thermodynamic aspects of fundamental niches. Along these lines, for some species, it might also
be important to assess whether epigenetic effects (remnant from particular natural conditions)
could influence the phenotypes and response curves that are being measured under otherwise
standardized conditions. Knowing the different physiologies that individuals of a species can
manifest according to their developmental environment will lead to a better estimation of the
species’ fundamental niche as a whole, as well as a higher predictive ability regarding which
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phenotypes, physiologies, and particular life history attributes will be expressed under different
scenarios.
On the other hand, one of the main uses of niche models consists of estimating potential
geographic distributions, namely areas that are abiotically and biotically suitable (Gaston 2003;
Peterson et al. 2011). However, given their purely physiological focus, mechanistic approaches
might struggle in translating physiological responses into how these interact with the community,
potentially leading to inaccurate estimations of areas that are actually invadable by the species.
For instance, due to biotic interactions, species might experience different microenvironments
than those approximated in the laboratory, leading to different phenotypes and strategies. In this
respect, correlative ecological niche models have an advantage, as these are based on abiotic
conditions that are also biotically suitable. Hence, the inferred correlations with abiotic factors
indirectly take biotic effects into account (Kearney 2006; Soberón & Nakamura 2009). This
might be particularly important for endothermic organisms, where metabolism can be less
dependent upon the variability of the environment (but see Brown et al. 2004; Kearney & Porter
2009; Porter & Kearney 2009). However, this very advantage of the correlative approach also has
its drawbacks, as the inferred correlation between abiotic and biotic suitability can change across
the range, or when models are projected into different regions or time periods (Williams &
Jackson 2007; Anderson 2013; Soley-Guardia et al. 2014).
Additionally, correlative models might be affected in several other ways by the
responsiveness of phenotypes and variable ecological strategies. Regardless of whether
researchers explicitly state it or not, correlative models are built under the ‘BAM’ framework,
where the presence of a species in a given area is contingent upon simultaneous agreement of
three factors: successful dispersal (movement; M), abiotic (A), and biotic (B) suitability (Soberón
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& Peterson 2005; Peterson et al. 2011). This framework currently considers that any given region
can be divided into areas that independently fulfill these criteria. However, given that abiotic
suitability will always depend to some extent upon the biotic context (and vice versa), strictly
speaking, ‘A’ and ‘B’ are not independent from one another. This is especially true when taking
into account that expressed phenotypes and the ecological strategies they allow can be highly
contingent upon the environment in which they develop. In this way, the ‘Eltonian Noise
Hypothesis’ (Soberón & Nakamura 2009)—originally developed for explaining the potential
irrelevance of biotic interactions in determining distributions at coarse scales—might need to be
extended to account for the irrelevance of biotic factors in yielding phenotypes and ecological
strategies that affect ‘A’, either through plastic effects during development or by learning.
Moreover, the non-independence of ‘AB’ leads to additional assumptions regarding
estimates of suitability across geography. For instance, abiotic conditions that were suitable
under a particular suitable biotic context, might not be suitable under another (also suitable)
biotic context because of changes in ecological strategies or phenotypes. Additionally, the current
framework currently assumes that the fundamental niche (or at least the portion of it available
under current climate; ‘existing fundamental niche’) can be estimated if ‘B’ is entirely
encompassed by ‘A’ (i.e. unsuitability only arises due to abiotic conditions; Peterson et al. 2011).
However, all the suitable abiotic conditions under current climate might not be inferred if
suitable biotic contexts are limiting the expression of alternative phenotypes and strategies that
differ in abiotic tolerances (i.e. biotic truncations of expressed physiologies and abiotic
tolerances). Similarly, suitability of accessible areas, and success of establishment there, might be
contingent upon the nature of the dispersing phenotype. In this way, it is also possible that the
efficiency of dispersal barriers depends upon the dispersing phenotype, which can create
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differential overlap of ‘M’ and ‘AB’ across an otherwise equally heterogeneous geography. For
this reason, caution should be undertaken when interpreting potential geographic distributions,
especially in novel environments (i.e. model extrapolation in environmental space). For instance,
novel abiotic and biotic conditions (and how they interact) can result in novel ecological
strategies, or expression of alternative phenotypes with different requirements and dispersal
capabilities.
All of these issues can be ameliorated by increased sampling of the species across
environmental space, aiming to obtain a more complete depiction of its fundamental niche.
However, it should be borne in mind that this modeled entity is an amalgamation of responses
from different populations. In this way, its validity will depend upon homogeneity of phenotypes
as genetically determined (Peterson 2011; Anderson 2013), but also, upon their homogeneous
response to the environment, both plastically and ecologically.

What constitutes niche evolution?
‘Realization’ of fundamental niches vs. ‘fundamentalization’ of realized niches
Recently, there has been major interest in studying niche evolution and its effects on lineage
divergence (e.g. Losos 2008; Wiens et al. 2010; Hua & Wiens 2013). Many such studies have
focused on comparing Grinnellian niches between taxa to assess whether shifts have occurred,
whether through evolution or contingency (e.g. Broennimann et al. 2007, 2012; McCormack et
al. 2010). Recently, it has been acknowledged that observed niches can simply differ from the
environment available in each region (Warren et al. 2008; Devictor et al. 2010; Glor & Warren
2011). However, differences in Grinnellian niches can also result from the multiple processes
through which fundamental niches are realized under similar abiotic contexts. This leads to a full
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spectrum within which niches can differ that should be acknowledged by researchers in this field
before concluding the evolution of niches that some seem so eager to document (see Rödder &
Engler 2011; Guisan et al. 2014 for advancements in this field).
Strictly speaking, niche evolution should only refer to changes in the fundamental niche,
as this determines the full potential of the species to interact with its environment. Such changes
can be caused through mutations in regulatory genes or those which they regulate (e.g. coding for
enzymes and structural traits). Even though epigenetic changes are usually reversible, some are
stable enough that their modifications in gene expression could also be considered as niche
evolution, or at least incipient stages towards it (e.g. chromatin folding, certain patterns of
imprinting; reviewed in Jablonka & Lamb 2006). On the other extreme, niche changes due to
plasticity or different ecological contexts do not entail niche evolution per se, as they do not alter
the hereditary potential of subsequent generations. Nevertheless, such realized niches can affect
the expression of this hereditary potential in future generations through epigenetic, ecological,
and cultural inheritance (Odling-Smee et al. 2003; West et al. 2003; Gissis & Jablonka 2011;
Ledón-Rettig & Pfennig 2011), potentially leading to their fixation and transformation into
fundamental niches.
Fixation of realized niches, a process I refer to as ‘fundamentalization’, can occur in two
main ways. First, natural selection acts on realized niches only, and in this way, constant
expression of particular niches adaptive under local contexts can lead to their genetic
assimilation and accommodation (West-Eberhard 1986; Agrawal 2001; Jablonka 2007; Pfennig
et al. 2010), causing evolution of the fundamental niche. Complementarily, when particular
phenotypes and strategies are not manifested, potential ways of realizing a niche can be “eroded”
through adaptive decay (i.e. through accumulation of deleterious mutations given that selection is
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relaxed on the relevant traits; Ostrowski et al. 2007). The latter process has been documented in
multiple lineages where, due to historical contingencies, certain clades have become restricted to
a cave-dwelling existence, invariably leading to a reduction in pigmentation, visual systems, and
appendices (Trontelj et al. 2012). Similarly, consistently realizing the niche with positive biotic
interactors can lead to the ‘loss of traits’, making species fully dependent on others to obtain
resources that they were once able to synthesize themselves. In their extensive review, Ellers et
al. (2012) suggest how through either adaptive selection or decay, many organisms have become
“locked” into interactions with other species to obtain resources that they could once produce
(e.g. parasitic plants and fig wasps). Such a process is not restricted to specific associations
between species, but to general strategies as well. For instance, the above researchers also
hypothesized that the inability of humans to synthesize vitamin C arose through their high
reliance on fruit and vegetable diets that provided this vitamin, leading to adaptive decay of the
necessary enzymes, which are still present in most mammalian clades. Such an outcome now
restricts the human niche to one that incorporates this vitamin, and long oceanic voyages
allowing the colonization of new areas and habitats were only possible through the nicheconstructing behavior of hoarding an appropriate diet (Le Couteur & Burreson 2004, p. 36–53).
Such a continuum of potential changes in niches implies that their evolution is likely a
continuous process as well, tantamount to that acknowledged in speciation (De Queiroz 1999;
see also Shipley et al. 2009). Indeed, niche changes are typically observed first in behavioral
strategies, which can lead to phenotypically plastic changes and their continued expression
through imprinting effects, or cultural inheritance (Wcislo 1989; Beltman et al. 2004; Price et al.
2003). For this reason, researchers should be explicitly clear about what they consider niche
evolution. In particular, within the fields of macroecology and biogeography several approaches
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have been proposed to study whether taxa have different niches based on the environments in
which they occur (Warren et al. 2008; Broennimann et al. 2012). These methodologies are highly
influenced by the scale of the analysis, and the niche might appear more similar at coarse
resolutions (Alley 1985; Lira-Noriega et al. 2013). For instance, species differing in abiotic and
biotic requirements can still occupy the same exact habitat by exploiting the spatial and temporal
heterogeneity in microenvironments. Additionally, given the importance of ecological strategies
for defining niches, researchers should acknowledge that whereas species might not differ in
responses to abiotic variables, they can certainly differ in the way in which they ensure
homeostasis within such physiological limits (e.g. diel patterns of activity, building of shelter,
resource partitioning, and avoidance of predators). In this way, how similar or different niches
appear will be highly dependent upon the number and particular types of axes included in the
analyses (see Wiens et al. 2010). In fact, failure to incorporate these axes might explain why
several attempts at rejecting the (null) neutral theory of biodiversity have failed (see Amarasekare
2003; Chase & Myers 2011).
On the other hand, even if only focusing on niche differences in abiotic axes, the
environment in which species develop and interact should still be acknowledged as potential
causes in observed differences, especially in correlative analyses. For instance, two taxa might
have the same abiotic tolerances, but differ in the ones they occupy simply because of
unfavorable biotic conditions (Guisan et al. 2014). Additionally, species can occupy different
abiotic conditions because particular structures (‘affordances’ in Alley 1985) necessary to render
the abiotic milieu as suitable are lacking (e.g. perching substrate, material for building burrows).
Furthermore, species with the same abiotic tolerances can differ in the ones they occupy due to
plasticity towards the local environment, creating either adults that differ in their thermodynamic
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properties (e.g. developmental acclimation), or the ecological strategies with which to ensure
them (e.g. polyphenisms providing different thermodynamic and cryptic properties in insects;
Kingsolver & Huey 1998).

Biotic interactions and their implications for the evolution of niches and lineage
divergence: shifting to a focus on phenotypic space
Given the importance of local communities in determining the expression of realized niches and
their exposure to natural selection, it seems somewhat paradoxical that so much focus has been
given to the effect of geographic exclusion through competition—purportedly caused by species
with which the focal taxa only interacts where they ranges abut (Wisz et al. 2013; Peers et al.
2013). Exclusion from suitable habitats might be highly important in determining current
patterns of distributions, but it might be of little evolutionary consequence if such exclusion does
not affect the types of environments to which species are exposed. In contrast, negative
interactors coexisting with the species theoretically have ample potential to inflict long-term term
effects on the ecology of species and their evolutionary fate. For instance, negative interactors
might restrict the focal species to particular phenotypes, strategies, or microhabitats, which
despite providing short-term solutions for persistence can become fixed through selection,
leading to an eventual reduction in the niche breadth of the species (see Gilbert & Epel 2010 for
phenotypic effects). Such restrictions will remain even if the negative interactor goes extinct or is
absent from newly colonized areas. Moreover, negative interactors can have long-term positive
effects on the persistence of lineages through time, acting analogous to “vaccines” against future
exclusion and extinction that would arise had the lineage not been exposed to less negative
interactors during its evolutionary trajectory. For instance, predators that foster evolution of
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defensive structures in their prey might allow them in the future to colonize and radiate into new
habitats from which they would have been excluded through intense predation by novel
interactors. Additionally, through exaptation, such defensive structures can also allow
colonization of new abiotic conditions (e.g. defensive integuments can provide protection from
abrasion and higher insulation).
Conversely, the evolutionary effects of positive biotic interactors or ecological lenient
scenarios can constrain the future distribution of species in much more significant ways than
negative interactors that do not allow co-existence in a particular region. For instance, reliance on
a particular pollinator will make a species restricted to environmental conditions that are also
suitable to its partner, potentially resulting in exclusion at larger geographic extents than those
typically ascribed to negative interactors. This is another reason why there is no perfect biotic
context across time, given that even the most lenient scenario allowing persistence of a species,
can eventually result in a reduction of niche breadth that will prove detrimental when conditions
change (Ostrowski et al. 2007; Ellers et al. 2012). Such an outcome has been witnessed for
species released from competitors or predators in islands, which when faced with anthropogenicmediated invasion of the latter, suffer extinction despite the fact that such interactors coexist with
continental congeners (see also Rapoport’s rule for higher diversity in the tropics; Wilson 1999;
Addo-Bediako et al. 2000).
The ‘fundamentalization’ of realized niches through time is clearly related to several
evolutionary phenomena that have been noted in the past. For instance, fundamentalization of
realized niches due to stable biotic contexts can lead to ‘ecological speciation’ (Schluter 2001,
2009; Levin 2004; Sobel et al. 2009). Similarly, the variability of ecological strategies that
phenotypes may afford can lead to adaptive radiations, with populations that perform different
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ecological strategies eventually speciating due to selection for traits that allow such particular
realizations of a shared fundamental niche (e.g. Galápagos’ finches; Grant & Grant 1993). The
effect of biotic contexts in the evolution of niches is also clearly related to the ‘piggybacking’
process described by Wilson (1999) to explain the high biodiversity present in the tropics. Under
this scenario, higher biodiversity provides more heterogeneous habitats, as well as novel
properties in an ecosystem, allowing species to implement novel ecological strategies to which
they later become restricted. Conversely, the ability of species to realize their niches in multiple
ways can explain the ‘stasis’ observed in the morphological diversification of certain taxa (Gould
& Eldredge 1977). For instance, crocodilians and requiem sharks are groups in which the general
beauplan has virtually remained unchanged during hundreds of millions of years. Throughout
their history, these phenotypes have allowed them to feed on a wide diversity of taxa (most now
extinct), ecologically fitting on a wide variety of ecosystems unrelated to those on which the
general properties of their beauplan evolved.
In this way, the variability of ecological strategies afforded by phenotypes can either
foster or buffer evolution in the morphology of particular clades, leading to the patterns of
‘punctuated equilibrium’ widely documented for a variety of groups in the fossil record (Gould &
Eldredge 1977; see also alternative phenotypes of West-Eberhard 1986). Indeed, episodic
‘fundamentalization’ of realized niches seems apparent when looking in detail at the hierarchical
patterns observed in niches across clades. For instance, the appearance of highly novel traits in
the evolutionary history of vertebrates seems to follow such a pattern: the evolution of limbs,
skin insulation, and amniotic eggs allowing novel phenotypes to realize their niches in multiple
novel ways that lead to their radiation and diversification. For instance, within mammals, the
origin of flight in the order Chiroptera has allowed remarkable diversification both in terms of
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numbers of species and ecological strategies observed in this group. Within phyllostomyid bats,
the morphology of this lineage has allowed its constituent species to exploit multiple strategies
that require high maneuverability within the forest canopy and its understory, including
frugivory, nectarivory, carnivory, and sanguivory (Baker et al. 2003). In this way, it can be
conceived that the strictly sanguivorous niche observed today in members of this lineage might
have arisen first as a facultative strategy, a way to realize an originally broader fundamental
niche. In fact, the common vampire bat (Desmodus rotundus) can realize such a sanguivorous
niche by feeding on multiple species of birds and mammals. However, this niche has apparently
become restricted exclusively to bird blood in the closely related Diaemus youngi (Kwon &
Gardner 2008; Reid 2009).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Overall, the ideas expressed in this chapter emphasize the importance of acknowledging the
responsiveness of phenotypes and variability of ecological strategies in niche theory.
Recognizing that realized niches can result from either positive or negative interactions has
multiple consequences in niche theory. First, it dissolves previous “paradoxes” regarding the
geographic manifestation of fundamental and realized niches (Pulliam 1988, 2000; Colwell &
Rangel 2009). Under the perspective espoused here, mutualists and other facilitators are simply
vessels towards particular manifestations of fundamental niches. Similarly, the capacity of
species to persist in sink habitat is an outcome of how their fundamental niches interact with the
geographic distribution of abiotic and biotic factors.
Second, this view dilutes the emphasis that has been given to the effect of negative biotic
interactors in shaping species distributions and biodiversity (Heck 1980; Lewin 1983; Bruno et
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al. 2003), which has to some extent created aversion towards the niche concept (Hubbell 2001;
Chase & Leibold 2003). Teasing apart what constitute “positive” and “negative” interactors is
already a challenging task, as this categorization can be highly contingent upon the particular
configuration of the abiotic and biotic landscape (Paine 1966; Cushman 1991; Bronstein 2001;
Stanton 2003; Hackett et al. 2013). Additionally, positive interactors can also have the same
realizing effects of negative ones, restricting the expression of particular phenotypes and
strategies, and inhabitation or colonization of abiotically suitable areas (Bruno et al. 2003;
Soberón & Nakamura 20009; Gilbert & Epel 2010) Moreover, this view emphasizes the
importance of exclusion from phenotypes and strategies, which is not restricted to mere
geographic exclusion, but can also occur within a species’ range. In the long run, exclusion from
phenotypes and strategies might be crucial determinants of species’ geographic distributions
through fundamentalization of specific ways of realizing their niches (e.g. Ellers et al. 2012).
On the other hand, the more holistic view of the niche arising from incorporation of
responsive phenotypes and variable ecological strategies has yet to reveal its empirical utility, a
challenge faced by all other niche perspectives (e.g. niche as the

; McInerny

& Etienne 2012b). It is true that incorporation of the variability mentioned in this contribution
might be unrealistic for many methods of modeling species niches. Additionally, the extent to
which incorporation of this variability will improve predictions from niche models in general
remains to be tested, and will certainly depend upon the specific taxa and scale of analysis.
Nevertheless, taking into account the conceptual implications of integrating niche variability can
make researchers aware of additional assumptions made when modeling niches and their
associated geographic distributions, especially when models are extrapolated to different regions
and time periods.
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Importantly, implications for niche models need not be negative. For instance, a common
current debate is how species will react to novel abiotic and biotic conditions arising in the face
of global climate change, a question that researchers have extensively aimed to answer with
correlative niche modeling approaches (e.g. Burrows et al. 2014). Given that these models are
usually based on realized niches, where species are restricted to abiotic conditions under
particular ecological contexts, projections might usually be over pessimistic. For instance,
species might be able to buffer climatic changes through behavioral responses, a process known
to already buffer heterogeneity across the range (Kearney et al. 2009; Huey et al. 2012).
Additionally, special emphasis has been given to whether biotic requirements or facilitators will
be able to disperse with the species in question, and whether novel negative interactors arriving
at suitable areas will hinder persistence there (e.g. HilleRisLambers 2013; Peers et al. 2013).
However, the variability of ecological strategies that species can perform might also provide an
ecological buffering towards climate change. In this way, species might be able to switch to
novel more abundant resources, facilitators, and potentially even mutualists. These novel
interactors might in turn also make species less vulnerable to negative interactors that were
previously hindering their establishment elsewhere, as well as towards negative interactors
invading their range. Similarly, life history components that are currently regarded as fixed and
potentially compromising species survival in the future might not even be necessary under
warmer environments (e.g. hibernation and migration; Pulido & Berthold 2010). However, it is
important to bear in mind that all of these effects can also operate against species’ persistence in
future scenarios.
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CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation contributes to the conceptual and methodological improvement of ecological
niche models (ENMs), the understanding of how climate affected the diversification and current
distribution of Neotropical montane taxa, and how niches evolve and affect the future
diversification of lineages. In the first chapter, I outline the theoretical framework of why records
along the margins of species distributions might be problematic for inferring species niches and
their distributions. In particular, I argue that whether environmentally marginal or not, records
along the spatial margins of the species’ local range can lead to erroneous niche inferences due to
issues of variable choice and resolution that do not manifest themselves elsewhere within the
species’ distribution. Using a Neotropical rodent as a case study (Heteromys anomalus), I
propose a simple method for identifying particularly problematic spatially marginal records, and
demonstrate how integrating models that include and exclude such records can lead to more
realistic inferences of suitability across a specific study region. In so doing, I outline particular
systems in which this might be an issue, and caution against the cascading effects that the
overestimation of niches can have in ecological and evolutionary studies that use ENMs.
In Chapter 2, I explicitly test the effect of spatially marginal records when using ENMs to
determine potential patterns of population connectivity and the consequences for lineage
divergence. In particular, I demonstrate how in the lineages of Rhipidomys venezuelae and
Heteromys anomalus/H. oasicus, not accounting for the effect of spatially marginal records
hindered detection of the strong environmental barrier currently isolating continental and
peninsular populations in northern Venezuela. Additionally, the approach developed in Chapter 1
allowed me to detect isolated populations that might be experimenting environmentally marginal
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conditions. In this way, this approach can also be used to detect populations where niche
evolution might be occurring.
In Chapter 3, I integrated ENMs with molecular data to document how past climate
change likely affected divergence in two Neotropical rodents endemic to mesic sky islands in
Costa Rica and western Panama: Reithrodontomys creper and Nephelomys devius. Overall,
analyses demonstrate how differences in these species’ niches have lead to dissimilar patterns of
potential for connectivity among populations, and consequently, to different patterns of
divergence. Specifically, potential for connectivity in the species restricted to higher habitats (R.
creper) has substantially decreased during the current interglacial, whereas in N. devius it seems
to have remained stable during this period. These predicted differences are supported by genetic
data from cytochrome b, for which populations of R. creper show higher levels of divergence and
geographic structure than do those of N. devius. Besides being one of the first studies to
explicitly test the phylogeographic consequences of climate change in montane taxa of this
region, this study contributes to the understanding of how past climatic oscillations affected
diversification in tropical montane ecosystems in general.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I argue for a niche perspective that incorporates the responsiveness
of phenotypes, as well as the variability of ecological strategies that these phenotypes can afford.
In particular, I discuss how positive and negative biotic interactions, as well as abiotic factors,
can result in realized niches through exclusion from particular phenotypic spaces and their
associated ecological strategies. This view demonstrates how fundamental niches can be realized
in multiple other ways than those currently acknowledged, placing special importance on
exclusion within the species’ range, and diluting the unjustified importance that has been given
to negative biotic interactions. Moreover, the exclusion from phenotypic space and ecological
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strategies can reverberate across generations, leading to what I term the ‘fundamentalization’ of
realized niches through time.
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APPENDIX 1
(METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS AND ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR CHAPTERS 1 & 2)

Occurrence records and study region
The rodent lineages included in the first two chapters typically occur in mesic habitat from ca. 0–
1600 m (and occasionally higher for Rhipidomys venezuelae and Heteromys anomalus)
throughout northern South America (Handley 1976; Anderson & Gutiérrez 2009; Anderson et al.
2012). Proechimys guairae occurs only on continental Venezuela, whereas R. venezuelae also
ranges onto continental Colombia (Aguilera et al. 1995; Tribe 1996). Heteromys anomalus
occurs on continental Colombia and Venezuela, as well as the islands of Margarita, Trinidad, and
Tobago. Its likely sister species, H. oasicus, occurs only on the Península de Paraguaná,
Venezuela, on which H. anomalus is absent (Anderson 2003a; Anderson & Gutiérrez 2009).
I obtained occurrence records throughout the range of these species from the literature and
fieldwork by collaborators. For Heteromys anomalus, I obtained a total of 215 unique occurrence
records from Anderson (2003a), Anderson & Gutiérrez (2009) and Anderson et al. (2012). I
excluded from this analysis six records from the upper Río Magdalena valley (as well as that
region itself), because the distribution there is poorly characterized owing to limited sampling.
Including this area in the background region of the analysis would be likely to result in an
inaccurate estimation of the species’ niche because of an artifactual non-equilibrium distribution
(i.e. comparable to the effects of dispersal limitations and unsuitable biotic interactions;
Anderson & Raza 2010; Peterson et al. 2011, p. 125). For Proechimys guairae, I obtained
records from a karyological analysis of Venezuelan spiny rat species (Aguilera et al. 1995). I
used all records of P. guairae reported in that study, except those referred to as “P. g. Barinas
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subsp.” (currently not recognized as part of this species; see Carleton & Musser 2005).
Additionally, I included records formerly referred as P. semispinosus (by Handley 1976) that
according to current taxonomy correspond to P. guairaesee correspondence between
provenance of localities of these records and the geographic range of P. guairae described in the
karyological study of Aguilera et al. (1995). For Rhipidomys venezuelae, I obtained records from
the most recent taxonomic revision of the genus (Tribe 1996). In this study, R. venezuelae was
treated as “R. latimanus venezuelae”, but later this taxon was reinstated to species level (Voss et
al. 2001). I obtained records of H. oasicus, as well as additional peninsular records for the other
two lineages, from field work and exhaustive revision of museum specimens carried out by
collaborators. Peninsular collecting localities not described in any of the aforementioned studies
are documented in the gazetteer at the end of Appendix 2.
I obtained geographical coordinates for these datasets following several steps. For
multiple records, coordinates of collecting localities specific to the focal species had already been
published. Estimates of potential georeferencing error were not available for all instances;
however, where documented, it was estimated to be < 5 km for most localities, but up to 10 km
for some (e.g. for Heteromys anomalus; Anderson 2003a; Anderson & Gutiérrez 2009; and
Anderson et al. 2012). For records lacking geographic coordinates (or where published ones were
suspected of large error), I estimated them by georeferencing collecting localities using detailed
1:100,000 and 1:25,000 state maps, site descriptions on specimen tags, collecting catalogs, field
notes, or information provided to me by collectors. When considered appropriate, I provided
coordinates given by ornithological gazetteers describing collecting localities in South America
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(e.g. Paynter 1982, 1997). I estimate that most of these georeferences have a maximum potential
error of < 5 km, but this was not explicitly calculated in all instances.
To reduce the effect of sampling bias in niche inferences (Hortal et al. 2008; Phillips et
al. 2009), I spatially filtered the occurrence records (Kramer-Schadt et al. 2013; Syfert et al.
2013; Boria et al. 2014). This was done separately for each species, and not for records in the
Península de Paraguaná, which were not used in modeling. Even though species records are
naturally autocorrelated (owing to endogenous and exogenous factors; see Dormann 2007),
spurious autocorrelation may result from sampling biases (Yackulic et al. 2013). Such
autocorrelation is difficult to quantify but can be diminished through spatial filtering.
Specifically, I followed the approach implemented by Anderson & Raza (2010), and retained the
maximum number of records that were separated from each other by an Euclidean distance of at
least 10 km (distances measured in ArcGIS® 9.2; ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). If multiple cooptimal solutions existed, I randomly chose one, or whenever possible, gave priority to solutions
including records with GPS coordinates. This resulted in a total of 126 records for Heteromys
anomalus, 56 for Proechimys guairae, and 22 for Rhipidomys venezuelae.
For each species, I defined a study region that minimized the inclusion of large areas
likely holding suitable conditions, but where lack of sampling, inappropriate biotic contexts, or
dispersal limitations might have yielded the lack of documented presences there (Anderson &
Raza 2010; Barve et al. 2011; Saupe et al. 2013). This region consisted of a rectangular area
encompassing all records after filtering , the margins of which were at least 20 km away from the
most peripheral record in each cardinal direction (rounding to the nearest even 0.5°). This area
had the following respective coordinates for Heteromys anomalus, Proechimys guairae, and
Rhipidomys venezuelae: 7.50–11.50° N, 60.00–77.00° W; 8.00–11.50° N, 63.50–72.00° W; and
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8.00–11.50° N, 66.50–74.50° W. For all three lineages, the region to which models were
projected in Chapter 2 had the same coordinates as the study region used for calibration, except
for the northern limit, which was extended to 13.00° N to include the peninsula.

Model calibration
The potential complexity of MAXENT models depends upon the type of relationship the program
is allowed to infer between the species’ occurrence records and each environmental variable
(feature classes), as well as on how close of a match is expected between that relationship and the
actual environment represented by each occurrence record used in calibration (controlled by
regularization; Elith et al. 2011). Each feature class j (e.g. linear, quadratic) has its own
associated regularization coefficient (βj) that is set to a default value but can be individually
varied (e.g. Anderson & Gonzalez 2011). Alternatively, the regularization coefficient can be
simultaneously varied across all features via the regularization multiplier value (hereafter the
‘regularization multiplier’; Phillips & Dudík 2008). Higher regularization leads to stronger
penalties for complex models (e.g. one inferring unnecessarily complex or overfit relationships
between the species and the variables), and as such determines the set of variables (and
complexity of modeled responses) that constitute the final model (Elith et al. 2011). In this way,
higher values of the regularization multiplier should result in less overfitting to noise and/or
biases in the data, as well as a reduction in the environmental dimensionality of the model.
Even though the feature classes and their level of regularization can be easily
manipulated, most studies employing MAXENT rely on the default settings. These settings allow
the use of particular feature classes at a fixed regularization (i.e. the regularization multiplier set
to 1.0), both of which depend on the number of input occurrence records (Phillips & Dudík
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2008). These settings were chosen based on previous extensive tuning experiments but are
unlikely to be optimal for every species, region or environmental dataset, and indeed several
studies now caution about the important effect of varying settings in model output (e.g. Elith et
al. 2010; Anderson & Gonzalez 2011; Warren & Seifert 2011; Renner & Warton 2013;
Shcheglovitova & Anderson 2013). For this reason, I determined settings resulting in optimal
model complexity for each species by conducting tuning experiments. These consisted of
preliminary models built with settings differing in the flexibility of response allowed, as well as
in the level of protection against complexity.
Specifically, for each species I built preliminary models using two different sets of feature
classes under different regularization values. One set consisted of those features suggested by
default (Phillips & Dudík 2008), while the other consisted of one in which I either added or
removed features (depending on whether the sample size was near that recommended by
MAXENT for a more complex combination of feature classes, or a simpler one; see below). For
Heteromys anomalus, the default set of feature classes consisted of all available continuous ones
(linear, quadratic, hinge, product and threshold); hence, I tried the use of a simpler set by
employing only the linear, quadratic, and hinge features. For Proechimys guairae, the default set
of features consisted of linear, quadratic, and hinge. I also employed a more complex set adding
the threshold and product features (usually recommended for sample sizes > 80; see MAXENT
‘Help’ file). For Rhipidomys venezuelae, the default settings included the linear, quadratic, and
hinge features. Since this was a small sample size, I also tried a simpler model by using the hinge
feature only (which infers linear responses with potential hinges throughout the response;
Phillips & Dudík 2008; Merow et al. 2013). To vary the level of regularization, I modified the
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regularization multiplier every 0.5 interval between 0.5–4.0 for each set of feature classes
(default settings use a regularization multiplier of 1).
It is possible that varying additional settings can have an effect on the resulting model
(e.g. number of pixels included in the background sample; Renner & Warton 2013). However,
given the current lack of a clear framework in the ENM field for simultaneously evaluating
optimal model complexity across all possible scenarios (e.g. the amount of background points
needed can vary according to model complexity), I limit these analyses to variation in feature
classes and regularization multiplier only. In so doing, all other MAXENT settings were kept at
their default values (e.g. auto-generation of background points; maximum number of the latter =
10,000; maximum iterations = 500; Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips & Dudík 2008).
For all preliminary and final models I used the logistic output of MAXENT (Phillips &
Dudík 2008). This output has experienced recent critique regarding the assumptions it makes for
estimating prevalence from incomplete (presence-only) data (Royle et al. 2012; Renner &
Warton 2013; Yakulic et al. 2013). However, this issue is only relevant for obtaining absolute
probabilities of presence (Hastie & Fithian 2013; Phillips & Elith 2013; Merow & Silander
2014), which was not the aim in the present study. Here, models are interpreted as indices of
habitat suitability (i.e. relative occurrence rates), a measure that is consistent across MAXENT
outputs (Phillips & Dudík 2008; Merow et al. 2013).

Model evaluation
To test the predictive performance of the aforementioned preliminary models, I employed a
masked geographically structured k-fold cross validation approach (see Radosavljevic &
Anderson 2014). This method consists of splitting the calibrating data into spatially independent
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sub-samples (folds) or bins (Araújo & Rahbek 2006; Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2011; Peterson et
al. 2011, p. 161), and subsequently building models with all bins but one, which is retained for
evaluation. This is done for all possible iterations, with each bin being used once for evaluation
in each series of experiments. This method reduces inflation of evaluation scores due to spatial
autocorrelation between calibration and evaluation data (Veloz 2009; Hijmans 2012; Wenger &
Olden 2012). Additionally, in these experiments I ‘masked out’ the geographic area
corresponding to the evaluation bin, so that no background data were drawn from it during
calibration (Radosavljevic & Anderson 2014) to avoid violating assumptions pertinent to study
region selection mentioned above (Anderson & Raza 2010; Barve et al. 2011).
Specifically, for each species I divided occurrence records into geographically structured
bins by dissecting the study region longitudinally. The number of bins chosen corresponded to
one that allowed occurrence records to be split into subsamples of nearly equal sizes, and that
still yielded a combined sample size appropriate for using the same features when excluding one
bin, as when using all records for the final model (see MAXENT ‘help file’). While multiple
options were available, I chose a number of bins that delimited reasonable, yet different, areal
extents (i.e. avoiding the usage of overly narrow bins whose records would exhibit high spatial
autocorrelation with those of adjacent bins, negating the benefit of the partitioning scheme). In
this way, I used eight bins for Heteromys anomalus (each with 15–16 records), six bins for
Proechimys guairae (each with 9–10 records), and four for Rhipidomys venezuelae (each with 5–
6 records). Borders between bins were placed at the midpoint between the western-most and
eastern-most occurrence records of adjacent bins. Processing of bins and their corresponding
environmental variables was carried in ARCGIS® 9.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA).
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The different combinations of the two sets of feature classes and the eight different
regularization multipliers resulted in a total of 128 preliminary models for Heteromys anomalus,
96 for Proechimys guairae, and 64 for Rhipidomys venezuelae. In order to select model settings
that minimized overfitting but also maintained good discriminatory ability, I evaluated model
performance using two measures: omission rate and the area under the curve of the receiver
operating characteristic plot (AUC; Fielding & Bell 1997; Peterson et al. 2011, p. 171). My first
criterion, the omission rate, quantifies the proportion of evaluation records that are considered to
be unsuitable by a model after applying a specific threshold that results in a binary prediction.
Hence, when compared with the theoretically expected omission rate (determined by the used
threshold), an observed omission rate allows detection of overfitting to the calibration data (i.e.
lower omission indicates less overfitting; Shcheglovitova & Anderson 2013; Radosavljevic &
Anderson 2014).
For calculating omission rates in evaluation bins, I used the lowest presence (= minimum
training presence of MAXENT) and the 10th percentile (= 10 percentile training omission of
MAXENT) thresholds to define suitable vs. unsuitable areas (Pearson et al. 2007). The former
thresholding rule considers the lowest suitability score assigned to any of the occurrence records
used during calibration as the minimum value denoting suitability, with an expected omission
rate near zero for an independent evaluation dataset. In contrast, to denote minimum suitability,
the latter threshold uses the lowest value assigned to any of the 90% of the calibration records
with the highest suitability, with an expected omission of approximately 10% of evaluation
records. I averaged the evaluation scores across evaluation bins for each combination of settings.
Complementarily, my secondary criterion, AUC, provides a measure of the
discriminatory ability of the model at all possible thresholds (values ranging from 0–1). This
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measure rewards the assignment of higher suitability values to occurrence records rather than
background pixels, with values closer to 1 regarded as indicative of more discriminatory models
(Merow et al. 2013). For presence-background evaluations, AUC is a relative measure, with
discrimination only being relative to other models built under standardized conditions (e.g. same
species and study region; Lobo et al. 2008; Peterson et al. 2011, p. 174; Yackulic et al. 2013).
For this reason, I calculated AUC values over the totality of the study region for each of the
iterations made with the different settings.
In this way, I first selected the combination of settings that yielded average omission rates
closest to expected. If the omission rate was the same (or essentially so) for different
regularization multipliers of the same set of feature classes, I chose the lowest regularization
multiplier as optimal, as such values tend to result in higher discrimination. I then assessed
whether the average AUC value of the selected combination of settings indicated a high
discrimination capacity relative to the other models (i.e. whether those settings yielded the
highest AUC value or essentially so, not differing from the highest one by more than 0.001).
Models and their evaluation scores were obtained using the MAXENT interface and batch
files of command-line arguments written in JAVA (see Radosavljevic & Anderson 2014 for
examples). As MAXENT does not calculate evaluation scores for records found in regions to
which models are projected (i.e. for ‘masked’ evaluation bins), these were obtained using
command-line arguments. Whereas AUC values can be calculated directly through these
arguments, calculating omission rates required extracting suitability values for evaluation records
and comparing these with the thresholds of suitability established with the calibration data using
a spreadsheet. Settings leading to best-performing preliminary models were considered as
optimal and used to calibrate a model with the complete set of filtered occurrence records.
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However, I acknowledge that even though extensive, the present search to estimate optimal
model complexity was not exhaustive in parameter space (the development of such automated
tools being in clear need for the field).
Results from these preliminary models showed that settings yielding optimal performance
always consisted of the ‘simple’ set of feature classes at regularization multiplier values higher
than 1. Hence, for all species optimal settings never consisted of those suggested by default by
MAXENT (Tables A1–A3; although the latter performed relatively well for Proechimys guairae).
In essence, omission rates decreased for each combination of feature classes as regularization
increased. AUC values either consistently increased or decreased with increasing regularization
depending on the species. At higher regularization, the complex sets of feature classes exhibited
evaluation scores as good as those of simpler sets. However, it is worth recalling that selection of
feature classes merely determines which of these MAXENT explores, whether they are
incorporated in the final model or not. In this way, the complex sets of features at higher
regularization could have resulted in equally complex models as those resulting from the simple
set of features.
Using settings deemed as optimal in these evaluations, I built a model for each species
with all records. The number of variables and parameters (determined by the explored features)
that were actually incorporated by MAXENT to model the response of each species are shown in
Table A4. The information is also provided for the models built using the same settings but
excluding the subset of protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities (see below).
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Identification of protruding spatially marginal localities
I devised the method for identifying protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities using
Heteromys anomalus as a study species in Chapter 1. Specifically, I plotted occurrence records
for this species according to the logistic prediction value received in the model made with all
records, and obtained habitat descriptions for the lowest-ranking ones. Inspection of the plot
revealed two notable gaps in assigned suitability towards the lower end. As the strongest gap
occurred between ranks 36–37 (Fig. 2), I decided to obtain descriptive habitat information for all
records below this gap. Additionally, I also obtained habitat descriptions for the 18 records above
this gap (in turn separated from the rest by a minor gap in suitability), to asses potential
differences in habitat between these sets of records. In total, I analyzed the habitat present at the
54 localities represented by the records with the lowest ranks in suitability. Even though this
subset was chosen based on the a priori hypothesis that the major gaps in suitability could
represent major changes in habitat type, this was not the case (Fig. 2b).
I considered as PSM localities those characterized by natural mosaics, where the species’
typical mesic habitat intermixed with that characterizing hotter and drier regions (e.g. gallery
forests within thorn scrub or natural savannas). Mosaics resulting from anthropogenic
deforestation were not considered as PSM localities, as areas holding such artificial mosaics are
still characterized by the same meteorological phenomena that resulted in the original forests, and
which should be correctly represented in the climatic variables used in the present study. Overall,
this analysis revealed the existence of multiple PSM localities receiving suitability values much
lower than those assigned to forested localities. However, given that there were also PSM
localities receiving suitability values higher than forests, I applied a conservative approach and
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excluded from the second model only those receiving a suitability lower than non-PSM localities
(see main text).
Given the satisfactory results of this analysis, I also applied it in Chapter 2 for
Proechimys guairae and Rhipidomys venezuelae. For these species, I retrieved descriptive habitat
information for the five lowest-ranking records since these spanned a notable gap in suitability
(see Fig. 6). Additionally, for Chapter 2 I also assessed whether peninsular records represented
PSM localities there. This procedure detected two mainland records at PSM localities for
Rhipidomys venezuelae, but none for Proechimys guairae. Additionally, it revealed that all
peninsular records except those at Cerro Santa Ana also represent PSM localities. For detailed
habitat descriptions of all analyzed localities, see Appendix 2.

Analyses performed to better understand the effect of PSM localities in Chapter 1
Given that the effect of records from PSM localities could also arise from alternative
explanations, in Chapter 1 I performed additional analyses to explore this possibility. In
particular, I explore the potential effect of georeferencing errors, variable sample sizes, and use
of ‘non-optimal’ settings for modeling the reduced subsets of the data. Additionally, I performed
a principal component analysis to better understand the effect of these localities in the MAXENT
models.

The potential effect of georeferencing errors
To exclude the possibility that the effect of PSM localities stems from errors in georeferencing,
for Heteromys anomalus I compared the error assigned to such localities with those assigned to
non-PSM localities, and inspected relevant environmental information. Of the 15 records
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considered to represent PSM localities in this species, 13 had coordinates with an estimated
maximum error of < ca. 5 km, and only two had a maximum error of ca. 10 km (i.e.
approximately corresponding to a maximum of five or 10 pixels of the environmental dataset,
respectively). The latter two were found within the llanos of Venezuela, which represent
extensive lowlands with no abrupt changes in elevation. For this reason, I consider that potential
georeferencing errors have a small role (if any) in the results obtained. For instance, the
maximum temperature of the warmest month (contributing the most to model gain during
internal iterations) varied little within a radius of 10 km for the two PSM localities with the
highest potential georeferencing error (30.2–33.7; 35.3–35.5 °C; compare with values for nonPSM localities in Fig. 3).

Controlling for a smaller sample size in the model built excluding PSM localities.
In order to test whether the more restrictive prediction of the model built excluding PSM
localities resulted from a smaller sample size, I built 100 control models excluding the same
number of records from the original data set, but in a random manner (i.e. removing 15 records
with a random seed each time). These models were made using the same settings as both the
original model, and that excluding PSM localities. The fraction of the study region predicted as
suitable by these models was as extensive as that of the model built with all records (Fig. A3;
Table A5).
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Controlling for the use of potentially non-optimal settings in the model built excluding PSM
localities.
Changing the number (and nature) of records used to calibrate a model may result in a change in
settings optimal for modeling a species’ niche. For this reason, I re-tuned the model for the
dataset that excluded PSM localities following the same procedure detailed above for the model
built with all records. The number of geographically structured bins and criteria for delimiting
them remained the same, but this time each bin had 13, 14 or 15 records. The number of records
per bin was chosen in a way that minimized differences in sample sizes and allowed bins to be
divided by the middle of the longitudinally closest records (i.e. other alternatives consistently
resulted in bins sharing records with the same longitude). Best-performing settings in this case
consisted of the same set of feature classes as the original model (‘simple set’), but with a lower
regularization multiplier (2.0 instead of 2.5). The geographic prediction of this model was
qualitatively equivalent to that of the model that excluded PSM localities but used settings
deemed as optimal when using all records (Table A5). For this reason, and for ease of
interpretation, I restrict comparisons in Chapter 1 to models built with the same settings.

Principal components analysis of environmental variability within the study region
In order to better understand the effect of PSM localities in model calibration, in Chapter 1 I
plotted all 126 occurrence records in the environmental space defined by the two variables that
contributed the most to the model made with such records (i.e. variables most responsible for
gain during internal iterations of the calibration; Fig. 3). However, because the modeling
framework was not aimed at understanding variable contribution but rather maximizing
predictive power (Araújo & Guisan 2006), I also plotted these records in the environmental space
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defined by the first two principal components of a principal components analysis (PCA) of
environmental variability within the study region.
This analysis was based on a sample of 10,000 cells randomly selected from the study
region. For each cell, I extracted the value of each of the 19 bioclimatic variables included in the
model using ARCGIS® 9.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). I standardized the corresponding values
so each variable had a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. I then performed a PCA in
R with the ‘prcomp’ function using a covariance matrix (R Development Core Team 2014). The
first principal component explained 39% of the variation, with weights indicating that it
consisted mostly of variables representing mean temperatures and their extremes (mean annual
temperature, maximum and minimum temperature of the respective warmest and coldest months,
and mean temperatures of warmest, coldest, driest and wettest quarters). The second principal
component explained 28% of the variation and consisted primarily of the variables related to
precipitation (annual precipitation, precipitation during driest and wettest months, and
precipitation during wettest, driest and warmest quarters; see Table A6).
I then calculated the scores on these two principal components for the cells represented by
the 126 occurrence records of the species. Additionally, I calculated these values for the totality
of cells denoting three areas: the whole study region, the portion of the study region considered
as suitable by the model built with all records, and the portion considered suitable when
excluding the subset of PSM localities (the latter two entities determined using the lowest
presence threshold). I then plotted these data in the environmental space denoted by the first two
principal components (Fig. A2). From this figure, it is clear that records representing PSM
localities segregate from the rest (including those representing extensive forests). Additionally,
the subset of lowest-ranking PSM localities excluded from the building of the second model
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differ the most in environmental space. Similar patterns are also evident in the simpler and more
intuitive environmental space shown in Fig. 3 of Chapter 1. Additionally, this analysis illustrates
how the niche inferred using all records is generally broader than that inferred when PSM
localities were excluded, especially towards the right of the graph (denoting warmer conditions
with various levels of precipitation). However, the niche inferred when excluding the subset of
PSM localities is broader within a small region of environmental space denoting cool and wet
conditions (green circle in figure), indicating that this estimated niche is not simply a subset of
that inferred when using all records. Even though these differences in the estimated niche are
small relative to the available environmental space, they can have a significant impact in
geography, as shown in the different geographic predictions of these models (Fig. A1 and Fig. 4;
see also Fig. A4 and Figs. 7, 8 for Chapter 2).

Projections of ecological niche models
Interpreting ENMs in novel environmental conditions is a significant challenge and an area in
great need of study (Anderson 2013; Owens et al. 2013). In Chapter 2, for every model projected
onto the peninsula, I took advantage of several outputs produced by MAXENT, including the
‘multivariate environmental similarity surface’ (MESS) and ‘most dissimilar variable’ (MoD)
analyses (see MAXENT tutorial; Elith et al. 2010). Specifically, I first assessed whether responses
to variables with highest contributions to the model (gauged by the ‘permutation importance’)
were close to achieving maximum or minimum suitability within the training datasets
(respectively 0 or 1 for the logistic output). When modeled responses have plateaued near
maximum or minimum values of suitability, extrapolation outside the range of calibration values
should have a negligible effect in the model (Anderson 2013). If this was not the case, I
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determined whether the variable was the most responsible for environmental dissimilarity within
the projection region (MoD analysis); which was never the case. Examining the MESS analysis
revealed that environments within the peninsula are at most as novel as those existing within the
calibration region in the mainland that were not incorporated as part of the background sample
(i.e. showing blue or white, but never red colors; see MAXENT tutorial).
In summary, in most instances the suitability response to important variables had already
plateaued within the training data; however, even if this was not the case, important variables
were never the most responsible for slightly novel conditions within the peninsula. For these
reasons, whether suitability is assumed to remain the same for novel extreme values (clamping),
or to continue responding following the same trend (no-clamping), the result should be very
similar. This was verified when inspecting the ‘clamping’ figure of MAXENT, which showed no
difference in estimated suitability according to these two different ways of implementing model
extrapolation. In this way, I consider that model extrapolation had little effect in this study. I
acknowledge that these analyses only consider novel environmental values, rather than novel
environmental combinations (Owens et al. 2013). However, the issue of interactions among
variables in general is one that clearly needs further exploration within the field of ENM.
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Table A1. Average evaluation scores for preliminary MAXENT models of Heteromys anomalus in
north-western South America, built with settings varying in the degree of complexity allowed.
Scores represent average performance of each combination of settings across the eight evaluation
bins. Best-performing settings shown in bold. LQHTP denotes the ‘complex set’ of feature classes
(linear, quadratic, hinge, threshold, and product features), whereas LQH denotes the ‘simple set’
(linear, quadratic, and hinge features only). Lower omission rates indicate better prediction of
independent evaluation records (and hence, less overfitting to the calibration data). Higher values of
the area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic plot (AUC) denote better
discriminatory ability by the model.
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Table A1.

FEATURE
CLASSES
ALLOWED

LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH

REGULARIZATION
MULTIPLIER VALUE

OMISSION RATE (LOWEST
PRESENCE THRESHOLD)

OMISSION RATE
(10TH PERCENTILE
THRESHOLD)

AUC

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

0.27448
0.08594
0.06250
0.05469
0.03906
0.04688
0.03906
0.03906
0.11094
0.07813
0.06250
0.03906
0.01563
0.04688
0.00781
0.03906

0.55104
0.27552
0.14896
0.14063
0.14844
0.12500
0.13281
0.12500
0.29844
0.18750
0.15625
0.13281
0.10938
0.10938
0.10156
0.10156

0.69188
0.71911
0.71023
0.70819
0.70959
0.71512
0.71729
0.71679
0.71620
0.71526
0.72504
0.72270
0.72729
0.72749
0.72650
0.72775
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Table A2. Average evaluation scores for preliminary MAXENT models of Proechimys guairae in
north-western South America, built with settings varying in the degree of complexity allowed.
Scores represent average performance of each combination of settings across the six evaluation bins.
Best-performing settings shown in bold. LQHTP denotes the ‘complex set’ of feature classes (linear,
quadratic, hinge, threshold, and product features), whereas LQH denotes the ‘simple set’ (linear,
quadratic, and hinge features only). Lower omission rates indicate better prediction of independent
evaluation records (and hence, less overfitting to the calibration data). Higher values of the area
under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic plot (AUC) denote better discriminatory
ability by the model.
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Table A2.

FEATURE CLASSES
ALLOWED

LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP
LQHTP

REGULARIZATION
MULTIPLIER VALUE

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

OMISSION RATE
(LOWEST PRESENCE
THRESHOLD)

OMISSION RATE
(10TH

0.28
0.13
0.13
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.31
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04

0.37
0.28
0.28
0.20
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.18
0.56
0.43
0.28
0.20
0.20
0.18
0.18
0.18

AUC

PERCENTILE
THRESHOLD)

0.7538
0.7462
0.7351
0.7306
0.7277
0.7199
0.7096
0.6952
0.7387
0.7198
0.7111
0.7021
0.6982
0.6914
0.6824
0.6642
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Table A3. Average evaluation scores for preliminary MAXENT models of Rhipidomys venezuelae in
north-western South America, built with settings varying in the degree of complexity allowed.
Scores represent average performance of each combination of settings across the four evaluation
bins. Best-performing settings shown in bold. LQH denotes the ‘complex set’ of feature classes
(linear, quadratic, and hinge features), whereas H denotes the ‘simple set’ (hinge only). Lower
omission rates indicate better prediction of independent evaluation records (and hence, less
overfitting to the calibration data). Higher values of the area under the curve of the receiver operating
characteristic plot (AUC) denote better discriminatory ability by the model.
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Table A3.

FEATURE
CLASSES
ALLOWED

LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
LQH
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

REGULARIZATION
MULTIPLIER VALUE

OMISSION RATE
(LOWEST PRESENCE
THRESHOLD)

OMISSION RATE
(10TH PERCENTILE
THRESHOLD)

AUC

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

0.34
0.22
0.22
0.26
0.17
0.17
0.13
0.13
0.34
0.22
0.13
0.09
0.09
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.48
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.22
0.17
0.13
0.13
0.52
0.26
0.17
0.22
0.13
0.13
0.09
0.09

0.7476
0.7745
0.7471
0.7405
0.7475
0.7539
0.7654
0.7833
0.7073
0.7503
0.7605
0.7642
0.7717
0.7882
0.7907
0.7962
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Table A4. Number of environmental variables and associated parameters incorporated into each
of the final models built with optimal settings for each species. These models include those built
with all records, and those built with the reduced datasets (excluding records from PSM localities
when present). Parameters are defined as any non-zero response to the explored features. This
information was obtained from the ‘lambda files’ given by MAXENT.
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Table A4.
SPECIES
Heteromys anomalus (all records); n = 126
Features explored = linear, quadratic, and hinge
Regularization multiplier = 2.5
Heteromys anomalus (without PSM subset); n = 111
Features explored = linear, quadratic, and hinge
Regularization multiplier = 2.5
Proechimys guairae (all records); n = 56
Features explored = linear, quadratic, and hinge
Regularization multiplier = 2.0
Rhipidomys venezuelae (all records); n = 22
Features explored = hinge
Regularization multiplier = 3.0
Rhipidomys venezuelae (without PSM subset); n = 20
Features explored = hinge
Regularization multiplier = 3.0

NUMBER OF VARIABLES
14

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
16

15

25

14

20

5

8

4

6
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Table A5. Fraction of the study region considered as suitable for Heteromys anomalus in northwestern South America by MAXENT models built with different subsets of occurrence records
(see Chapter 1). Suitability was assigned according to two different thresholds. The subset of
protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities excluded consists of that represented by the
records receiving lowest suitability values in the model in the top row, specifically that below the
suitability value of the lowest-ranking extensive forest.
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Table A5.
MAXENT SETTINGS
(FEATURE
CLASSES/REGULARIZATIO
N MULTIPLIER VALUE)
Linear, quadratic, and
hinge/2.5

FRACTIONAL
PREDICTED AREA
(LOWEST PRESENCE
THRESHOLD)

FRACTIONAL
PREDICTED AREA
(10TH PERCENTILE
THRESHOLD)

0.910

0.718

Excluding PSM localities
(n = 111)

Linear, quadratic, and
hinge /2.5

0.712

0.467

Excluding PSM localities
(n = 111)
(control for optimality of
settings)

Linear, quadratic, and
hinge /2.0

0.702

0.463

Excluding random records
(n = 111; range for 100
models)
(control for sample size)

Linear, quadratic, and
hinge /2.5

0.834–0.958

0.59–0.763

DATASET USED
All records
(n = 126)
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Table A6. Results of the principal components analysis (PCA) of environmental variability within
the study region of Heteromys anomalus based on a covariance matrix of 19 bioclimatic variables
(see Chapter 1). Variables were standardized prior to the analysis. Elements of the unit eigenvector
are given for the first two principal components. Eigenvalues and the percentage of variation
explained by each component are shown at the bottom.
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Table A6.

ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES
Annual mean temperature
Mean diurnal range
Isothermality
Temperature seasonality
Maximum temperature of warmest month
Minimum temperature of coldest month
Temperature annual range
Mean temperature of wettest quarter
Mean temperature of driest quarter
Mean temperature of warmest quarter
Mean temperature of coldest quarter
Annual precipitation
Precipitation of wettest month
Precipitation of driest month
Precipitation seasonality
Precipitation of wettest quarter
Precipitation of driest quarter
Precipitation of warmest quarter
Precipitation of coldest quarter
Eigenvalue
Percentage of variation explained

UNIT EIGENVECTOR
PC1
PC2
0.357
-0.073
-0.004
0.163
-0.106
-0.199
0.072
0.186
0.363
-0.020
0.344
-0.116
0.054
0.242
0.348
-0.083
0.359
-0.077
0.361
-0.059
0.356
-0.079
-0.016
-0.381
0.025
-0.318
-0.118
-0.355
0.160
0.261
0.040
-0.304
-0.122
-0.366
-0.145
-0.308
0.136
-0.192
7.383
5.366
38.9 %
28.2 %
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Figure A1. Differences in predicted suitability for Heteromys anomalus across north-western
South America according to the MAXENT models calibrated with and without the lowest-ranking
records representing protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities (see Chapter 1). Values were
obtained by subtracting the continuous prediction of the latter model from that of the former one
on a cell-by-cell basis. Differences range between 0 and 0.43 out of a maximum suitability of 1.0
in each cell. Colors show magnitude and direction of the differences. Blue: cells assigned a
higher suitability by the model made excluding PSM localities (differences of 0–0.073). Red:
cells assigned a higher suitability by the model made with all records. Specifically, pale red
indicates differences of 0–0.25; dark red denotes differences of 0.25–0.43. Legend indicates the
different subsets of records, and the habitat present at those examined.
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Figure A1.
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Figure A2. Environmental characterization of several modeled entities according to the first two
principal components of the principal components analysis (PCA) of environmental variability
within the study region of Heteromys anomalus (see Chapter 1). The light-colored cloud (delineated
with dashed polygon) indicates the environment available within the totality of the study region.
Overlaying it, the orange cloud denotes the subset of that environment considered as suitable for
Heteromys anomalus by the original MAXENT model built with all records. The green cloud placed
on top indicates the subset of the study region considered as suitable by the MAXENT model built
excluding the subset of protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities. The lowest presence threshold
was applied to delimit suitability in both models. Symbols represent records used to build the models
(see legend). Note that most of the records considered to represent PSM localities and excluded from
the calibration of the second model (hollow symbols) share a similarly hot and dry environmental
space. Although the niche inferred when excluding PSM localities is mostly a subset of that inferred
when using all records (not apparent owing to overprinting by green), the latter is broader towards
the upper left of the plot (bright green circle).
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Figure A3. Histogram of the fraction of the study region of Heteromys anomalus predicted as
suitable at the lowest presence threshold by the 100 models controlling for sample size (hollow
columns; see Chapter 1). Overlaid on the histogram are the corresponding values for the model built
with all records (black), and that built excluding protruding spatially marginal (PSM) localities
(grey). Control models were calibrated excluding the same number of records as in the model built
without PSM localities (15), but selected in a random manner each time. Note how the extent of the
study region considered as suitable by most control models is very similar to that of the model built
with all records. In contrast, this area is much smaller for the model built excluding the non-random
subset of 15 records representing PSM localities.
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Figure A3.
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Figure A4. Estimates of suitability across the entire study region for each lineage, according to
the MAXENT models built including and excluding records occurring at protruding spatially
marginal (PSM) localities (see Chapter 2). Projections are shown at the same scale for ease of
interpretation, but note different extents of study regions among the three species. For each
lineage, dark grey indicates unsuitable areas, whereas colors denote suitable areas (at the lowest
presence threshold). Darker colors indicate progressively higher degrees of suitability (in
intervals of 0.1 according to the logistic prediction values from MAXENT). Light orange
indicates areas considered as suitable only by the model built with all records (at the lowest
presence threshold). Composite predictions were made by overlaying estimates of suitability
from the model calibrated excluding PSM localities on top of the binary estimates of suitability
(at the lowest presence threshold) of the model calibrated with all records (light orange).
Symbols indicate occurrence records for each lineage; models were made with mainland records
only. Triangles denote records occurring at PSM localities, both in the mainland and the
peninsula. Note how the composite prediction restricts suitability mostly to areas characterized
by mesic habitat (contrary to the projection of the model built with all records). The composite
prediction still grants the potential for the species’ presence at PSM localities within hotter and
drier regions, but only if locally mesic conditions exist (a distinction not made by the model built
with all records). These regions (orange) are characterized by vast expanses of xerophytic
vegetation, such as thorn and desert scrub (e.g. coastal areas in and near the Península de
Paraguaná; and Península de la Guajira, west of Paraguaná), or by extensive savannas (e.g.
Venezuelan llanos to the south; IGAC 2003; IGVSB 2004).
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APPENDIX 2
(HABITAT DESCRIPTIONS FOR CHAPTERS 1 & 2 AND GAZETTEER OF LOCALITIES FROM PENÍNSULA
DE PARAGUANÁ NOT PREVIOUSLY REPORTED)

Table A7. Habitat descriptions for the subset of collecting localities of Heteromys anomalus in
northern South America associated to records receiving low suitability values according to a
MAXENT model (see Chapter 1). Data are displayed in order of suitability (lowest to highest)
according to the logistic prediction values assigned by the original model made with all spatially
filtered records. Localities consisting of locally mesic vegetation occurring within otherwise vast
expanses of xerophytic habitat were classified (‘TYPE’) as protruding spatially marginal (PSM).
Those localities consisting of vast expanses of mesic vegetation (at least prior to anthropogenic
modification) were classified as non-PSM. For some PSM localities, the specific habitat within
which the specimens were actually collected is given under ‘TRAPLINE HABITAT’. For the
‘GENERAL HABITAT’ column, whenever possible, the specific name given to the locality by the
collectors is shown in brackets. Habitat descriptions from different sources are separated by a
forward slash. Text in quotes is verbatim. SVP: Smithsonian Venezuelan Project.
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Table A7.
RANK

1

LOCALITY

GENERAL HABITAT

TRAPLINE HABITAT

TYPE

TRAPLINE
HABITAT

Venezuela:
Portuguesa;
Cogollal, near
Guanarito; <
100 m

-

-

-

-

Colombia:
Magdalena;
Mamatoca; 30
m

[Mamatoco]: "Village on the Manzanares, 2 miles below
Bonda; elevation 100 feet; vegetation as at Bonda, but with
more scrubby growth on the hills and some small tracts of
swamp. [Bonda]: "... The country is hilly, covered in great part
with dry forest with intervals of open grass land in ridges. A
thin line of mountain forest adjoins the river" (Allen 1904, p.
413).

"...eastern shore of
Lake Maracaibo,
Venezuela... Our
specimens, six in
number, were obtained
under mayas and thorny
scrubs which form
hedge like borders to
the trails leading in
various directions from
El Panorama" (Osgood
1912, p. 54–55).

PSM

-

Venezuela:
Zulia; El
Panorama,
Río Aurare [=
Río Anaure];
ca. 0 m

[El Panorama]: "…hato or ranch called El Panorama… Situated
nearly due east of Maracaibo... some eight miles away... It is
reached by means of a shallow winding slew or canya, the
lower part of which traverses a heavy growth of overhanging
mangroves and the upper a broad expanse of waving bulrushes.
The house and surrounding shelters from which we worked are
on high ground overlooking a sea of bulrushes and grassy
swamp with patches of open water in the distance. To the
southwest is a mangrove swamp extending to the shore of the
big lake, while south and east is relatively high dry land covered
with the open forest characteristic of arid tropical regions. Wild
pineapples or mayas abound, small palms and various cacti are
scattered about, and numerous small and mostly thorny shrubs
are features of the vegetation. A half a mile from the house is a
large cienega, or spring-fed pond, and a few miles beyond are
several smaller ones. The course of the Rio Aurare, which
carries no water in the dry season, runs nearby and is lost
among the mangroves bordering the lake... Animal life is
abundant and varied, including at least three associations of
species, that of the mangroves, that of the rushes and open
swamps, and that of the dry wooded upland" (Osgood 1912, p.
33–35).

"Live trap in secondary
moist tropical forest"
(USNM online
database;
http://collections.nmnh.
si.edu/search/mammals/
).

PSM

Hedge

Colombia:
Antioquia;
Caucasia, 12
km S
(Hacienda
Barro); 250 m

Mosaic of seasonal forest and savanna (IGAC 2003), the town
is just next to the Cauca River.

Heteromys anomalus
only collected in the
gallery forest (Soriano
& Clulow 1988, p. 6).

PSM

Forest

Venezuela:
Barinas;
Hacienda Las
Matas, 40 km
SE Barinas;
270 m

Loose translation from Soriano and Clulow (1988, p. 4–5) for
[Finca Agropecuaria Las Matas]: ... Bancos occupy the highest
places, and are constituted by sandy soils, permeable to water.
The vegetation corresponds to grass savanna (sabana pastizal),
dominated by Hyparrhenia rufa, which covers over 90% of the
area... The transition of vegetation from banco to bajío
coincides with the topographic change; where this is abrupt it
just places in contact the two types, but where there is a gradual
change, there is a transition band occupied by dense patches of
Imperata contracta and bunches of Andropogon bicornis.
Bajíos have clay soils with low permeability, so that in the rainy
season flooding occurs, forming a layer of water several inches
thick, which persists for three to four months. Bajíos have the
characteristic microrelief of microsurales, with mounds of
about 20 cm high, each of them occupied by Andropogon
bicornis associated with Sorghastrum parviflorum; also found

PSM

Forest

2

3

4

5

-
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were Paspalum stellatum, Setaria sp., and Melochia sp. The
lowest part is dominated by Leersia hexandra, Reimanochloa
acuta, Ludwigia sp., Nymphaea rudgeana, Hydrolea spinosa,
Echinodorus paniculatus, Eleocharis aff. interstincta, and
Cyperus sp. The gallery forests are a unit of vegetation which
form continuous strips of varying width on both banks of the
rivers and caños. The gallery forest studied, presents a
considerably advanced level of human disturbance. Its average
width is 200 m on each margin of the caño Guabina, which
only carries water in the rainy season. This forest is located in
the topographic position of bajío.

Venezuela:
Portuguesa;
San Jorge,
Píritu; 100 m

Evergreen forest within
"swamps" (bosque
siempreverde de
pantano), characterized
by the presence of the
palm Mauritia flexuosa
(Morichal cerrado)
(Boher, S. in litt).

-

-

-

PSM

Forest

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PSM

-

-

PSM

-

-

6

7

8

9

Venezuela:
Anzoátegui;
Río Caris,
Morichal
Temblador
[tributary of
the Río
Hamaca,
which is a
tributary of
the Río Pao,
ca. 30 km W
of the Río
Caris]; ca.
140–160 m
Venezuela:
Portuguesa;
Tierra Buena;
100–250 m
Venezuela:
Cojedes; Hato
El Tirado; ca.
100 m

Colombia:
Magdalena;
Río Frío; 50
m

10

11

Venezuela:
Cojedes;
Caño Hondo;

Locality lies within the Llanos, very close to a tributary of the
Orinoco River (PdVSA 1992).

"… The rivers of the main western slope of the Sierra Nevada
all drain into the Cienaga Grande, a large lake of brackish
water, which is a part of the delta system of the Magdalena.
There are a number of streams descending this slope, which
combine into two main rivers, the Rio Frio and Rio Aracataca,
before finally reaching the Cienaga. Little is known about the
upper reaches of these rivers, beyond the fact that the Aracataca
has its source in the region south of the Snow Peaks, while their
lower courses are through impenetrable forest."...[Western
Littoral and Foothills]: "On the west side of the mountains,
from a point about midway between the town of Cienaga and
Rio Frio southward, the littoral is clothed with heavy, humid,
tropical forest, which in turn is separated from the humid forest
of the upper Tropical Zone by the dry forest of the intervening
foothills. This littoral forest is a continuation of that of the
Magdalena basin, and does not extend around to the south side
of the Sierra Nevada beyond Valencia ..." (Todd & Carriker
1922, p. 9, 15). / Locality lies in the juncture between mosaics
of seasonal forest and savanna, mangroves, and hydrophilous
forest (IGAC 2003). According to elevation and following the
river, it is located on the mosaic habitat.
Caño Hondo corresponds to piedmont area: "≤ 300 m elevation
at the base of the Andes in northern Portuguesa and Cojedes. …
[This region] included piedmont savanna and semideciduous
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ca. 100–120
m

Colombia:
Atlántico;
Ciénaga de
Guájaro,
Sabana Larga;
15 m

12

Venezuela:
Guárico;
Laguna Los
Patos,
Estación
Biológica los
Llanos,
Calabozo; 100
m

13

14

15

16

Venezuela:
Anzoátegui;
Paso Los
Cocos, Río
Caris; ca. 120
m
Venezuela:
Barinas; 11
km by road E
Barinitas;
250–500 m
Colombia:
Bolívar; Río
San Pedro,
Norosí,
Mompós; 180
m

Venezuela:
Carabobo;
Río Abajo, 10
km [W] de
Morón; < 40
m
17
18

Venezuela:

tropical forest (Utrera et al. 2000, p. 537).
[Ciénaga de Guájaro]: ".... A large shallow lake between
Barranquilla and Cartagena, varying from 10 to 20 meters
above sea level, according to season. It is part of the lower Río
Magdalena swamplands. The low hills surrounding the lake
attain a maximum height of 520 meters and are isolated
prolongations of the Andean Chains. The region is
characterized by pastures, palm groves, and patches of low
thick, scrubby forest, mainly rastrojo, the whole interspersed
with small cultivated plots, chiefly cornfields. Semiarid tropical
zone; the dry season lasts from the end of November into April.
Author's camp situated on higher ground, about 50 meters
altitude, near the village of Arroyo de Piedra" (Hershkovitz
1947, p. 40).
Loose translation from Vivas and Calero (1985, p. 81–82, 89–
92) for [Estación Biológica de los Llanos]: Seasonal climate
with a prolonged and harsh drought. Areas sampled ranged
from open savannah with hard soils (sabana de arrecife), to
semi-forested and forested savannahs, to Mata (islands of
forest). Savannahs do not flood. Several rodent species had very
low abundances, compared to their typical abundance in other
areas. This might be due to combined effects of the harsh dry
season, hard soils, and overall low primary productivity. /
[Estación Biológica de los Llanos]: "....Llanos. Tall grass (1m),
with scattered, low, scrubby trees (Curatella, Byrsonima, and
Bowdichia), and islands of forest (mata) up to 500 m in
diameter. Matas with closed canopy of small trees (8 m high)
and thick-trunked trees (12 m high); substratum sparse in
interior, dense and almost impenetrable on edges, with bunch
grass, scattered herbs, and small woody plants to 50 cm high,
and shrubs (some spiny, 2 m). Streams bordered by scrubby
gallery forest with thin-stemmed trees 4-6 m high forming
complete canopy; scattered large trees (to 25 m), spiny shrubs,
and vines; grass in openings. Soil gravelly, sandy-clay, with
little humus. Collecting in savanna and matas and on station
lawn (with close-mowed grass and scattered shade trees about
12 m high)" (Handley 1976, p. 70).

-

PSM

-

Evergreen forest within
"swamps" (bosque
siempreverde de
pantano) (Boher S., in
litt.).

PSM

-

-

PSM

Forest

-

-

-

-

[Rio San Pedro]: "A tributary of the Norosí entering on the left
below the village of Norosí at the foot of the Central Andes...
Region humid and heavily forested" (Hershkovitz 1947, p. 44).
/ It corresponds to tropical ombrophilous forest abutting
swamps and cativales of the Magdalena basin (IGAC 2003).

-

NonPSM

-

-

-

PSM

Forest

Locality lies within the Llanos. Río Carís is a tributary of the
Orinoco River (PdVSA 1992).

-

[Fundo Pecuario Masaguaral] "... The study site was located in

"The trapping grid was
located in such a forest"
(O'Connell 1981, p.
11). / Heteromys
anomalus was only
captured from the two
grids in deciduous
forests along the Caño
Caracol (August 1984,
p. 77).
-
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Guárico; 45
km [by road]
S Calabozo [=
Fundo
Pecuario
Masaguaral];
ca. 75 m

19

Colombia:
Córdoba;
Montería,
Granja
Turipaná; 15
m
Venezuela:
Falcón; 5 km
N, 13 km E
Mirimire, near
La Pastora;
122–170 m

20

21
22

Venezuela:
Guárico; 23
km NE
Calabozo,
Hato Los
Leones, Caño
Agua Fría;
150 m
Venezuela:
Anzoátegui;

the central llanos about 45 km south of Calabozo... Masaguaral
is a working ranch ... The ranch encompasses about 3400 ha of
savanna and gallery forest. The terrain is nearly flat... The area
is characterized by distinct wet and dry seasons... Impermeable
soils over much of the area contribute to annual flooding...
Open grasslands with scattered palms (Copernicia tectorum)
are typical of the estero. A combination of more permeable soils
and fire control in the bajios [moderately flooded savanna] has
resulted in the growth of low stature forests (8 m high). The
trapping grid was located in such a forest.... Dense thorny
thickets... occurred over parts of the grid, and herbaceous vines
and lianas were common" (O'Connell 1981, p. 9–11, 149). /
[Fundo Pecuario Masaguaral]: "Masaguaral is a mosaic of
different habitats... Gallery forest occurs along the banks of the
Río Guarico... continuous deciduous forest near the Caño
Caracol, and broken deciduous forest (Bajío habitat), seasonally
flooded palm-grass savanna (estero habitat), and sandhill
woodland (medano habitat) occur throughout the ranch...
Medano Habitat (Dry Grid)... a mixture of woodland and field
(grasses and herbs). Dominant trees and shrubs were Annona
jahnii, [Byrsonima] crassifolia, Caesearia hirsuta, Pereskia
guamacho, Hymenaea courbaril, and Ficus trigonata...
Deciduous Forest... habitat is characterized by a nearly
continuous canopy, 7 to 10 m. in height. Vines and thorn-scrub
often produced a tangled understory... Dominant trees of the
forest are Copernicia tectorum, Ficus spp., Genipa americana,
Pithecellobium carabobense, Guazuma tometosa, and Randia
venezuelensis. Wet season flooding is not extensive in
deciduous forest habitat... Palm-grass Savanna...(or estero
habitat)... dominated by Copernicia tectorum and thorny shrubs
(Acacia farnesiana) at the base of many palms. Grasses and
sedges (Panicum laxum, Leersia hexandra and Eleocharis sp.)
were the dominant ground cover. This habitat is completely
flooded in the wet season... Bajío (Flooded Grid)... mosaics of
field and forest patches (matas)... Dominant trees and shrubs
are Annona sp., Randia venezuelensis, Zanthoxylum
culantrillo, Copernicia tectorum, Genipa americana,
Platymiscium sp., Trichilia trifolia, Enterolobium
cyclocarpum, and Pterocarpus acapulcensis. Lower portions of
bajío habitat flooded during the wet season" (August 1984, p.
71–73).

-

-

-

-

"Evergreen forest located on the steep North facing slope of the
mountain. At this time the forest is very wet [November]. a
stream flows through the area. The soil is a clay sand, leaf litter
thin. Grass grows in the open areas. The grass is very sharp and
tough, growing to 1 m tall. Many thorny vines, low herbs and
woody plants. The lower canopy is 10 m tall. The upper, about
25-30 m. The lower canopy is closed, the upper scattered, but
semi closed. Many epiphytes and lianas present. The lower edge
is bordered by a fruit orchard" (Peterson, N.E. in litt.).

Near stream, in mature
savanna, on a plain,
within a "strip of sparse
forest, under mud
bank" (SVP data card
387822).

NonPSM

-

[Hato Los Leones]: "... Llanos. Undulating tall grass savanna,
with scattered patches of upland forest and narrow bands of thin
scrubby forest bordering streams" (Handley 1976, p. 73).

-

PSM

Forest

Loose translation from O. Linares (in litt.): The locality of Pekín
Abajo was situated on the margins of the Neverí River. The

-

NonPSM

-

188
Pekín Abajo,
Río Neverí;
100 m

23

Colombia:
Córdoba;
Catival, upper
Río San
Jorge; 120 m

Venezuela:
Yaracuy; 19
km NW
Urama, km
40; 25–60 m

24

25

26

main vegetation was a lowland semideciduous forest (100 m)
that during our visit (rainy season) was humid. This forest
appeared as primary but had been somewhat disturbed because
of its close proximity to the village (caserío) of Pekín and its
cultivated areas. The watershed is located within the Cordillera
Oriental, and it runs E to W. ...it is delineated by a long narrow
forested valley, delimited itself by several low mountain chains
on the W, then of medium elevation, and finally high mountains
to the E in the Cordillera. The vegetation of the Neverí
watershed is dry and short near the sea, in the region of
Barcelona-Puerto La Cruz (W), but gradually turns humid and
taller following the course of the river towards the E, turning
into a montane cloud forest at Cerro Turimiquire (2 600 m).
The locality of Pekín is situated almost in the middle of the
watershed, and it is (or was) totally covered by forests.
The place is a rich farmland of mostly corn and rice, surrounded
by cattle ranches and other farms. There is also forest as he
ventures a lot into it for hunting. These forests have streams and
arroyos. It is very rainy at the time of his collecting.
(Hershkovitz, P.H. in litt.).
Mature evergreen forest about 100 ft tall. Most of the trapping
sites located in the forest, others in small recently cleared areas,
or around water holes within the forest (Tuttle, M. in litt.).
Seems that it is wet enough that some areas get flooded:
"...looked at several places that were about the best we've seen,
but they get flooded when it rains... In spite of the tall forest,
there is no dense interlocking canopy at the top, and light can
readily enter... traps set in or around hollow logs and in the
roots of large trees..." / Specific description of locality
according to match between capture site on SVP data cards and
his field notes: "Site 5 was a water hole in the edge of the
mature evergreen forest about 50 ft. E. of the grassy field which
is being given as site 4 [an area cleared about 3 years ago and
by then taken by grass about 6-10 ft. tall and scattered shrubs of
other kinds]"... "Sites 1-3 are all manmade trails 10-15 ft. wide
through mature evergreen forest" (Tuttle, M. in litt.).
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Venezuela:
Monagas; Río
Queregua,
Finca Doña
Nar, 3 km W
[SSW] El
Tejero; ca.
200–280 m

"Relictual forest within a farm. Taxidermist Pilar Antonio
Bermúdez, who was there with Alfredo Lander (not B.
Bermúdez), mentioned it consisted of patches of forest with
palms along the rivers. It is SW of the Turumiquire massif,
relatively humid" (Sánchez, J. in litt.).
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Venezuela:
Trujillo; 49
km WNW
Valera, near
Santa
Apolonia; 27
m

From Peterson N.E. (in litt.) for Locality 'La Ceiba #53, which
is 46-53 km WNW of Valera. No heading for Santa Apolonia,
but according to the site number and dates on SVP data cards
should be the following: "The land is very flat and level alluvial
plain...area, except for two forest areas was totally used for
agriculture and pasture of livestock (corn and grass mainly). 20
years ago this entire area was primary forest. Since then it has
been cut and burned for cropland and pasture land.... The area
close to Lake Maracaibo and extending 4 km inland is a swamp
flooded the entire year. Two areas one 40 hectares and the other
much large is primary deciduous forest located adjacent to the
swamp. The remaining area is comprised of cropland”......Area
#16: "soil - clay loam,... 2'' fallen leaves, no grasses, forbs - a
few small vines wrapped around the trees, and scattered
hanging vines, but no network of vines, small spiny forbs are
very numerous. Canopy layers - spiny palms are numerous, but
passage is possible with difficulty without a machete, primary
deciduous trees with buttressed trunks 0.5-1.5 m DBH, and 1525 m high along the edge long thin stemmed succulent plants
with large leaves are present and very thick, a machete is
needed to penetrate. Many fallen trees are present, and some are
very rotten. This large area is bordered on the east by cropland
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Colombia:
Cesar;
Colonia
Agrícola de
Caracolicito,
Santa Marta;
400 m
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Venezuela:
Carabobo; 4.5
km SE
Montalbán,
Sabana
Aguirre; 562
m

"Site 7.... The two streams, Montero and Aguirre, run on both
sides of a field of secondary growth two to seven feet high. The
clearing is about three hundred feet square surrounded by a line
of trees thirty to forty feet tall" (Tuttle, A.L. in litt.). /
[Montalbán]: "Fertile basin, rimmed except S by mountains,
highest to N and NW. Human population high and small
settlements and roads numerous. Most of basin's floor pastured
or cultivated; oranges dominant crop; also mangos, bananas,
coffee, papayas, tobacco, and sugar cane; "gamaloti" grass up to
1.8 m high. Mature (9-12 m high), wet cloud forest, with palms
and ferns on higher mountaintops; vines, moss, ferns,
bromeliads, and orchids plentiful, especially on NW slopes;
ferns (up to 1.8 m) and grass abundant where trees had been
cut. Lower mountain slopes with patches of mature evergreen
forest, 9-18 m high; elsewhere second-growth forest and scrub
dominant" (Handley 1976, p. 77).
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Venezuela:
Anzoátegui;
Hato
Capacho, 2
km S [ca. 8
km ESE] de
Urica; ca. 280
m
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Venezuela:
Carabobo;
Finca
Cujigacho,
Guacara; ca.
500 m
Trinidad and
Tobago:
Tobago; St.
Paul Parish,
4.5 km N
Roxborough,
Roxborough
Valley and
Ranch; < 305
m
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and pasture land, on the north by cropland and pasture land, on
the west by a swamp near Lake Maracaibo. This forested area is
dry, did not see any standing water, a few very faint paths are
present in the area". / [La Ceiba (46 to 53km WNW Valera)]:
"Flat alluvial plain bordering Lago de Maracaibo near mouth of
Río Motatán. Dikes keep river about 4 m higher than plain.
Lake shore relatively dry, with short grass and scattered palm
trees. Four km-wide band behind lake shore permanently
flooded marsh and swamp forest with dense growth of
Heliconia, cattaillike plants, broad-leaved grass, and trees 15-20
m high. Areas bordering inland edge of swamp subject to
extensive seasonal flooding; formerly covered with deciduous
forest 20-30 m high, with subcanopy of spiny palms, and dense
ground cover of spiny palms and succulents; mostly cleared for
pasture and crops during 20 years prior to collections; primary
forest remains only in small isolated tracts on swamp margins"
(Handley 1976, p. 75).
[Colonia Agrícola de Caracolicito]: ...."An agricultural
colony...in the valley of the middle of Río Ariguaní on the
southern slope of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. The region
has been alternately cultivated and abandoned by the Indians
since pre-Columbian times and most of the present forest,
which is again being cut over, is not virgin. The region is well
drained and highly accidented; the hills enclosing the valley rise
to over 1,000 meters above sea level" (Hershkovitz 1947, p.
41).
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Colombia:
Bolívar; San
Juan
Nepomuceno;
167 m

Venezuela:
Yaracuy;
Urachiche,
Río Tejar; ca.
500 m
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Venezuela:
Trujillo;
Macizo de
Guaramacal, 6
km SE
Boconó; 2430
m

34

Colombia:
Córdoba; San
Andrés de
Sotavento
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Colombia:

Forest is largest patch of forest from patches around (all mostly
secondary). Streams that flow downhill are dry during the dry
season. Looks like only the main branch of San Juan had water
(Hershkovitz, P.H. in litt.).
Loose translation from M. Ojeda (in litt.): traps [for small and
medium-sized mammals] were placed in the mountain slopes
and towards the top. One of the areas corresponded to
evergreen/deciduous forests, with patches of pasture or
secondary vegetation (disturbed). It was an anthropogenic
vegetation mosaic, and I think traps were placed in the ecotone
and inside the forest. Cultivated lands are found in the valley
(below), where the vegetation is deciduous, with thorn scrub
and pastures (highly disturbed). Additional trapping was done
near the mountain streams, where the vegetation was also
deciduous/evergreen.
Loose translation from Soriano et al. (1990, p. 85) for
Guaramacal, specifically at [Parque Nacional General Cruz
Carrillo, Boconó], that goes from 1750–2800 m: The studied
region corresponds mostly to forest without any disturbance
(except a little in areas of major access where there are clearings
and it is less steep). The main ecological units in the region are
low montane cloud forest, high montane cloud forest, and
paramo (which starts above 2800 m). Work was carried out in
eight collecting stations arranged on both sides of the
Guaramacal Mountains, covering the three ecological units
representative of the natural vegetation. The location of each
station and its associated elevation is mentioned as 1) 5 km E of
Boconó (1870 m), transition between seasonal forest and cloud
forest; 2) 5.5 km ENE of Boconó (2040 m), lower montane
cloud forest; 3) 6.5 km ENE of Boconó (2220 m), cloud forest
of Cecropia santanderensis; 4) 7.5 km E of Boconó (2470 m),
high montane cloud forest; 5) 8.5 Km ESE of Boconó (2700
m), transition between high montane cloud forest and páramo;
6) 9 Km ESE of Boconó (3100 m), Páramo; 7) 11 Km ESE of
Boconó (2400 m), high montane cloud forest; 8) 12.5 Km SE of
Boconó (1900 m), lower limit of the low montane cloud forest.
Note that their study site within Guaramacal is not exactly on
the same cardinal direction as that of the present study;
however, it seems that the altitudinal limits for the different
forest types should be the same. According to the elevation in
our collecting locality it would correspond to their high
montane cloud forest. Additionally, these authors also collected
Heteromys anomalus on the lower limit of the low montane
cloud forest (1900 m; Soriano et al. 1990, p. 97, Table 2).
[El Contento, Municipality of San Andrés de Sotavento]: "A
large contiguous belt of tropical dry forest formerly covered
much of northern Colombia, including the study area. However,
the original forest within the study area has been destroyed and
the land converted to agriculture or other secondary habitats
such as fallow fields and scrubby areas with scattered trees. The
nearest primary forest is located approximately 40 km to the
northeast. The dry forest region grades into tropical arid zones
to the north and tropical humid zones to the south. The study
area consists of strips of riparian vegetation that follow a series
of ravines that are dry for much of the year. These ravines lie
within a complex matrix of residences and agricultural
plantings of cassava and corn. Riparian vegetation within these
ravines compose very narrow corridors (5 to 20 m in width) of
vegetation not under cultivation. While there is no continuous
forest canopy, the riparian vegetation contains many mature
trees characteristic of second-growth woodland... A dense
understory consisting of native herbs and shrubs and an
introduced Asian bamboo is present in the ravines" (Adler et al.
1997, p. 362).
[Guaimaral, Río Cesar]: "...A caño or channel west of the main
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Cesar;
Valledupar, El
Guaimaral;
140 m

Venezuela:
Trujillo; 30
km NW
Valera, near
El Dividive;
90 m

37

Venezuela:
Trujillo; 23
km NW
Valera, Agua
Santa; 90 m
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channel of the Río Cesar. Camp about 5 kilometers west of El
Orinoco. Heavily forested and more frequently flooded than the
El Orinoco area" (Hershkovitz, 1947, p. 41). / Description for
[El Orinoco, Río Cesar], which lies southwest: "A tropical,
forested floodland area with many large open pastures on both
banks" (Hershkovitz, 1947, p. 41). Mosaic of savannah and
tropophilous forest (IGAC 2003).
Fieldnotes for Valera include several sublocalities. There is no
heading for El Dividive, but according to the site number and
dates on SVP data cards it should be #55, Area 51: "An
overgrown rice field 700 m by 450 m… bordered on the west
by a major irrigation canal, on the north by a minor canal and
small patch of secondary forest, on the east by a banana
plantation and on the south by scattered cropland and pastures.
Soil - sandy clay, a thin duff layer of dead grass, very little forbs
scattered throughout the field, the canopy layer consists of tall
grass over 2.5 m tall. The area is bordered on the north by a thin
line of trees 6 m tall parallel to a small dirt road along the minor
canal, no waterways through the area, but canals on the west
and north.... the only way to walk through the area is to cut a
trail with a machete" (Peterson, N.E. in litt.). / [Valera (12 to 30
km N to NW Valera)]: "Alluvial plain with scattered low hills,
bordered by low mountains; mostly sandy or sandy-clay soils;
occasional clay escarpments up to 30 m high. Lower part of
area dry (smaller stream courses seasonal), mostly cultivated
and irrigated: higher part more humid, with continuous
secondary forest and small isolated tracts of primary forest.
Collecting in second-growth evergreen forest with trees 17-25
m high and thorny shrubs and vines; second-growth deciduous
forest, mostly rather open, with trees to 25 m, vines, grass, and
herbaceous plants, and often cactus and thorny shrubs; dense
brush 5 m high, with clumps of high grass and scattered trees
10-18 m high; fallow fields overgrown with grass to 2.5 m high
and scattered thorny shrubs 3-4 m high; high grass and forbs at
edge of flooded rice fields; pasture, with clumps of grass 1 m
high and scattered trees; swamp with damp ground and small
streams, dense Heliconia 4-5 m high, scattered palms and trees
to 25 m, vines, and thickets of bamboo" (Handley 1976, p. 84–
85).
Fieldnotes for Valera include several sublocalities. There is no
heading for Agua Santa, but according to the site number and
dates on SVP data cards it should be # 51, Area 16: "sandy
loam soil, thick layer of dry fallen leaves, no short grasses,
scattered thorny forbs about 24'' high, thick stands of bamboo
about 20' high between scattered tall trees with buttress type
roots and bases 24''-50'' DBH approx 75' high with large
canopy, no bamboo grow in a 6 meter circle around base of tree.
Some of the tree roots are above ground and very large". #51
Area 17: "sandy loam soil: footpaths through medium dense
grass about 24''-48'' tall, underbrush 6'-15' high with scattered
growth of bamboo, scattered trees with round bases from 18''36'' DBH approx 50' high spreading canopy with hanging vines.
Both areas [16 and 17] are adjacent to each other and are
islands in larger area of grasses and low bush". #51 Area 19:
"...the area is described as having sandy soil, about 1'' of duff,
scattered patches of grasses in the open areas, many forbs of
different sizes, some with and without thorns. The main canopy
was a bushy herbaceous plant about 4 meters in height. Many
vines interlaced these bushes. Scattered clumps of a tall slender
cactus were also present. Trees with 12''-48'' DBH and
approximately 35-50 feet high were few and far between"
(Peterson, N.E., in litt.). / [Valera (12 to 30 km N to NW
Valera)]: "Alluvial plain with scattered low hills, bordered by
low mountains; mostly sandy or sandy-clay soils; occasional
clay escarpments up to 30 m high. Lower part of area dry
(smaller stream courses seasonal), mostly cultivated and
irrigated: higher part more humid, with continuous secondary
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forest and small isolated tracts of primary forest. Collecting in
second-growth evergreen forest with trees 17-25 m high and
thorny shrubs and vines; second-growth deciduous forest,
mostly rather open, with trees to 25 m, vines, grass, and
herbaceous plants, and often cactus and thorny shrubs; dense
brush 5 m high, with clumps of high grass and scattered trees
10-18 m high; fallow fields overgrown with grass to 2.5 m high
and scattered thorny shrubs 3-4 m high; high grass and forbs at
edge of flooded rice fields; pasture, with clumps of grass 1 m
high and scattered trees; swamp with damp ground and small
streams, dense Heliconia 4-5 m high, scattered palms and trees
to 25 m, vines, and thickets of bamboo" (Handley 1976, p. 84–
85).
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Venezuela:
Carabobo;
Bahía de
Patanemo; 50
m
Venezuela:
Sucre; Entre
Caricao y
Chacopata
[carretera
CariacoChacopata,
entre
Chacopata y
la Quebrada
El Corral]; ca.
0m
Colombia:
Sucre;
Colosó, Las
Campanas;
175–350 m
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Venezuela:
Aragua; El
Limón, 4 km
NW Maracay;
524 m
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Venezuela:
Zulia; El
Tucuco, 46
km SSW
Machiques
(including
Misión
Tukuko and
Quebrada
Manantial);
200–400 m
Colombia: La
Guajira;
Sierra Negra,
Villanueva,
Valledupar;
1500 m
Colombia:
Magdalena;
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"The forty traps were
all set across and in the
edge of the dry grass on
the broad flat floor of
the quebrada"
(Handley, C.O.Jr. in
litt.).
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Forest
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NonPSM
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[Villanueva]: " O. [Oryzomys] concolor has managed to survive
in a number of localities (e.g. Villanueva, Colombia) where the
primitive forest cover has been reduced to small isolated stands,
scattered trees, shrubs and thinly wooded stream banks
(Hershkovitz 1960, p. 528).
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"[Don Diego (sea level)]: "... An old plantation on the north
coast at the mouth of Río Don Diego. The region is humid and
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Tropical dry forest (Ibáñez, C. in litt.)

Camp is located in a farm (growing yucca, corn, sugar cane,
and banana) surrounded by other farms and forest. Very local
rain (although not in Colosó). Seems like all the area was
covered by tropical forest before but now it is restricted to hilly
areas with honeycomb outcroppings of limestone (Hershkovitz,
P.H. in litt.).
"Quebrada Limon above the town of El Limon. This is the
quebrada draining down from el Portachuelo.... crop and
forestry experiment station.... large hay fields bone dry-brown
on the flat floor of the quebrada and savannah - chaparral slopes
above... the stream where it flows out of the forest [which is
deciduous thorn forest]" (Handley, C.O.Jr., in litt.). / [El
Limon]: "Interior basin; dry savannna, with tall grass and
patches of deciduous trees" (Handley 1976, p. 69; although
different coordinates).
"Venezuela, Misión Tukuko: A small agricultural settlement...
located at about 300 m elevation near the base of the Serranía
de Perijá west of Lake Maracaibo... The entire region
surrounding the mision was covered by evergreen rain forests as
lately as 40 or 50 years ago, but most level ground has since
been cleared for cultivation or animal husbandry... Dense
thickets of secondary vegetation, consisting mostly of small
trees, shrubs, Heliconia, large aroids, and cane, occur along
small streams and in swampy valley bottoms.... The canopy
trees are very tall, perhaps 40 m on average and the largest are
massively buttressed. Woody lianas and many subcanopy trees
also remain" (Voss 1991, p. 68–70).
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Don Diego; 5
m

Venezuela:
Zulia; Cerro
Azul, 40 km
NW La Paz;
18 km N, 56
km W
Maracaibo,
Hacienda
Rodeo; 80 m
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Colombia:
Antioquia;
Urabá, Río
Currulao; 50
m

Colombia:
Cesar; El
Salado; 430 m
48
Colombia: La
Guajira; Las
Marimondas,
E. Andes,
Fonseca;
1,000 m
49

Venezuela:
Aragua;
Cumbre de
Turiamo [=
Cerro La
Cumbre]; ca.
400 m

50
51

Colombia:

heavily forested" (Hershkovitz, 1947, p. 41). / [Don Diego]:
"An old plantation (now practically abandoned)... The region
around Don Diego is heavily forested, has a heavy rainfall and
is very rich in animal life" (Ruthven & Carriker 1922, p. 32).
Area 15 (coordinates match those of the present study although
the locality is described as 51 km W of Maracaibo instead of 56
km): "A very scrubby evergreen forest[ed] area.... grass grows
in the open areas. Low herbs and woody plants up to 1mt tall
scattered throughout. Low thorny scrubby tress up to 5mt tall
make up the only story present" (Peterson, N.E., in litt.). /
[Cerro Azul]: "... Wide, flat valley of Río Cachiri (shallow and
rocky, 30-40 m wide) in rolling, hilly country at upper edge of
Maracaibo Plain, near northern terminus of Sierra de Perijá.
Extensive clearing in five years prior to collecting had reduced
formerly continuous deciduous forest to small scattered patches
of much disturbed forest. Human population high; many roads
and houses; land used for dairy pasture, banana plantations, and
corn fields. Collecting in banana patches; cornfields overgrown
with grass, weeds, and morning glories; and various kinds of
deciduous forest, all with more or less discontinuous, open
canopy, and all characterized by abundant rotting fallen trees;
remnant high riverbank forest with trees 30-40 m high and
many vines and epiphytes; scrub forest with scattered trees 2025 m high, vines and epiphytes, open subcanopy at 10 m,
scattered clusters of bamboo, dense shrubs 3 or 4 m high,
patches of thorny, vinelike bamboo, and variable ground cover
of low herbs and woody plants, interlaced with thorny vines;
scrubby thorn forest 5 m high, with sparse low woody plants
and herbs and grassy openings" (Handley 1976, p. 66–67).
Camp was located in a ranch surrounded by pasture lands
(former forest) that were cleared for land tenancy. There are
cacao, plantain, and corn crops. There is virgin forest and
rastrojo. Seems like the forest is typical lowland rain forest
where left, since he speaks about big trunks and diverse fauna
(e.g. Aotus), (Hershkovitz, P.H. in litt.).
[El Salado]: "... A collecting station on the mule trail about
halfway between Pueblo Bello and Valencia, on the eastern
slope of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. The site is in the
center of a broad belt of forest and rastrojo which separates the
savannas of the Río Cesar Valley from those of Pueblo Bello"
(Hershkovitz 1947, p. 41).
[Las Marimondas]: "...Farm in the Sierra de las Marimondas
near the summit of the Sierra de Perijá just south of the Montes
de Oca. The locality is one of a few small coffee plantations in
the drainage of the Río Ranchería. The mountain range here is
low and narrow; its summits, which form the ColombiaVenezuelan boundary, range from 1,200 to 1,500 meters above
sea level. Collecting was done on both sides at altitudes
between 800 and 1,500 meters. Rain forest, from upper tropical
to subtropical" (Hershkovitz 1947, p. 42).
Description from (Aguilera et al. 1999, p. 488), but note
coordinates differ by 2' (W) from those of the present study:
"The climate was biseasonal, with a dry season between
December and mid-April, followed by a wet season until
November. The site, a semideciduous seasonal forest, was
almost free of human intervention, had a flat topography, and
was wide enough to ensure no insularity or habitat
discontinuity". / "Bosque seco/deciduo tropical, intervenido; era
antes siembra de cacao" (Aguilera, M., pers. comm.). / It is an
area of tropical humid forest (PdVSA, 1992). There is a steep
altitudinal gradient towards the ocean, where the habitat
becomes tropical dry forest and tropical very dry forest.
However, according to our coordinates (as well as those from
Aguilera et al., 1999) the locality is within the tropical humid
forest.
[Guamalito]: "...A station about 3 kilometers below the town of
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Norte de
Santander;
Guamalito, El
Carmen; ca.
600 m

52

53
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Venezuela:
Carabobo;
San Esteban,
northern
Venezuela;
457 m
Venezuela:
Monagas;
Caripito [road
between
Caripito and
dock on Río
San Juan]; <
20 m
Venezuela:
Sucre;
Cumaná,
Ipuré; 686 m

El Carmen; it is in the semiarid deforested valley of the Río del
Carmen on the western slope of the Sierra de Perijá. Some dry
forest exists in the ravines of the opposing slopes of the valley
but a more humid and heavier forest occurs on the summits and
outer slopes of the ranges forming the valley. Much of the
collecting was done in these forests, to an altitude of 1,000
meters" (Hershkovitz 1947, p. 41).
Allen (1911) describes San Esteban but places it at a much
lower elevation (250 ft.): "The San Esteban valley...the valley is
a low, dense, scrubby growth with many cacti, which is
gradually replaced higher up, as in the vicinity of San Esteban,
by heavy forest". / Tropical dry forest found between tropical
very dry forest, and tropical humid forest (PdVSA 1992).
"There is a road that goes to the San Juan River... Drove down
to the river where the [Oil] company has a dock... Drove back
up the road (west). There is a large stream that roughly parallels
the road and there are [few?] ditches along the road. The N side
of the road looked good for turtles, there is a forest (second
growth but dense) with a lot of Heliconia, and large trees. We
found a path that led off into the forest and decided to net bats
there" (Bickham, J.W. in litt.).
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Table A8. Habitat descriptions for the subset of collecting localities of three rodent lineages in
northern South America associated with records receiving low suitability values according to a
MAXENT model (see Chapter 2). For each lineage, data are displayed in order of suitability
(lowest to highest) according to the logistic prediction values assigned by the original model
made with all spatially filtered records. Localities consisting of locally mesic vegetation
occurring within otherwise vast expanses of xerophytic habitat were classified (‘TYPE’) as
protruding spatially marginal (PSM). Those localities consisting of vast expanses of mesic
vegetation (at least prior to anthropogenic modification) were classified as non-PSM. For the
‘HABITAT DESCRIPTION’ column, whenever possible, the specific name given to the locality by
the collectors is shown in brackets. Habitat descriptions from different sources are separated by a
forward slash. Text in quotes is verbatim. SVP: Smithsonian Venezuelan Project.
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Table A8.
RANK
LOCALITY
PROECHIMYS GUAIRAE (MAINLAND)
1

2

3

4

Venezuela:
Anzoátegui;
Cueva del Agua,
435 m
Venezuela:
Miranda; La
Horqueta (Tiara),
1127 m
Venezuela:
Carabobo; near
Montalbán, 675 m

HABITAT DESCRIPTION

TYPE

Semi-deciduous dry lowland forest. Microclimate within the vicinity of the cave is slightly
more humid due to small stream that runs into the cave (Aguilera, M. in litt.).

NonPSM

At ca. 1100 m the vegetation corresponds to semi-deciduous forests with patches of shade
grown coffee. (Soriano, P. in litt.).

NonPSM

"… [locality 36] includes both mountains and valleys surrounding Montalbán. Most of the
plant growth is secondary except that in the mountains… located in a very fertile agricultural
valley with oranges by far the most abundant…" Localities around Montalbán at this
approximate elevation are described as having big to huge trees, sometimes interspersed with
plantations (Tuttle, A.L. in litt. 1967]. “[Montalbán] Lower mountain slopes with patches of
mature evergreen forest, 9-18 m high; elsewhere second-growth forest and [anthropogenic]
scrub dominant (Handley 1976)
Forest intermixed with shade-grown coffee (Aguilera pers. comm.).

NonPSM

Venzuela:
Miranda; Valle de
Sartenejas, 1136
m
5
Venezuela:
Trapping took place on the mountain’s slopes and above, where the vegetation corresponded
Yaracuy;
to semideciduous or evergeen forests (Ojeda, M. in litt.).
Urachiche, 869 m
RHIPIDOMYS VENEZUELAE (MAINLAND)
1
Colombia: Cesar;
“Tropical forested floodland area with very large open pasture on both banks.” “[Guaimaral,
El Orinoco, Río
Rio Cesar] A caño or channel west of the main channel of the Rio Cesar. Camp about 5
César, 158 m
kilometers west of El Orinoco. Heavily forested and more frequently flooded than the El
Orinoco area" (Hershkovitz 1947).
2
Venzuela: Falcón;
Place is extremely dry with a vegetation dominated by different types of cacti. However
Capatárida, 40 m
along ponds and dry washes the vegetation is composed mostly by large trees and vines that
are absent from the rest of the landscape. In some of these gallery forests there are also
abundant cacti, but not in others. The specimen was captured in a tree within one of the local
evergreen forest patches (Tuttle, A.L. in litt. 1968; SVP data card].
3
Venezuela:
Evergreen forest located on the steep north facing slope of the mountain. At this time
Falcón; La
[November] the forest s very wet…. Grass grows in the open areas… The lower canopy is 10
Pastora, 14 km
m tall. The upper about 25-30 m… Many epiphytes and lianas present”. The specimen was
ENE of Mirimire,
captured within the forest (Peterson, N.E. in litt. 1967; SVP data card).
190 m
4
Venezuela: Zulia;
“A small agricultural settlement... located at about 300 m elevation... The entire region
Misión Tukuko,
surrounding the mision was covered by evergreen rain forests as lately as 40 or 50 years ago,
200–400 m
but most level ground has since been cleared for cultivation or animal husbandry... Dense
thickets of secondary vegetation, consisting mostly of small trees, shrubs, Heliconia, large
aroids, and cane, occur along small streams and in swampy valley bottoms.... The canopy
trees are very tall, perhaps 40 m on average and the largest are massively buttressed. Woody
lianas and many subcanopy trees also remain" (Voss 1991, p. 68–70). Tall evergreen forest,
only patches are anthropogenic (Voss R.S., in litt. 1986). Rhipidomys was collected on trees
in the forest, its border with coffee plantations, or on coffee plantations (Kafka, H.L. in litt.
1986; Torrealba, I. in litt. 1986).
5
Colombia: La
“[Sierra Negra] Overlooking the town of Villa Nueva in the semiarid Cesar valley. The well
Guajira; Sierra
drained slopes of the range from 1000-15000m are given almost entirely to coffee. Higher up
Negra, E of
1500-3000m and eastward Venezuela, virgin rain forests prevail (Hershkovitz 1947)”.
Villanueva, 1500
[Villanueva] “the primitive forest cover has been reduced to small isolated stands, scattered
m
trees, shrubs and thinly wooded stream banks” (Hershkovitz 1960).
PENINSULAR LOCALITIES
Venezuela: Falcón; Península "the upper slopes of Cerro Santa Ana hold cloud forest and other mesic vegetation above
de Paraguaná; ca. 4 km N
approximately 550 m a low proportion of its surface… Xerophytic thorn forest occurs up to
Santa Ana, Cerro Santa Ana,
300 m. From there, deciduous montane forest extends to 550 m, where it is replaced by
330–700 m
evergreen cloud forest. Finally, dwarf mesic vegetation occupies the remaining 150 m of the
(Heteromys oasicus,
cerro. Areas above 550 m are mesic with well-developed humid soils, due to condensation of
Proechimys guairae, and
water coming of the ocean and, secondarily, by the presence of several springs above 700 m”
Rhipidomys venezuelae)
(Anderson 2003a).
Venezuela: Falcón; Península "low ridge that is predominately covered by thorn forests but that also includes relatively
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de Paraguaná; San José de
Cocodite, Reserva Biológica
Monte Cano, 200 m
(Heteromys oasicus and
Rhipidomys venezuelae)

Venezuela: Falcón; Península
de Paraguaná; 49 km N, 33
km W of Coro, Moruy, 90 m
(Heteromys oasicus)

Venezuela: Falcón; Península
de Paraguaná; 48 km N, 46
km W of Coro (Yabuquiva),
13 m
(Rhipidomys venezuelae)

mesic vegetation along a seasonal watercourse… There, suitable habitat for the species exists
due to mist coming off the ocean, surrounded by a matrix of xeropytic habitat on the
remainder of the Península de Paraguaná... The most common vegetative formations belong
to dry and very dry tropical forest, with denser formations in the gallery forests or
streambeds. Due to its proximity to the sea, mist accumulates in the morning hours although
it has no permanent rivers or streams... Ángela Martino-G. kindly provided unpublished
information regarding the only known specimens of Heteromys oasicus from Monte Cano.
All were captured among terrestrial bromeliads in the bed of a seasonal stream, which was
dry at the time. This small stream, which is the only significant watercourse in Monte Cano
reserve, flows through deciduous forest; however, trees along the stream form a
semideciduous formation that maintains shade throughout the year… Traps were also placed
in the reserve outside the streambed, but they yielded no Heteromys" (Anderson 2003a).
"Our camp in Península de Paraguaná is located in Moruy, a small town located at the
western base of Cerro Santa Ana. The area around camp is a dry thorn forest… Area#11, Alt.
90m [where the specimen was captured]: A desert scrub area as in #10 [see below]. The cacti
are not as prominent here but the trees are more dense being about 3m apart and averaging
10-12 m tall. In addition to the thorn trees there are some fruit trees and other [trees with]
succulent thick leaves... The low shrubs also occur here but mixed in are some terrestrial
bromeliads. The dry stream of area #10 occurs here but there are standing pools of water with
a great deal of moss over the top… Area #10: Alt. 80 m: A desert scrub area with a sandy
clay soil. Many thorn trees (Mimosa) and cactus (Opuntia sp., Cereus sp.). The ground is
covered with many small to medium sized rocks. The ground cover is a type of low shrub
(about 1 m tall) which is quite dense in some areas. The Opuntia occurs in many large
clusters up to 30-500 m of pure Opuntia. The column cactus is scattered throughout the area.
The thorn trees were scattered about 10-15 m apart and are about 8-9 m tall... The area
follows a dry streambed, which has may fallen dry logs and bushes in it" (Peterson, N.E. in
litt. 1968).
This locality corresponds to a local aquifer with a higher tree density that results in locally
cooler conditions. The trees are covered with vines growing along the canopy, which grant
the place its local name ‘La Cueva de Yabuquiva’ [i.e. the cave] (Ochoa-G., J. pers. comm.).
“A thorn forest-desert scrub area, with a lot of medium sized succulent leaved trees. There
are two windmills [used to extract water by the locals] and scattered pools of water occur in
the area. Very little ground cover. The trees are leafless up to about 1.5 m. It looks as if the
water level gets that high during part of the year. Only a few thorn trees and Opuntia are
found here. The soil is a clay sand. No rocks could be found... The pools of water are used as
watering places... Area #24 [on the other side of the road from #19]... A thorn forest-desert
scrub area west of area# 19... Thorn trees, Opuntia, column cactus, and some low shrubs and
grasses can be found but not the succulent leaved trees of area #19. The thorn trees are about
5 m apart and about 8 m high. There are no water holes in this area" (Peterson, N.E. in litt.
1968).
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Gazetteer and specimens examined from the Península de Paraguaná, outside Cerro Santa
Ana
Here I report all specimens examined from Península de Paraguaná, exclusive of Cerro Santa
Ana (for which specimens are reported in Anderson et al. 2012). Secondary information deriving
from sources other than the collector is mentioned within brackets, followed by the source when
applicable. Localities are arranged from north to south. For each entry, boldface type indicates
the place name to which geographic coordinates correspond. I estimate that most coordinates
have a maximum error of < 0.5 km.
FALCÓN
1. Península de Paraguaná, San José de Cocodite, Reserva Biológica Monte Cano [= Paraguaná,
Pueblo Nuevo, Montecano; = Península de Paraguaná, Montecano], 200 m [11° 56.880’N, 69°
57.814’W; from GPS readings; based on description of sampling site; A. Martino, pers. comm.].
Heteromys oasicus: EBRG 20697–20698, 24378; MHNLS 11148–11151. Rhipidomys
venezuelae: EBRG 24378.
2. 49 km N, 33 km W of Coro, Moruy, 90 m [11° 49.4’ N, 69° 58.3’W; DCN 1974; Peterson,
N.E. field notes 1968; not Anderson, 2003a]. Heteromys oasicus: USNM 456324.
3. 48 km N, 46 km W of Coro (Yabuquiva) [= Yabuquiva], 13 m [11° 48.0’ N, 70° 04.0’ W;
DCN 1962; SAGCN 1990; Peterson, N.E., field notes 1968]. Rhipidomys venezuelae: EBRG
15178–15179.
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APPENDIX 3
(METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS AND ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR CHAPTER 3)

Species occurrence data: verification of specimens and georeferences
To obtain an encompassing representation of the environmental space inhabited by the focal
species, I supplemented records obtained from the Mammal Networked Information System
(MaNIS; Stein & Wieczorek 2004) with those from additional museums that do not form part of
this network but which harbor substantial collections of mammals from the study region. These
museums correspond to the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia (ANSP), the Museo
Nacional de Costa Rica (MNCR), and Museo de Zoología, Universidad de Costa Rica
(MZUCR). All specimen identifications were morphologically verified to ensure they were
representatives of the species in question (with the exception of those from the Museum of
Southwestern Biology in New Mexico, which were unavailable at the time of the study and hence
were verified according to their cytochrome b sequences). The genus Reithrodontomys is easily
identified by the presence of grooved incisors (Hooper 1952). The species R. creper (subgenus
Aporodon) is singular among Costa Rican and Panamanian Reithrodontomys in that it achieves
the largest size, has a unique coloration pattern (dark-brown dorsum; grayish-cinnamon venter),
and a substantial proportion of individuals have white tail tips (Reid 2009). Co-occurring
Reithrodontomys from the same subgenus are smaller, lighter-brown in color, and have a high
contrast between dorsal and ventral pelages. Species belonging to the Reithrodontomys subgenus
are readily diagnosed, and hence separated from R. creper, by several dental characters (Hooper
1952). Nephelomys devius is the only species of this genus existing in Costa Rica and western
Panama. Somewhat similar oryzomines occur at lower elevations, and where altitudinal ranges
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overlap, N. devius is easily diagnosed by several characteristics. In particular, this species
presents a high contrast in pelage between dorsum and venter in adults, an undivided anterocone
in their first molar (divided in Transandinomys and Sigmodontomys), and has an ancestral
(“primitive”) pattern of carotid arterial circulation (derived in Sigmodontomys; Weksler 2006;
Weksler et al. 2006).
To obtain geographical coordinates for every specimen, I carried out an exhaustive
protocol. First, I directly verified the locality data associated with every specimen by examining
skin tags, collectors’ field notes, or catalogues. Second, for specimens where collectors did not
provide geographical coordinates taken with a GPS, specimens were georeferenced using
information from their field notes and catalogues, local maps (1:50,000 resolution), and Google
Earth. Maximum potential errors were estimated in a case-by-case basis, using information
regarding the topography of the region and proximity to towns and roads (e.g. multiple sites
within a region can match a reported elevation, although some might be closer to roads or
streams mentioned in field notes). In most instances, it is my conclusion that reported estimates
are conservative, potentially occurring in a single direction, although a radius is provided. In
most instances, estimated georeferencing errors from the cited locality fell between 1–2.5 km,
although some had a maximum error of 5 km (corresponding to approximately 0–5 pixels of the
environmental variables). Given the high heterogeneity of the region, localities with an estimated
error above 5 km were discarded from the study.
For downstream analyses, all records were filtered by a distance of 1 km, so that only one
record remained per environmental cell (e.g. to avoid inflation of evaluation metrics). This was
done using R code provided by colleagues (Aiello-Lemmens et al. in review; R Development
Core Team 2014), which if run for sufficient iterations maintains the maximum possible number
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of records that are separated by a given distance in geographic space. To allow the algorithm to
converge on such optimal solutions, I ran it for 10,000 generations. When multiple solutions
were possible, I randomly chose one. This resulted in a total of 48 records for R. creper (from an
original number of 59), and 57 for N. devius (from an original of 70). I refer to these as the
unique-records dataset, as they represent single pixels of the environmental data.

Study region and geographic partitions for model calibration and evaluation
I delimited a study region for each species by fitting a minimum convex polygon to the uniquerecords dataset, and creating a 20 km buffer around it in ARCGIS® (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA)
(Fig. A5). As in Chapters 1 and 2, this study region likely represents environments to which the
species has been exposed in the recent past, while at the same time excluding those that have
remained inaccessible due to dispersal limitations, or which have not yet been sampled by
researchers (Anderson & Raza 2010; Barve et al. 2011; Saupe et al. 2013). I obtained a random
sample of 15,000 background pixels from this polygon, and extracted the environmental
information present at each of them. This background dataset was used for all subsequent
analyses (see below).
In order to perform spatially independent evaluations of models, I partitioned both the
occurrence and background records into four geographically structured bins. These bins were
then used to build and evaluate models following the same masked geographically structured kfold cross validation approach applied in the first two chapters. Whereas multiple partitioning
schemes could suit this purpose, I chose one that approximately matched the way in which the
system is divided (i.e. each occupied cordillera being assigned to a bin, except Talamanca, which
was divided into two; Fig. A5). Consequently, each bin presented environments associated with a
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wide range of elevations. Background pixels of adjacent bins were sorted according to the same
geographic limit used to divide the data documenting species presences (defined as the mid-point
between the two closest occurrence records belonging to different bins). In this study, bins
differed considerably in both geographic extent and number of presence records (2–21 for
Reithrodontomys creper; 8–25 for Nephelomys devius).
The reason to partition the data spatially was twofold. First, as mentioned in Appendix 1,
this approach reduces spatial autocorrelation between calibration and evaluation records, which
can otherwise heavily inflate estimates of model performance (Veloz 2009; Hijmans 2012;
Wenger & Olden 2012). Second, when transferred in space, models might encounter novel
climatic conditions. Identifying models that can yield reasonable predictions when confronted
with such an obstacle was crucial in this study, given that these models might perform better
when projected onto different time periods (Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2011; Radosavljevic &
Anderson 2014).

Testing for sampling bias
Ideally, ENMs should represent only the niche-based constraints of the species. However,
museum records are hardly ever obtained using a systematic sampling scheme, following instead
particular research interests and accessibility of different regions (Anderson 2012). Such
sampling bias in geography can lead to spurious models if it translates into environmental bias,
tainting the niche signal of the species (Kadmon et al. 2004; Beck et al. 2014). To ameliorate this
issue, previous studies have suggested filtering occurrence records according to distances in
either geographic or environmental space (e.g. Broennimann et al. 2012; Boria et al. 2014), a
methodology I applied in the first two chapters. However, usually studies do not explicitly test
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for the presence of bias, nor how much of the real niche signal is actually lost by removing
records in either type of space. This can be especially problematic for presence-background
modeling techniques such as MAXENT, where response curves do not only depend on presence of
occurrence records, but also on how frequently they occur in a particular environment relative to
its availability (Merow et al. 2013). For instance, given the wide availability of montane habitat
in the study system, an equally high frequency of occurrence records in such habitat might be
needed to reflect a montane species’ real preference for this habitat.
For this reason, in this study I took the filtering approach once step further, and for each
species, I compared the predictive performance of ENMs built with subsets of the occurrence
data. Specifically, I successively filtered the unique-records dataset by distances of 3, 5, and 10
km. (i.e. each rarefied set corresponded to a subset of the other for standardization). These
subsets were obtained using the same R code and procedure mentioned above (Aiello-Lemmens
et al. in review; R Development Core Team 2014). The records from each filtered dataset were
assigned to each of the four spatial bins according to the partitioning scheme of the study region
detailed above (i.e. the bins determined for the unique-records dataset were also used for the
further filtered subsets of occurrences).
The logic behind this experiment is that if the particular dataset provides a true niche
signal, then the models calibrated with it will have good performance in predicting spatially
independent data. Alternatively, if the signal provided by a particular dataset is mostly one
resulting from sampling bias, the model will perform poorly. In so doing, I assume that the
spatially independent sets of records used for evaluation do not have an identical bias to that of
the calibration records. I consider this a reasonable assumption, given that records of the focal
species come from multiple sources. Additionally, sampling for small non-volant mammals
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within the study region has been intensive (Fig. A6). These field efforts follow standard general
procedures (Wilson et al. 1996), which would likely detect the focal species if present.
Moreover, given the heterogeneity of the landscape and associated routes of human access, it is
unlikely that even surveys targeted to the focal species result in identical biases across
cordilleras.

Calibration of ENMs (i.e. model parameterization)
To obtain models that best depict relevant responses underlying the distributions of these species
within the study system and at the resolution employed, I performed an extensive tuning of
MAXENT settings using the recently developed R package ENMEVAL (Muscarella et al. in press).
MAXENT can fit highly complex responses to environmental covariates, which in some instances
might appropriately reflect the underlying correlations (e.g. responses to relevant variables might
be further complicated due to interactions with additional variables and biotic factors not
explicitly included in the model). However, complexity can also arise due to sampling biases or
noise pertaining to the stochasticity of distributions, leading to model overfitting (Austin 2002;
Anderson 2013; Merow et al. 2013; Shcheglovitova & Anderson 2013).
Aiming to obtain optimal model complexity for each of the four filtered datasets in each
species (unique-records, 3, 5, and 10 km filtering distances), I varied two important settings of
MAXENT: the feature classes that the program is allowed to explore, and the regularization
multiplier value. As detailed in Appendix 1, together, these settings determine the complexity of
responses allowed, as well as the final dimensionality of the model (i.e. number of variables and
associated parameters incorporated; Elith et al. 2011; Merow et al. 2013). Specifically, for each
filtered dataset, I considered 13 different combinations of feature classes that yielded reasonable
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results on preliminary analyses. These corresponded to L, Q, H, P, LQ, LP, QH, QP, HP, LQH,
LQP, LQHP, and LQHPT (where L = linear, Q = quadratic, H = hinge, P = product, and T =
threshold features). Additionally, I tried each of these sets under regularization multiplier values
ranging from 0.5–5, by 0.5 intervals. This yielded a total of 130 different groups of settings with
which I performed the four-fold cross validation approach (amounting to a total of 520 models
for each filtered dataset). For these analyses, I chose the ‘user-defined’ partitioning approach of
ENMEVAL (given that I provided my own geographic splits of the data as spread sheets); all other
settings of this package were kept as default (e.g. “add samplestobackground=False”,
“outputformat=raw”, “doclamp=true”).
To evaluate the predictive performance of models, I used the same two criteria applied in
the first two chapters, which are incorporated as evaluation metrics in ENMEVAL (Muscarella et
al. in press). Specifically, for each filtered dataset, I first chose the settings that yielded lowest
omission rates under the lowest-presence threshold (‘ORmin’). If multiple settings had the same
omission, I chose those with the highest value for the area under the curve of the ROC plot
(‘AUCTEST‘; see Fielding & Bell 1997). Using this approach, I obtained optimal settings for each
subset of filtered records (i.e. unique-records, 3, 5, and 10 km filtering distances).
Once optimal settings for each filtered dataset were obtained, I compared the performance
of models built with each of the datasets when predicting the same exact group of evaluation
records: namely all those corresponding to the unique-records dataset (obtained when using the
1km filtering distance). Since ENMEVAL does not perform evaluations with data other than that
corresponding to the excluded k in the k-fold evaluations, I used the MAXENT interface to build
and evaluate these models (following the same spatial partitioning scheme, and using the
‘samples with data’ format (SWD; see MaxEnt tutorial) to ensure use of the same environmental
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data as in ENMEVAL). Other MAXENT settings were adjusted accordingly to yield the same exact
models as those made using ENMEVAL (e.g. samples were not added to background). In this way,
for each filtered dataset (e.g. 5 km), I evaluated each iteration of the k-fold cross validation
approach with the set of unique records corresponding to the evaluation bin. To obtain suitability
values for evaluation records, I projected the MAXENT model onto the evaluation bin, and used
batch files of command line arguments (see Radosavljevic & Anderson 2014). Using
spreadsheets, I then assessed whether the suitability assigned to evaluation records resulted in
them being omitted or not after applying the lowest presence threshold.
Overall, for both species, average omission rates of the models built with the filtered
subsets of records were much higher than those made with the unique-records (Table A9).
However, given that the models for each dataset were built with different settings (appropriate
for modeling the species’ niche with the particular subset of records at hand), I also built
additional models standardizing the use of settings. In this way, for the 3, 5, and 10 km filtered
datasets, I also employed the k-fold cross validation approach using the settings deemed as
optimal for the unique-records dataset. These settings resulted in lower omission rates than
before for some of the filtered datasets; however, these were still higher than those achieved by
the unique-records dataset set in both species (Table A9). For this reason, I determined that, for
this system, available records for both species represent mostly a true niche signal rather than one
arising from bias.

Ensemble models
The models built with the unique-records dataset and optimal settings under the k-fold cross
validation approach were projected to the entirety of the study region for three different time
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periods: present, mid-Holocene (~6 kya), and last glacial maximum (~21 kya; LGM). I averaged
the projections from the four models to obtain an ensemble model for each time period, as well
as associated uncertainty maps (calculated as standard deviation; Figs. A7–A8). The specific
ensemble approach implemented here has, in my opinion, several advantages. First, it ensures
that the final models are exactly the same as those that were evaluated. Given that MAXENT is a
machine learning approach, if the user decides to employ the whole set of records for calibration
after obtaining settings that were optimal for subsets of them, the model will be recalibrated,
making the best “decisions” according to the new data at hand (an issue of model evaluation in
MAXENT that to my knowledge has not been noted before). This can result in a model that
incorporates features or variables that were not sufficiently informative in the previous models,
yielding different response curves. Second, the fact that the models evaluated are the same being
projected allows one to assess how these models deal with potential novel conditions across both
space and time (see below). Finally, the use of multiple models to generate uncertainty maps can
indicate how robust the estimates of suitability are to particular variation (Araújo & New 2007;
Boria et al. unpublished manuscript)—in particular for this study, to the use of spatially
segregated subsets of occurrence and background records.
Overall, each of the four models resulting from the k-fold cross validation approach had a
good predictive performance (Tables A10, A11). Their average omission rates for the evaluation
data were low (these data correspond to the occurrence records filtered using a 1-km distance,
and hence the metrics are identical for the evaluations performed to estimate optimal settings,
and optimal filtering distance; see text above). In particular, omission rates were one order of
magnitude smaller than those of MAXENT default settings (not shown). These summary tables
show how variables related to both temperature and precipitation were incorporated into the final
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models of each species. This might be important when projecting the model onto past time
periods, as the variables that are most informative to model the species distribution now (an
aspect that was targeted by my machine learning predictive approach), might not be the best
suited for the same task during past time periods (i.e. past distributions might have been mostly
affected by precipitation). However, incorporation of variables associated with both temperature
and precipitation reduces this possibility. In fact, some of the models encountered highly novel
environmental conditions within small areas of highland habitat when projected. Interestingly,
novel conditions were more prominent in the spatial rather than temporal transfers (Fig. A9).
Issues of model extrapolation and transferability are a broad topic in the statistical
literature, and there is no single better approach to deal with this modeling caveat (Owens et al.
2013). However, several analyses can be performed to assess the degree to which extrapolation
can affect the results (see Appendix 1). In this study, inspection of the ‘clamping’ figures of
MAXENT revealed that predicted suitability in these areas was not affected by the way in which
the model extrapolates (i.e. clamping or not; Elith et al. 2010; Anderson 2013). This indicates
that, whether response curves were truncated or not when dealing with environmental values
outside the extremes found in the calibration dataset, the effect on the predicted suitability in the
novel environments was the same (figure not shown). Such an outcome can occur if the variable
responsible for the novel environment was not incorporated in the actual model because MaxEnt
found it uninformative during calibration. Additionally, this outcome can also indicate that the
response curve for relevant variables had already plateaued near maximum or minimum
suitability, and hence, novel values do not affect the prediction, regardless of whether this is
biologically plausible (see also Appendix 1).
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However, the fact that suitability as modeled for current conditions was not affected in
past predictions means little. For instance, novel values for a given variable can act in
conjunction with the rest of variables (and potentially their novel values), to cause abrupt
changes in suitability in a way that was not accounted for in the model built under present
conditions (Owens et al. 2013). Nevertheless, in my case, inspection of the multivariate
environmental similarity surface produced by MAXENT (MESS; Elith et al. 2010) showed that
the areas that exhibited highly novel environmental conditions during past time periods
correspond to the same areas showing novel conditions in spatial extrapolations during the
present. These areas corresponded to the slopes of western Talamanca, as well as the majority of
Volcán Irazú on the Central Cordillera (Fig. A9). The fact that predictions in these areas seemed
reasonable for the present suggests (although does not guarantee) that predictions during the past
might not be far from reality.

Transformation of ensemble MAXENT models for molecular analyses
To assess the influence of climate in the distribution and demography of each species, I
transformed the ensemble ENM predictions in several ways. First, under the discrete approach, I
used the lowest presence threshold to define areas holding the minimum conditions required by
the species. This threshold considers as unsuitable any pixel receiving a value lower than that
assigned to the record of the species holding the least suitable conditions during the present
(Pearson et al. 2007). However, since the relative quality of the environment, above the minimal,
can also affect the potential for connectivity, I used an additional threshold to define areas
harboring what I here termed “optimal”. To define such a threshold, I chose the median of the
suitability values assigned to the occurrence records of the species during present conditions. I
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chose both these thresholds according to the values exhibited in the ensemble model (i.e. after
averaging predictions from the four spatial splits), and then applied these to the projections to
past climatic extremes. For visualization purposes, given that the environmental data for the
LGM had a coarser resolution, I downscaled the projection of the ensemble model for this time
period to the same resolution as the others using a bilinear interpolation in ARCGIS® 9.2.
Second, under the continuous approach, I created friction layers denoting the approximate
challenge of gene flow between populations. I did this by inverting the suitability values (i.e.
subtracting them from 1) in ARCGIS® 9.2; high suitability implied low friction cost (Chan et al.
2011). Again, since the variables for the LGM had a coarser resolution, I downscaled the
projection of the ensemble model for that time period to standardize comparisons. However,
given that the friction layers were used in quantitative analyses, here I employed a more
conservative interpolation, namely assigning new cells the same value as their parent cell (i.e.
resampling by nearest neighbor). To assign a single coordinate to each of the six populations
analyzed, I obtained the midpoint between localities where tissue samples were collected (i.e.
averaging unique coordinates). These same coordinates were used to calculate geographic
(Euclidean) distances between populations to assess the potential effect of isolation by distance.
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DNA extraction, amplification, and sequencing
I isolated DNA from ethanol-preserved tissue samples using a high-salt extraction method
(Miller 1988). Specifically, I left tissues submerged in lysis buffer and proteinase K for 6–12
hours, after which I precipitated proteins with NaCl, and DNA with isopropanol. Isolated DNA
was then washed with ethanol, and diluted to a 10μM working stock in Tris-borate-EDTA buffer
(approximate concentration estimated using NANODROP®; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Waltham, MA). To amplify the 840-bp fragment of the cytochrome b gene of Reithrodontomys
creper, I developed specific primers: forward (5’-ACC TCC CAG CCC CCT CCA AC-3’);
reverse (5’-GGT TGT TTY CGA TTG TGC CTG CG). These were based on preliminary
sequences obtained using primers L14724 and H15915 (Irwin et al. 1991). Thermal profiles for
the majority of PCR reactions consisted of: 3 min at 94 °C, 37 cycles (1 min at 94 °C, 1 min at
53 °C, 1 min at 72 °C), and 5 min at 72 °C.
I amplified the longer 1140-bp fragment of cytochrome b for Nephelomys devius in two
steps (i.e. carrying out separate PCR reactions) using the following sets of primers: MVZ 05 with
MVZ 016 for the first fragment, and MVZ 127 with MVZ 108 for the second (Smith & Patton
1993). Each of these reactions amplified a fragment of ~800 bp that partially overlapped with the
other. The resulting sequences were later assembled to yield the larger fragment. The thermal
profile for the first fragment consisted of: 3 min at 94 °C, 37 cycles (1 min at 94 °C, 1 min at 51
°C, 2 min at 72 °C), and 3 min at 72 °C. The second fragment was more difficult to amplify, and
the protocol had to be constantly varied. The typical thermal profile for this fragment consisted
of: 5 min at 94 °C, 35–38 cycles (1 min at 94 °C, 1–1.2 min at 48–50 °C, 1 min at 72 °C), and 5
min at 72 °C.
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For amplifying the ACOX2 intron 3 (ACOX2-3; 420 bp) of the the Acyl-coenzyme A
oxidase 2 gene, I used primers detailed in Igea et al. (2010). For these samples, I used a
touchdown protocol suggested by Murphy and O’Brien (2007). This consisted of: 2 min at 95 °C,
5 cycles in which the annealing temperature was reduced by 2 °C in each successive cycle (15 s
at 95 °C, 30 s starting at 60 °C, 60 s at 72 °C), followed by 30 cycles (15 s at 95 °C, 30 s at 50
°C, 60 s at 72 °C), and 5 min at 72 °C.
For all DNA amplifications, I conducted PCR in a master mix typically containing the
following: 0.5 μl template DNA (10 μM), 0.5 μl of each primer (10 μM), 0.5 μl dNTPs (20 mM),
1.0 μl MgCl2 (25 mM), 2.5 μl Taq buffer (5 X), and 0.0625 μl Taq polymerase (Hot Start;
Promega Corp., Madison, WI). This mix was diluted to 12 μl for each sample by adding distilled
water. For certain samples and protocols, I decreased or increased the quantity of MgCl2 within
the range of 0.7–1.5 μl. A negative control was included in every reaction, and I assayed 3.5 μl of
each sample by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel. The remaining quantity was cleaned using
Exosap-it (GE Healthcare, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA).
I sequenced the purified PCR products in forward and reverse directions using the BigDye
Terminator Protocol v3.1, in an ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad,
CA), housed at the Sackler Institute for Comparative Genomics and Center for Conservation
Genetics (American Museum of Natural History). Sequencing was carried out in 10.0 μl reaction
volumes consisting of: 5.0 μl molecular grade water, 1.0 μl extension buffer, 1.0 μl BigDye, 1.0
μl primer (1.0 μM), and 2.0 μl of purified PCR product. The cycle-sequencing thermocycler
profile consisted of a shortened version of that suggested by Platt et al. (2007). Excess dye was
removed using either a CleanSEQ Dye Terminator Removal Protocol (Beckman Coulter,
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Indianapolis, IN), or through alcohol precipitation (100ul of 70% ethanol for each sample, and
centrifuging for 45 min at 4,000 rpm and 12 °C).

Processing DNA sequences
I assembled forward and reverse sequences of each individual in GENEIOUS®. For the few
instances in which this was not possible (e.g. reading of reverse sequences lacked quality after
multiple trials), the individual was re-sequenced to obtain additional reads of the same strand. All
polymorphic sites (and ambiguities for the intron) were extensively verified by eye to determine
their validity. I aligned all resulting sequences in GENEIOUS®, verifying them by eye, and
trimming them to the same length. Cytochrome b sequences of a sample of individuals were
verified to belong to the species in question (or closely related) by doing a BLAST search in
GENEIOUS®. This was not done for the nuclear marker, as this intron has not been sequenced for
related taxa. However, the amplified fragments corresponded to the approximate length reported
for this intron in a variety of mammals (Igea et al. 2010; Salicini et al. 2011). There were only
three individuals for which a site could not be defined either in the mitochondrial or nuclear
marker, and these were coded as missing data ‘?’ for subsequent analyses. The intron did not
present any insertions/deletions. All sequences will be deposited in GENBANK (accession
numbers to be provided) upon acceptance of the resulting publications. To obtain most probable
haplotypes of the nuclear marker for each diploid individual, I used PHASE V2.1 (Stephens et al.
2001), after preparing files in SEQ.PHASE (http://seqphase.mpg.de/seqphase/). The program was
run using ten independent runs, and allowing each run to last ten times longer than default (i.e.
using the command “x10 X10”). Haplotypes for individuals of both species were resolved with
high confidence (95–100% for R. creper; 93–100% for N. devius).
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Summary statistics for each molecular marker and additional results
In this section, I provide additional details from those given in the main text. Descriptive
statistics for each marker of each species are given in Tables A12, A13. FST values and
uncorrected pairwise genetic distances (p-distances) for the nuclear intron ACOX2-3 are given in
Tables A14, A15. Genetics metrics used to assess population stability through time from the
cytochrome b data are shown for each mountain in tables A16, A17.
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Table A9. Results of the preliminary ecological niche models built to test for sampling bias in
the datasets documenting occurrences of the focal species. The filtering distance leading to best
performance is shown in bold, and corresponds to the full set of unique records. The settings
used correspond to those deemed as optimal for each dataset during model calibration (see text).
Additionally, I performed control models (*) by using the same settings deemed as optimal for
the unique-records dataset. For comparison, I also provide results for the default settings under
the least filtered dataset (†). Note higher omission rates for the more filtered datasets (especially
for Reithrodontomys creper), as well as for models built with default settings. LPT: lowest
presence threshold; L: linear; Q: quadratic; and H: hinge features
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Table A9.
REITHRODONTOMYS CREPER
FILTERING DISTANCE
AVERAGE OMISSION
(FEATURE CLASSES
RATE (LPT)
ALLOWED/REGULARIZATION
MULTIPLIER)
1 km (H/1.5)
1.3%
1 km (LQH/1)†
15%
3 km (H/1.5)*
13.8%
3 km (QH/2.0)
15.0%
5 km (H/1.5)*
13.8%
5 km (H/1.0)
2.5%
10 km (H/1.5)*
13.8%
10 km (Q/2.5)
13.8%

NEPHELOMYS DEVIUS
FILTERING DISTANCE
AVERAGE OMISSION
(FEATURE CLASSES
RATE (LPT)
ALLOWED/REGULARIZATION
MULTIPLIER)
1 km (H/5.0)
2.5%
1 km (LQH/1)†
13.6%
3 km (H/5.0)*
6.2%
3 km (H/3.0)
6.2%
5 km (H/5.0)*
6.2%
5 km (LP/5.0)
6.2%
10 km (H/5.0)*
6.2%
10 km (H/2.0)
4.8%
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Table A10. Environmental variables and number of parameters incorporated by each of the four
MAXENT models built with geographic partitions of the data for Reithrodontomys creper. The
parameters determine the response to each environmental variable incorporated by the model
(from the original 19 explored by MAXENT), and they are dependent upon the feature classes
used. In this case, the four models were made with hinge features only, and a regularization
multiplier value of 1.5. The number of parameters associated with each variable was obtained
from the ‘lambda file’ of the ‘result’ folder of MAXENT. Note variability among models.
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Table A10.
ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLE
Annual mean temperature
Mean diurnal range
Isothermality
Temperature seasonality
Minimum temperature of coldest month
Temperature annual range
Mean temperature of wettest quarter
Mean temperature of driest quarter
Mean temperature of coldest quarter
Precipitation of wettest month
Precipitation of driest month
Precipitation seasonality
Precipitation of coldest quarter

PARTITION 1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
6
3
1
1

PARTITION 2
3
5
1
6
3
-

PARTITION 3
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
1
2

PARTITION 4
1
2
1
2
5
1
4
1
2
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Table A11. Environmental variables and number of parameters incorporated by each of the four
MAXENT models built with geographic partitions of the data for Nephelomys devius. The
parameters determine the response towards each environmental variable incorporated by the
model (from the original 19 explored by MAXENT), and they are dependent upon the feature
classes used. In this case, the four models were made with hinge features only, and a
regularization multiplier value of 5.0. The number of parameters associated with each variable
was obtained from the ‘lambda file’ of the ‘result’ folder of MAXENT. Note variability among
models.
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Table A11.
ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLE
Annual mean temperature
Mean diurnal range
Isothermality
Temperature seasonality
Minimum temperature of coldest month
Temperature annual range
Mean temperature of wettest quarter
Mean temperature of driest quarter
Mean temperature of coldest quarter
Precipitation of wettest month
Precipitation of driest month
Precipitation seasonality
Precipitation of coldest quarter

PARTITION 1
4
4
4

PARTITION 2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2

PARTITION 3
1
3
4
1
3
4
1
3
4

PARTITION 4
1
4
1
1
4
1
1
4
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Table A12. Summary statistics for the cytochrome b and ACOX2-3 markers sequenced for
Reithrodontomys creper. Colors match those of figure 9. n = sample size, s = segregating sites,
Hd = haplotype diversity, ¶ = nucleotide diversity.
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Table A12.

R. CREPER
(POPULATIONS)
Total
Monteverde
Poás
Barva
Irazú
Talamanca (W)
Talamanca (E)

n
57
17
10
7
3
8
12

# HAPLOTYPES
CYT B/ACOX2-3

s

Hd

¶

CYT B/ACOX2-3

CYT B/ACOX2-3

CYT B/ACOX2-3

26/6
2 /3
4 /4
5 /2
2 /3
6 /3
8 /4

55/5
4/2
22/3
19/1
9/2
12/2
19/3

0.927/0.680
0.382/0.570
0.778/0.600
0.857/0.440
0.667/0.600
0.893/0.692
0.848/0.717

1.010%/0.238%
0.188%/0.245%
1.057%/0.157%
0.983%/0.102%
0.737%/0.201%
0.404%/0.199%
0.406%/0.226%
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Table A13. Summary statistics for the cytochrome b and ACOX2-3 markers sequenced for
Nephelomys devius. Colors match those of figure 9. n = sample size, s = segregating sites, Hd =
haplotype diversity, ¶ = nucleotide diversity.
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Table A13.

N. DEVIUS
(POPULATIONS)
Total
Monteverde
Poás
Barva
Irazú
Talamanca (W)
Talamanca (E)

n
50
12
6
7
5
8
8

# HAPLOTYPES
CYT B/ACOX2-3

s

Hd

¶

CYT B/ACOX2-3

CYT B/ACOX2-3

CYT B/ACOX2-3

18/6
6/4
2/3
6/4
2/3
6 /3
6 /3

29/5
6/3
2/2
11/3
6/2
12/2
12/2

0.924/0.672
0.818/0.591
0.533/0.545
0.952/0.670
0.400/0.689
0.893/0.692
0.893/0.692

0.334%/0.182%
0.173%/0.134%
0.093%/0.122%
0.298%/0.166%
0.209%/0.166%
0.404%/0.199%
0.404%/0.199%
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Table A14. FST values (top) and uncorrected p-distances (bottom) for comparisons of sequences
of the ACOX2-3 intron in the species Reithrodontomys creper. Colors match those of figure 9.
For uncorrected p-distances, divergence within each population is emphasized in italics and bold.
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Table A14.

FST
Monteverde
Monteverde
0
Poás
0.390
Barva
0.254
Irazú
0.369
Talamanca (W)
0.235
Talamanca (E)
0.262
P-DISTANCES (%)
AVERAGE = 0.238
Monteverde
0.238
Poás
0.323
Barva
0.228
Irazú
0.347
Talamanca (W)
0.285
Talamanca (E)
0.314

Poás

Barva

Irazú

0.390
0
0.209
-0.078
0.047
0.030

0.254
0.209
0
0.169
0.031
0.098

0.369
-0.078
0.169
0
0.037
0.009

0.323
0.157
0.164
0.166
0.187
0.198

0.228
0.164
0.102
0.182
0.155
0.182

0.347
0.166
0.182
0.201
0.207
0.215

Talamanca (W) Talamanca (E)
0.235
0.251
0.047
0.043
0.031
0.082
0.037
0.022
0
-0.047
-0.043
0

0.285
0.187
0.155
0.207
0.199
0.204

0.314
0.198
0.182
0.215
0.204
0.226
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Table A15. FST values (top) and uncorrected p-distances (bottom) for comparisons of sequences
of the ACOX2-3 intron in the species Nephelomys devius. Colors match those of figure 9. For
uncorrected p-distances, divergence within each population is emphasized in italics and bold.
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Table A15.

FST
Monteverde
Monteverde
0
Poás
0.203
Barva
-0.040
Irazú
0.196
Talamanca (W)
0.269
Talamanca (E)
0.108
P-DISTANCES (%)
AVERAGE = 0.182
Monteverde
0.134
Poás
0.161
Barva
0.144
Irazú
0.186
Talamanca (W)
0.256
Talamanca (E)
0.163

Poás
0.203
0
0.0899
-0.071
0.087
-0.039

Barva
-0.040
0.0899
0
0.085
0.176
0.016

Irazú
0.196
-0.071
0.085
0
-0.006
-0.053

Talamanca (W)
0.269
0.087
0.176
-0.006
0
0.063

Talamanca (E)
0.108
-0.039
0.016
-0.053
0.063
0

0.161
0.122
0.159
0.135
0.199
0.135

0.144
0.159
0.167
0.182
0.247
0.165

0.186
0.135
0.182
0.166
0.202
0.154

0.256
0.199
0.247
0.202
0.24
0.212

0.163
0.135
0.165
0.154
0.212
0.157
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Table A16. Genetic metrics of the cytochrome b data of Reithrodontomys creper, used to assess
stability and changes in population size for each sampled mountain (i.e. un-pooled data).
Significant metrics are emphasized in italics and bold. Colors match those of figure 9.
Calculations of Fu’s F and Tajima’s D were not possible for the Irazú population due to the small
sample size (n = 3).
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Table A16.
HAPLOTYPE

NUCLEOTIDE

DIVERSITY

DIVERSITY

FU’S F

MISMATCH
DISTRIBUTIONS

TAJIMA’S D

(¶)
Monteverde

0.382

0.188%

4.033 (p = 0.975)

r = 0.674 (p = 0.965)

0.896 (p = 0.826)

Poás

0.778

1.057%

4.937 (p = 0.980)

r = 0.248 (p = 0.934)

0.501 (p = 0.718)

Barva

0.857

0.983%

1.214 (p = 0.690)

r = 0.179 (p = 0.658)

0.177 (p = 0.584)

Irazú

0.667

0.737%

---------

r = 1.000 (p = 0.875)

---------

Talamanca (W)

0.893

0.404%

-1.398 (p = 0.138)

r = 0.114 (p = 0.313)

-1.459 (p = 0.061)

Talamanca (E)

0.848

0.406%

-2.256 (p = 0.078)

r = 0.141 (p = 0.157)

-2.079 (p = 0.003)
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Table A17. Genetic metrics of the cytochrome b data of Nephelomys devius, used to assess
stability and changes in population size for each sampled population (i.e. un-pooled data).
Significant metrics are emphasized in italics and bold. Colors match those of figure 9.
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Table A17.

HAPLOTYPE

NUCLEOTIDE

DIVERSITY

DIVERSITY

FU’S F

MISMATCH
DISTRIBUTIONS

TAJIMA’S D

(¶)
Monteverde

0.818

0.173%

-1.351 (p = 0.144)

r = 0.060 (p = 0.106)

-0.004 (p = 0.532)

Poás

0.533

0.093%

1.723 (p = 0.873)

r = 0.787 (p = 0.958)

1.032 (p = 0.834)

Barva

0.952

0.298%

-1.929 (p = 0.068)

r = 0.138 (p = 0.352)

-1.278 (p = 0.113)

Irazú

0.400

0.209%

3.022 (p = 0.942)

r = 0.680 (p = 0.880)

-1.146 (p = 0.072)

Talamanca
(W)

0.733

0.526%

3.616 (p = 0.947)

r = 0.274 (p = 0.131)

0.645 (p = 0.775)

Talamanca (E)

0.756

0.101%

-1.896 (p = 0.035)

r = 0.115 (p = 0.186)

-1.388 (p = 0.106)
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Figure A5. Study region, occurrence records, and the geographic partitioning scheme used to
calibrate ecological niche models for the focal species. The study region was delimited as a
minimum convex polygon that encompassed the unique-records dataset (black circles) with a
buffer of 20 km. This polygon was then divided into four geographic bins to calibrate and build
models using a k-fold cross validation approach (see text for details). Gradient denotes elevation.
A) Reithrodontomys creper. B) Nephelomys devius.
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Figure A5.
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Figure A6. Collecting of shrews, small marsupials, and cricetid rodents in the study region
according to databases associated with MaNIS (query performed in November 2012). Gradient
denotes geographic elevation. Note substantial sampling across altitudinal gradients.
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Figure A6.
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Figure A7. Continuous estimates of suitability for Reithrodontomys creper across time according
to ensemble MAXENT models. Left column: average suitability. Right column: uncertainty
associated with the ensemble prediction due to variation across individual models (calculated as
standard deviation from the average prediction per pixel, but note non-independence of the data
used across models). Scales are comparable across figures; warmer colors indicate higher values
of suitability (left) or uncertainty (right), from 0–1, every 0.1 interval. Note high agreement
among the four models.
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Figure A7.
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Figure A8. Continuous estimates of suitability for Nephelomys devius across time according to
ensemble MAXENT models. Left column: average suitability. Right column: uncertainty
associated with the ensemble prediction due to variation across individual models (calculated as
standard deviation from the average predition per pixel, but note non-independence of the data
used across models). Scales are comparable across figures; warmer colors indicate higher values
of suitability (left) or uncertainty (right), from 0–1, every 0.1 interval. Note high agreement
between the four models.
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Figure A8.
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Figure A9. Example images denoting novel environmental conditions encountered by models of
Reithrodontomys creper projected across space and time. Images correspond to the multivariate
environmental similarity surface (MESS) analysis of MAXENT. Red: areas where environmental
values fall well beyond the range of those used during calibration (given for the most-differing
variable only; see MAXENT tutorial for details). Blue: areas where environments fall within the
range of values experienced during calibration. White: areas with values in between (moderate
novel environments; Elith et al. 2011). Green arrows: emphasis on montane areas exhibiting
highly novel environmental conditions. Note stronger novelty signal in spatial transfers under
current environmental conditions (left column).
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Figure A9.
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